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The Electrik -Saver is today's m
sensational radio feature. 1t cuts radio
wattage consumption as much as 50%
and results in Midwest 16 and 18 -tube
radios consuming no more current
than an ordinary 7 or 8 -tube set.
This feature enables the "Air Tested"
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will thrill you with its marvelous super
performance ... glorious crystal -clear
'concert" realism ... and magnificent
foreign reception. The Dual Audio
Program Expander gives a living,
vital realistic quality to voice
and musical reproduction. Before
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OPPORTUNITIES
are many

for the Radio
Trained Man

Don't be an untrained man. Let me show you how to get your start
in Radio
fast growing, live money- making industry.
Prepare for jobs as Assembler, Inspector and Tester -Radio Sales or
Service and Installation Work-Broadcasting Station Operator-Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, Talking Picture or Sound Work
HUNDREDS OF OPPORTUNITIES for a real future in Radio!

-a

12

Weeks of Shop Training
Pay Your Tuition After Graduation

We don't teach b) book study. R'e train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television and Sound
equip.
ment-on scores of modern Radio Receivers, actual Broadcasting equipment, Television
apparatus,
Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment, Code and Telegraph equipment,
You don't
need advanced education or previous experience. We give you -RIGHT HERE IN etc.
THE COYNE
SHOPS -the actual practice and experience you'll need for your start in this great field. And
we
cut out all useless theory and only give that which is necessary you get a practical training inbecause
12 weeks.

TELEVISION and TALKING PICTURES
there may
demand
THOUSANDS
Television is coming. Soon
be a
for
of TELEVISION EXPERTS! The man who learns Television now can have a real future in this
great new field.
Get in on the ground-floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to
COYNE and
learn Television as it should be learned on Television equipment. Talking Picture
Public
Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new and
Radio field
which is rapidly expanding. Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio
Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

ARRANGE TO FINANCE
YOUR TUITION

3

ating on Actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time
on useless theory. We give you the practical training you'll need for
your start in Radio -in 12 short, pleasant weeks.

I am making an offer that is the most unusual ever
MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING
made by a school. I'll take you here in my shops and
give you this training and you pay your tuition in You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let lack of
stop you -my plan makes it possible to get Coyne training
small monthly payments extending over an 18-month money
with
little money. Many of our students earn part of their
period, the first payment to be made 5 months after livingvery
expenses while going to school and if you should need this
you start school. I know a lot of honest fellows haven't help just write to me. Coyne is 37 years old. Coyne Training is
much money these days, but still want to prepare tested -proved beyond all doubt. You can find out everything
themselves for a real job, steady work and better pay. absolutely free. Just mail coupon for my big free book!
Mail coupon for all details of this "Pay Tuition H. C. Lewis, Pres.
RADIO DIVISION
Founded 1599
after Graduation Plan."

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
AIR CONDITIONING
To assure your thorough preparation for a prosperous future, I Include-at no extra cost additional instruction in Electric Refrigeration. Air Conditioning and Diesel Engines, taught by personal
instruction and actual work on real equipment.

ALL PRACTICAL WORK
At COYNE in Chicago
ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build and service radio

sets. You get training on real Broadcasting equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your own Television images over our Television equipment. You work on real
Talking Picture and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Oper-

Coyne Electrical School
500 S. Paulina St.,
Dept.66 -2K, Chicago, Ill.
Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts
N C.

LEWIS, President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School

Paulina St., Dept. 66 -2K, Chicago, III.
Dear Mr. Lewis:-Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and all
details of your Special Offer. including Electric Refrigeration, Air
Conditioning and Diesel Training and your "Pay After Graduation" offer.
SOO S.
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Radio Amateur Problems
An Editorial by Hugo Gernsback
IN AN art which changes as rapidly as radio, it is not
surprising that the radio amateur must frequently change
his ideas, indeed, his entire mode of work, if he is to keep
up to date.
Changes have come along so rapidly ever since the beginning of the art that it is often difficult to realize how
great these changes are, and only by looking backwards
for a few years can we appreciate what is really taking
place.
On the other hand, the amateur started out in the 200
meter band and has rapidly progressed up into the higher
frequencies, from 75 meters down to the present 2% meter
wave length. All this has taken place in a rather orderly
fashion, and, while the changes have been rapid, the radio
amateurs have always been able to cope with the situation.
Indeed, it may be said that the amateurs as a body have
always been vastly more up to date than the commercial
interests, because having no capital and financial structures
to bother with, they have been able to make lightning -like
changes, as soon as something better and newer came along.
In only one respect have the amateurs been slow to move,
but this also is not their own fault. I refer to the old argument of phone versus code. More and more radio amateurs
are taking to phone transmission, and the best estimate today is that of the total amateurs in the country, between
twenty and thirty per cent of them, operate their own radio
phone as a means of communication with each other. The
rest are still using code. The reason for this, of
is
that the phone takes up more space in the wave course,
band and
gives, therefore, rise to more interference. If amateurs
had more "elbow room" in the wave spectrum, conditions
might be different. For this reason, the phone has not been
growing as fast as it might have. Today, radio amateurs
are using phone on the '75 meter band, on the 25 meter band,
on the 10 meter band, and on the 5 meter band. By far the
largest percentage are on the 75 meter band, while the smallest is on the 5 meter band. It is of interest, however, to
note, that on the 5 meter band, phone operation is almost
ONE HUNDRED PER CENT OF THE TOTAL. In other
words, on the 5 meter band, practically no code is used.
This in itself is a significant fact. The only trouble at the
present time in the 5 -meter band is with the equipment
used. More stable transmitters and receivers, such as the
MOPA and the superheterodyne, should be used. The apparatus used in the average 5 -meter station is seriously in
need of renovation, not only to produce more intelligible
signals, but so that a greater number of stations can operate within the limits of the band and still cause no interference with one another. The 2 -tube MOPA described in
this issue is the answer in so far as cleaning up the 5 -meter
band is concerned.
Indeed, if you go down to the open region below 2% meters,
you immediately pop into a sort of radio amateurs' paradise, because here we have a tremendous amount of room,
and we can easily accommodate a thousand -fold as many
transmitters as in the 5 meter band. And that is something
to think about, not only once but a number of times. But
that is not all. The Federal Communications Commission

has given the amateur everything below 21h meters, but
what have we done with this band so far? Practically nothing! It lies unused, unworked, (except for a handful of
amateur stations) and our constant fear is that it will be
taken away from us and given to "commercials" exclusively
unless we wake up and do something about it.
Television is becoming "hotter" every day, and the big
radio interests are out for wave allotments. It is almost certain that unless something is done about it rather quickly, the
amateur will be crowded out of one of the choicest bands
we ever had. Which would be a pity.
Which brings us to television, and it is here that
must
report a curious apathy manifested by the entire we
fraternity. For some reason or other, the most upamateur
-to -date
and aggressive body of radio technicians, namely, the radio
amateurs, sniff with disdain every time the word "television"
is mentioned. Why this should be is another one of those
unsolved conundrums. Amateurs have been in the advance
guard of radio ever since it started, but when it comes to
television the entire body, as a man, wants none of it!
But last month The Radio Corporation of America started to transmit television and announced that it would spend
a million dollars in perfecting transmission from its 10
kilowatt station on top of the Empire State Building in
New York. This transmission is done at about 6 meters,
and as far as is known, the average coverage is about fifty
miles. This however is just an orthodox technical statement
and should not be taken too seriously, because eight hundred
miles has already been covered in this wave band.
It is no great secret that many amateurs are operating
outside of the 56 to 60 mc. band. Now with television stations being assigned frequencies immediately adjacent to
both ends of the 5-meter band, amateurs must confine themselves to the limits of the band or suffer serious consequences.
This is another reason why the equipment should be improved and replaced by more stable apparatus, because it is
safe to say that over one -half of the stations are now out
of the band and when these get back into the legal band
crowding will be much worse than it is at the present time.
In the meanwhile, amateurs have for the first time a powerful up-to -date television transmitter that surely will
go
places. And it seems to me, that it is up to the amateurs to
do something about it -not just talk about it. In my opinion neither the mechanical disc scanner nor the cathode
ray tube is the final answer to television, and here is where
the radio amateur comes in. It is conceivable that one of
them might perfect an entirely different plan of reception
that would wake up the entire industry and make something
out of television. It is almost certain that the mechanical
scanner is not the solution. It seems also that the cathode
ray tube, due to its great expense, is not the solution either.
Radio broadcasting got its tremendous momentum when
in 1920 -21 everybody could get hold of a fifty cent detector
and a two -dollar pair of phones and could readily listen in.
IT IS THIS THAT MADE RADIO-never forget it! Television
will not amount to anything unless the masses will be enabled to get a "look in" for a few dollars the same as they
had a "listen in" when radio broadcasting first started.
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Short -Wave
Snapshots
Short waves used by Trains, Scotland Yard and for
Television.

One of the difficulties of the railroad industry has been the means
of communication between the signal stations and the engineers on
trains. In case of a change in orders, it has always been found
rather difficult to do anything but signal the train to stop at the
nearest signal tower. French railroads have gotten around this by
recently installing a sending and receiving station on all of the locomotives and also in the railroad yards. It was first tried out on
the road between Rouen and Paris where it was found to be extremely successful. Photo at left -general view of sending station at
Rouen; above-radio set "R" installed on locomotive.

e.

taa

Yard's new short -wave station
Photo above shows the famous
(Marconi). in London. Two photos at right show Berlin television transmitter
and station monitor. The loudspeaker grill appears below the cathode ray tube
window. This is the Berlin television station which is in daily operation. transand
mitting on ultra short waves. Photo below shows short -wave transmitter
receiver in Little America as used by the recent Byrd Expedition. (Clay Bailey.
chief radio operator at the main control) -(C) Byrd Antarctic Expedition II.
Scotland

V'ì

-----..
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PHOTO -MIKE Snaps Photo While
Miniature Transmitters Broadcast Interviews and SimulYou Speak
tancously Snap Speakers' Pictures
THE photo- l,iikt, latest development in portable radio
transmitters, which resembles and can be carried about
like a news photographer's camera, was first introduced by
the Columbia Broadcasting System at the Republican National Convention in Cleveland.
The new device not only is a miniature "radio station"
in itself, but will take your picture as you speak! Curious
observers thought they saw in it a forerunner to television.
But its purpose in life is to provide complete freedom of
movement during "interviews' in convention corridors and
lobbies and, at the same time, obtain candid action photos
of speakers for the press, with complimentary copies for
"the folks back
home."
The photo -mike
will also automatically " m u g g "
and identify any

uninvited

b u

t

ebullient onlooker s' h o
might step from t h e
crowds to shout "Hello,
Ma!" in the midst of a
statesman's speech over
the nationwide network.
"Its primary purpose,
however, is to serve as a
quick, mobile auxiliary
for 'broadcasts' by delegates, party leaders, press
commentators and other
ALove- Pretty Wynette krone at the
notables during possible
convention, demonstratng
lulls in actual proceedings Cleveland
to Thomas L. Sabin the method of
on the convention floor and
using the CBS "Photo- Mike," which
speakers' rostrum," ex- snaps your picture while you broadplained Paul M. White,
cast.
CBS director of public
events, who directed the convention broadcasts.
"These ultra high frequency transmitters supplemented
the battery of 68 stationary micro- ( Continaed on page 99.1)

itweettowsomempimos
Left -the "Photo -Mike'
is a clever combination of
camera
and
ultra -short
wave transmitter. with the
microphone
in
the focusing hood.

hidden

The

right
of

diagram

at

the

shows the hook -up
rho ultra -short wave

portable transmitter built
into one side of the camas shown in the accemnanYing photo. It operates in the 00 mc. region.
era.

20 Kw. Mobile Television Transmitter
BECAUSE of its great value for political
propaganda, Germany at present is making
great effort to accelerate television progress.
Eighty cents collected each month from every
German radio listener, with the idea of producing entertaining radio programs, is partly used
for these experiments. Since there are 6.5
million "paying" radio listeners in Herr Hitler's Reich, relatively large sums of money are
available to boost television progress at any
cost.

What Germany does for example, to help
make television popular is indicated by the fact
that at Berlin, the Reich's capital, two of the
world's largest ultra -short wave transmitters
have been set up. Each of them has an output
of 16 kilowatts, and is daily on the air for
about 10 hours.

4-

The collapsible mast which supports

to

small dipole antenna at the toe

.

This photo shows the intericr of
one of the trucks which carries the
television transmitter proper.
20 motor trucks transport the 20
Kw. ultra shortwave Television sta-

tion.

F-

Another attempt to
force German television
progress is the design
and construction of an
elaborate "mobile" television station on wheels.
Nine hundred thousand
dollars taken from the
monthly listener fees
have recently been spent
for the construction of
two ultra short -wave

transmitters, each of

10

kilowatts output, and
(Continued on page 319)
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RCA Demonstrates Facsimile
100 Miles on 3 Meters

An important milestone in the advance of radio technique was reached a
short time ago, when a demonstration was given simultaneously in New York
and Philadelphia of a high -speed facsimile circuit operating on 3 meters. Intermediate relay stations are used to bridge the 90-mile distance between the
two cities, the relay stations being controlled from the stations in either city
by means of special tone signals.
Extreme left -The novel "pine tree'

type of transmitting antenna used at
the New York end of the RCA ultra
short -wave circuit to Philadelphia.
The aerials are placed on high buildings no as to obtain the greatest
range with these very short waves.
Center photo-The

ultra short -wave
transmitter in New York. the "resonant lines" being incased In the
cylinder at the right.

Below- Crose -up

of facsimile trans-

mitter at New York;

lens system scanninp

a

photocell and
the revolving

RADIO- COMMUNICATION
hails the approach of new serv-

ices by which business men will
send one another entire letters by
telegraph instead of terse "ten word" telegrams and in which social notes will speed through space
to be received and delivered in the
exact handwriting of the senders! The occasion was the recent demonstration of
RCA's new ultra -short wave radio circuit
connecting New York and Philadelphia. The
circuit is unique in that it employs ultrashort waves with automatic relay stations
and enables the transmission of drawings,

next demonstration outside New
York City before
the membership
of Franklin Institute, in Philadelphia. On June

Chancellor
type matter, handwriting and other visual 11
York
material in facsimile, along with the simul- Harry Woodburn Chase of New
taneous operation of automatic typewriter University and Vice-President W. Chat Institute,
and telegraph channels. It is a completely tin Wetherill of The Franklin
Philadelphia, exchanged pictures and
secret system.
The two institutions which were first to greetings by radio facsimile. Models of the
recognize the importance of the electric first Morse ap- (Continued on page 296)
telegraph of Samuel F. B. Morse a century ago celebrated this new era in communications by exchanging greetings. In 1836 Professor Morse gave
the first demonstration of his new instrument to his
colleagues at New York University. He gave the

The four photos below show. from
left to right, the "facsimile" receivers; the special 3 -meter receiver

with Acorn tuba. etc.; next,
view of

finally

a

rear

the receiver panel, and
view of the receiving antenna.

I
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S -W's

203

in Aviation

STREAMLINED
LOOP

AERIAL

HOUSING

1

x-Remote Control
Panel for Piane
Radio
ALL

the rctn te control
equipment used in this airlines' radio installation is
grouped in one spot just in
front of the co- pilot's place
and so located as to be accessible to both the pilot and the
co- pilot. In the photograph
this equipment is shown located on a shelf just below
the instrument panel proper.
In the upper left -hand corner
is a small chart which shows
the location, frequency, and
dial settings for all of the U.S.
De- i
'.oued on page 2991

Stream -Lined
Loop Aerial
a THE U.S. Coast Guard

hasdevelopd

oéant'na,
optnshihcg'

i

Coast Guard Uses

S -W's

Left-Position of radin equip-

and

direction
Yn
né
d
wind resistance of the loops almost to the
loss In efficiency
the direction-finding
slue: and in some ways the direction find Use of this
i even Increased.
ing value
resistance from
57 lbs `treducing n á`lb
f
in the plane's speed increasing by S mues
per
Moue' rheli
rbohem e
loan drr
which Is'made in2 sections. both sectons
riveted
about
inches
`diame antd° 18 inches
Th w e
Object
secured
fuselage, and
ide
ofI the housing completely protected Iron,
force and thedrag of the wind. stream.

w

ufiá

p"

on Planes

ment on U.S. ('oast Guard
plane is indicated at "X." and
also the connection
(dotted
line) between it and the double loop aerial observed at the
right of the photo.

THE work of the U.
S. Coast Guard ni,

craft division is exacting

-+

Ii

and exhaustive. Although
it does "peacetime" du,?
ties, these are no less important than the duties
of any other branch of
government or military
air arms; the Coast
Guard's business is to
save lives, and to help prevent loss of life, injury, etc.
It is therefore necessary for these aircraft to be equipped with
the latest and best, and most comprehensive radio apparatus.
Standard equipment as now featured in Coast Guard Douglas amphibians now includes:
1. Main transmitter, for code. 75 watt power. Frequency range
275 -600 kilocycles, and from 2600 to 8100 kilocycles. MCW and CW
operation are provided for on Intermediate and High Frequency
bands. A Master Oscillator Power- Amplifier circuit forms the
basis for the radio -frequency elements of the transmitter, a Colpitts
type oscillator being used on both frequency bands. The power
amplifier operates at sanie frequency as the master -oscillator, and
is neutralized by a balanced bridge net -work composed of capacitors
in the master oscillator tank circuit. Equal but opposite radio frequency voltages are built up across the pair of capacitors in use,
one voltage applied to the grid of the power amplifier for ampli
fication, and the other being fed through a neutralizing capacitor
for balancing regenerative voltage across the grid plate capacitance
of the power amplifier tube. One set of controls governs both circuits, resulting in a good deal of sim- (Continued on page 295)
d

Radio cabin on U.S. Coast Guard plane: A, loop control; R. an.
tenna control box; C. 75 watt transmitter; D. direction finder
control panel; E. frequency indicator; F, antenna reel; G,
aux. transmitter and receiver; h. aux. set key; and I, main
trans. key.
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The "UHF" Wizard
This wiper- regenera!ire 5 -meter receiver, which is featured
on our front cover, should find high favor among the 5 -Meter
Amateurs who are interested in this class of receivers. Two
Acorn tubes are used -one as an R.F. amplifier, and one as a
super- regenerative detector. The other tubes are of the metal
variety, functioning as audio amplifiers and separate quenching
oscillator. The receiver covers the entire 5 -meter amateur band.

AMATEURS interested in a good
ultra high frequency super-regenerative receiver will find this one the
answer to their desires. In reality it is
a modification of the "hissless" super
described in the November 1935 issue
of Short Wave Craft. The original
tuned R.F. receiver used the conventional glass tubes, while this one uses
the Acorn variety in the ultra high frequency position and metal tubes in the
low -frequency section. A 954 pentode is
employed in the high gain tuned R.F.
stage, inductively coupled to a 955
triode detector, which, in turn, feeds
two stages of resistance-coupled audio frequency amplification. Two stages
are necessary with the Acorn tubes because of their very small power output,
compared to the larger glass tubes.
Separate Quenching Oscillator Used
We have also employed a separate
quenching oscillator which is a 6C5
metal tube. The quenching oscillator is
coupled to the detector plate through a
.001 mf. condenser. This method was
employed so that accurate adjustment
of the low- frequency oscillator plate

voltage could be obtained. This coupling
method provides smoother operation
than the usual parallel -plate method,
because of the low voltage used on the
955 detector. The voltage applied to the
interruption frequency oscillator governs the R.F. output of that particular

circuit, and this output or modulation
frequency is quite critical. 75 volts applied to the plate of the interruption
frequency oscillator allows smoothest
performance in the detector circuit.
With this circuit it is possible to reduce the regeneration in the detector
to a point where the hiss is practically inaudible in the speaker, and
still when a station is tuned in full
speaker volume is obtained.
The detector is usually
set just below the oscillating point, or when searching for weaker signals, so
that there is just an indication of a rushing sound in
the speaker. Then as the
stations are tuned in, we
hear a rushing carrier
sound the same as you
would on a superheterodyne
receiver. If the regeneration control of the detector
circuit is advanced so that
the tube is oscillating, then
the stations cause a dead spot in the rushing sound,
the same as the regular
super -regenerator which is
maintained in the oscillating state at all times.
Advantage of "Separated
Quencher"
The main advantages of

operating a super- regenerator in this
fashion with a separate quencher tube is
that the rush in the speaker can be controlled, and the sensitivity of the receiver is practically unimpaired as changes
are made in the rush (sound) level.
The R.F. and detector stages are built
on two separate 41 inch square aluminum plates, as can be seen in the
photograph, and the necessary by -pass
condensers are soldered directly to the
socket terminals and bolted to the aluminum shield; this is very important.
The by -pass condensers of ultra high
frequency apparatus should always be
as near to the point to be by- passed as
possible!
The heater by -pass condensers are
very important, inasmuch as if they
are not employed, the heater circuit
is liable to be resonant somewhere in
the band and cause dead- spots. Those
experiencing trouble in obtaining
smooth regeneration control over the

Photo above shows close -up of one of the Acorn
tubes and associated tuning circuit, comprising special plug -in coil and midget condenser, with one of
the metal tubes removed from the socket at the left.
Photo at left shows close -up end view of the chassis. Note the two Acorn tubes "A" mounted in openings in the vertical shield plates.

entire band, will do well to investigate the heater
circuits. The receiver as shown in the diagram is
contained in a 12 x 8 x 7 inch black crackled
finish cabinet and the only necessary accessory is
the loudspeaker.
In the photograph we see that the coils for the
detector and R.F. stages have one of the end turns spaced greater than the other turns. This is
the tracking adjustment and adjusting this end
turn will bring the two stages into resonance with
the R.F. padding condenser about mid -scale. This
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SIX
condenser only tunes across three turns of the
R.F. coil and at the low potential end, otherwise
the leads to it would "load up" the circuit and
destroy the tracking. Originally this was a 15
mmf. condenser- plates were removed so that
only three remain. The main tuning condensers
are 15 mmf. single bearing Trim -Airs and no
alteration is required.
5 -Meter Band Well Spread Out On Dial
The 5-meter amateur band covers approximately 50 degrees on the dial; for greater spread, of
course, the coils may be increased slightly in size
and one plate removed from the tuning condensers.
The R.F. coils plug into small micalex bases. This
method was employed so that changes might be
made to either the 2%-meter band or to the 7 and
8 -meter police bands. The coupling coil between
the plate of the R.F. tube and the detector grid
circuit consists of 3 turns, and is fixed. This coil
is not very critical and changes in the other coils
will not warrant changes in this plate coupling
coil. Best results were obtained by coupling to the
grid side of the grid coil. If one desires to operate Tuning in
the receiver as a self-quenching affair in the usual
hissing condition it is only necessary to remove the 6C5 interruption frequency oscillator tube from its socket and advance the regeneration control slightly.
A careful test showed no apparent change in the sensitivity of the receiver with and without the interruption frequency oscillator tube, but, as mentioned above, the hiss
level is considerably lower, inasmuch as regeneration can be
more accurately controlled when a separate tube is used.
In the audio amplifier we have incorporated volume control
which is really necessary, because the stronger stations will
provide entirely too much volume for the average size
operating room, and it becomes necessary to turn them
down. One desirable feature of the receiver employing a
separate quenching tube and adjusted to the low hiss level,
is that a station with serious frequency modulation can be
tuned in with much better quality. For instance, on the
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carrier, unless the transmitter is of the stabilized variety,
most of the modulation being toward the high frequency
side and well into the hiss region.
With this receiver it is possible to tune to the high frequency side and obtain good quality without the usual rushing sound. So far as super-regenerators go we believe this
is the most flexible and efficient of all that we have had the
opportunity of using. Stations can be brought in on this
set with fair speaker volume, which you would not even be
able to hear on the older style self- quenching receivers.
Each of the two grid coils consist of six turns of No. 12
tinned copper wire; space between turns equal to the diameter of the wire, except in the last turn which is spaced to adjust the range of the circuit.
(Continued on page 308)
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stations is indeed a pleasure, with this perfected
Acorn tube circuit devised by Mr. Shuart.
self-quenching detector, it will be found that the average
station provides very little modulation in the center of the
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The "W2AMN
FLASH! A Startling new Short -Wave Transmitter-the "W2AMN 5 -METER
MOPA" -using but 2 of the new "6L6 Beam" tubes, out -performs any transmitter
in its class. Its construction cost is only a fraction of that for an "old- style" transmitter of equal power and range! Furthermore, its stability is comparable to that of
a crystal -controlled set. The greatest advance yet in "Ham" 5 -meter transmitters.

outlined in the diagram, we
use only two of these tubes
-one as an electron -coupled oscillator with the grid
Photo at left shows the author operating the 5 -meter
MOPA transmitter here described, and which marks a
radical departure in 5 -meter
transmitters. It utilizes the
new tube-the 6L6.

THERE is hardly a person who will
not agree that the 5-meter amateur
band at present is the worst of all
"Ham" bands, in so far as poor quality
signals are concerned. It has always
been felt among radio men that the 5meter band would remain in this condition, simply because the DX limitations
of the band did not warrant the construction of expensive stabilized transmitters, with the associated highly selective receivers.
The writer at one time was of the
same opinion -in fact, even today we
do not believe that it would be a profitable undertaking, or even be wise, to
construct an elaborate crystal -controlled
transmitter, comparable with those used
on other bands, because even though
occasionally we do "work" a station

four or five hundred miles away, we
know that the average distance will
only be some fifty to seventy -five miles
under normal conditions, and that any
DX contacts are all of the freak nature
and not at all dependable.
Transmitter Uses 2-6L6 Beam Tubes
This picture has changed considerably, inasmuch as it is now possible to
build a well stabilized transmitter with
fairly respectable output for as little
as a good modulated oscillator of the
present -day design would cost. The new
6L6 beam tube, which has been featured
in other transmitter articles in past
issues of Short Wave Craft, has been
found to give excellent performance on
the ultra -high frequencies. In the transmitter shown in the photographs, and

circuit tuned to 10 meters
and the plate circuit tuned
to 5. This, in turn, drives
a 6L6 as a straight amplifier on 5 meters. Both tubes
have the same plate voltage
applied to them, and run
with nearly the same input. The 5 -meter
output of the oscillator is more than
sufficient to drive the 6L6 amplifier and
permits an untuned loosely coupled grid
circuit, further isolating the two stages.
As a tritet oscillator on 10 meters,
the 6L6 exhibits excellent stability characteristics. The oscillator, after the
tube has once been heated, does not
shift frequency when it is switched on
and off. The amount of creeping has
been found to be less than a multi -stage
transmitter using a low-frequency crystal and operating on 5 meters.
"Crystal- Stability" Reported
A regular "communications" type receiver, operating with a 5 -meter converter, proved that this transmitter had
no frequency modulation and even when
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5 -METER MOPA"
By George W. Shuart,

W2AMN
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the crystal filter was in the circuit, the
thousand -cycle beat note did not vary
during complete modulation. With from
400 to 425 volts on the plates of the
tubes, the following voltage and current
readings are recommended, when the
amplifier is delivering power to an antenna: oscillator plate current, approximately 50 ma.; oscillator screen, 250275 volts; oscillator screen current, 12
ma.; amplifier plate current, 70 -80 ma.;
screen voltage, 150; amplifier grid current, maximum 10 ma.-minimum 6 ma.
It is important that the grid current be
held between 6 and 8 milliamperes for
maximum efficiency and proper modulation capabilities of the amplifier. The
amplifier plate current, when not delivering power to the antenna, will drop
to approximately 20 ma. As the grid
current is driven higher than 6 or 8 ma.
the plate current will swing lower than
20 ma., but the power output will decrease.
Detuning the amplifier circuit will
show a rise in plate current up to approximately 125 nia. The amplifier is
still capable of supplying more R.F. to
the antenna when loaded to over 100
ma. plate current. However, for efficient operation it is recommended that
the plate current be kept between 70
and 80 milliamperes. In the diagram
we notice that the final amplifier is
:A

Few Words Regarding

5

Meters

THE tremendous growth and popularity of the 5 -meter amateur band
came about due /solely to the simplicity
of the apparatus needed. In keeping
with this thought, the transmitter in this
article was designed. It is comparable in

operation efficiency to the most advanced
amateur transmitters used in any band.
The Frequency stability is as good as
"crystal." This was proven during reception of the signals of this transmitter
on a 465 Kc. superheterodyne with a
r rtrtaf filter.
During complete modulation the carrier did not shift as indicated by a thousand cycle beat note.
Only two tubes are used and they are the
new 61.6 beam tubes. The power output
is slightly greater than 20 watts. and the
efficiency is comparable with transmitters
operating on lower frequencies.
The advantages of this transmitter
over a crystal-controlled transmitter is
that the frequency may be readily
changed and it is much more simple and
less expensive to build. Needless to say,
the quality of the signal is perfect. Cotnplete construction details are given in the
article. and we hope that every amateur
interested in improving conditions on the
5 -meter band will adopt a similar transmitter. With a transmitter of this type.
no one need ever worry as to whether
or not the apparatus used on the receiving end is too selective to permit good
quality. Superheterodynea having a JO

I(r. selectivity have been used with this
transmitter.
It only remains now for some one to
develop a simple, selective 5 -meter receiver as a "companion" to this transmitter. We have been working on this
for some time and expect to describe
such a receiver in one of the coming
issues. The 5 -meter band in most densely
Populated localities is very much overcrowded at the present time -not due to
the great number of stations in operation, but due to the poor stability of the
transmitters and receivers. It is high
time that something be done about it
(Continued on page 305)

Two photos above show respectively top and bottom views of the 5 -meter MOPA
utilizing two of the new 61.6 Beam tubes. Very remarkable reception reports have
been received by W2AMN, especially with regard to the stability of the signal which
was comparable with crystal control.

neutralized by tapping off one turn of
the plate coil and using a 35 mmf. condenser.
The Question of Neutralization
Experiments have proven that neutralizing is unnecessary when the tube
is being excited properly, and particularly with the untuned, loosely -coupled
grid circuit. Neutralizing is employed
merely as a matter of precaution
against possible changes in tube design.
In each case, the cathodes, the metal
shell of the tubes, and one side of the
heater circuit are connected together
and grounded to the "B" negative. The
other side of the heater circuit is bypassed with a .001 mf. condenser. It is

very important that the screen, plate,
and heater by -pass condensers be connected close to the circuit to be bypassed and with very short leads. Also,
in the diagram we show that the plate
and screen are modulated simultaneously. It has been found that the plate
could be modulated alone and the screen
tied down to approximately 150 volts.
Grid -leak bias is used in the amplifier
stage and it is the only method which
will give satisfactory performance;
fixed bias is not recommended in this
case. No automatic biasing is incorporated in the cathode circuit because
the oscillator and amplifier are switched
on and off at the same time. And since
(Continued on page 305)
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SHORT WAVES and
Our Readers Forum.
LONG RAVES
BOY! WHAT A TRANSMITTING STATION W2IOR BUILT!
This Month's Prize Winner

"rig" is as follows.
Xtal oscillator, 801 buffer, 203-A in the
final running at 200 watts input. Speech,
2A6 resistance- coupled to a 56. transformer- coupled to a pair of 46 drivers, class A
driving 4 -46's in class B modulation. A
crystal "mike" has replaced the carbon
type shown in the picture.
The antenna is a voltage feed zepp, 264
feet long, with 66 ft. feeders. For the receiver I am using the sane old Patterson
PR-10 and it works F.B. both on fone and
The line up of the

47

CW. There are four power supplies for
the complete rig. At present we operate
on 160 meters and mostly after 11 P.M.
due to the BCL (Broadcast Listeners). I
also have a 5 -meter rig for local work.

One Year's Subscription to

SHORT WAVE
FREE

CRAFT

for the "Best" Station I'hoto

Closing date for each tontest -75 days preceding
date of issue: Aug. 15 for Nov. issue. etc. The
editors will act as judges and their opinions will
be final.
In the event of a tie a subscription will
be given to each contestant so tying.

Hats off to King J. Fothergill, W210R, Brooklyn . N. Y. A beautiful "home built" transmitter
if ever there was one!
SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
Due to the fact I have been very busily
It was shortly after that date I secured
engaged in answering QSL cards from all
my "leant" license and the call letters
around the country, I have neglected most W2IOR. Was I proud of that call-well
everything else. Hi, Hi. First of all I one look at the picture will convince most
want to thank you for the splendid way any one. Hi, Hi. The rig is all "home you handled the picture of the Short Wave built" and works out very nicely. Any one
Listening post I sent you some time ago. who might care to refer back to the Jan.
It was published in the Jan. 1935 issue of 1935, issue, of Short Wave Craft can get
your splendid magazine, Short Ware Craft. a much better idea of the "shack" over
I would also like to thank the many hun- here; this last picture was taken in the
dreds of "fans" that I received greetings living room, and does not do justice to
from at that time.
the "real" amateur shack which I have.

Editor,

Al

Ham Station of
Charles Hrdlicka

Editor,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

Noting that the majority of station photos were of big "rigs," I wondered whether
my low -power station would prove of interest. In order to find out, I am sending
a photo and brief resume of my "rig."
At the left is a Doerle A.C. receiver, and
the small white box beside it is the moniItilcht-The efficient "Ham" station "f Charles
lirdlicka. R"9S(:I. Kimball. So. Oak.

tor. My transmitter is a Xtal 47 oscillator and a pair of 46's in parallel. A
550 -volt power- supply is used, and the output of the "rig" is 38 watts. The transmitter is used on the 80 -meter band, and I

have made provisions to put it on 40 meters. Alongside of the key is my key click filter. The station illustrated is the
work of approximately one and one -half
years in amateur radio.
(Continued on page 312)

If any of the boys care to swap photos
we'll be very glad to do so. Before I sign
off with you and the "gang," I want to extend my heartiest thanks to you for the
splendid articles that you have been running in Short Wave Craft, some of the
ideas from which have been used in my
own rig here.
The knowledge gained
through your publication would pay for a
life's subscription, if I was to go out and
buy it. I am extremely interested in your
radio course and the five and ten meter
articles. Thanks a lot for them -keep up
the good work. W2IOR working and signing with the Editor of Short Wave Craft
and the GANG after a most enjoyable
100% one -way QSO. 73 OM and I'll be
seeing you later with a kilowatt job. Hi,
Hi.
King J. Fothergill, Opr.
Amateur Station W2IOR
297 Baltic Street,
Brooklyn, New York.
(Continued on page 312)
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Appearance of the portable C.W. transmitter using two metal tubes, a 6C5 and a 6F6, together with

volt D. C. dynamotor.

12 -500

The "M.T." Xtal Transmitter
By Harry D. Hooton
FEW years ago the amateur who
A portable C.W. transmitter for trolled transmitter illustrated and delived in a remote rural district was rural districts, using two metal tubes scribed here is designed to be operated
truly up against it when it came to and operating
from either a 6 or 12 volt D.C. source
from a 6 or 12 volt dy- and, as Fig. 1 shows it is modern and
operating a transmitter. Usually no
110 volt line was available and, rather namotor supplying 500 volts "B." Well up -to -date in every detail. The circuit
than invest in the expensive and rela- suited for use in car or boat.
consists of a 6C5 metal triode as a
tively inefficient dynamotors of that
crystal -harmonic oscillator, using the
period, many turned to ordinary "B"
famous "Les-Tet" arrangement originbatteries for a transmitter power supated by Frank Lester, W2AMJ, and a
ply. Today, however, the situation is to 50 watt output, around either of the 6F6 pentode as R.F. amplifier. This
entirely different. A variety of power two power units mentioned and operate particular hook -up is very easy on the
sources are now on the market, rang- it for approximately 11,4 cents an hour. crystal and the total absence of grid
ing from portable 110 volt A.C. plants This is actually as low as the cost of chokes and link-circuits make the entire
to the more recent G and 12 volt D.C. operating a similar transmitting set transmitter extremely simple to adjust
outfits. It is possible to build a modern from the 110 volt A.C. lines.
and operate. No neutralization is reamateur transmitter, capable of a 25
The small metal -tube crystal -con- quired except (Continued on page 309)
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Wiring diagram of the "M.T." Xtal transmitter. especially designed for use as a portable to be operated from your car; a dynamotor operating from the car or a separate storage battery, develops the 500 volt plate current.
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Receiver -Adapter Unit sti t War

ÇL_

By Stanley Johnson, W9LBV
ceivers are not equipped to tune to these
Construction is much the same, refrequencies. This receiver- adapter unit gardless of whether the unit is to be
was designed to meet this situation and used as a receiver or as an adapter.
to make it possible for you to hear the Most of the parts are mounted underfascinating traffic which is being car- neath the "U" shaped chassis, which
ried on in the extremely high frequency was made from a scrap of car body
The ultra short -wave adapter in use with an all (Continued on page 298)
bands. If you have a short-wave re- aluminum.
band short -wave receiver; the adapter is at the
ceiver, the unit may be used as an
right.
adapter to transform your receiver into
ALTHOUGH the number of ama- an ultra short -wave set; if you do not
teur, police, and commercial stations have a receiver, the unit -with only
operating on the ultra high frequencies slight modification-may be used as a
is increasing daily, most short-wave re- "complete" one -tube super-regenerative
receiver.
1 -Tube Receiver
The unit uses a single type 6C5 metal
tube in the popular "minute man"
super- regenerative circuit so-called
because it was popularized by Boston
high -frequency enthusiasts -which is
generally recognized as the best of the
many self-quenching super- regenerative
hook-ups. When acting as an adapter
with a receiver, the unit simply replaces
the tube which precedes the first audio
tube of the receiver, thus utilizing the
receiver to furnish the power and the
audio amplification for the super- regenerative detector.
As a receiver, the unit is a one tube
super- regenerative detector with headphones connected in the plate circuit.
The unit illustrated is an adapter; the
receiver model is identical except for
the addition of a pair of binding posts
for headphones and a slight change in
the circuit.

May Be Used As

,r

-

showing the single
metal tube at the right, as well as the tuning
condenser and dials.
A close-up of the adapter,

How to Build
THE accompanying drawing greatly
facilitates the construction of an
ideal "bug" key. This arrangement enables the constructor to make such deviations as he might deem advisable
without fear of disrupting the entire
mechanism.
The base of the "bug" is nothing
more than a lead casting, which does
not necessarily have to be of superior
quality
piece of discarded lead pipe
will do. The mould is made by shaping
a piece of wood to the correct proportions in order to produce the indenta-

-a

Another view of the U.S.W. adapter, showing
The high- frequency coils and the metal tube, also
the adapter plug.

"Bug" Key

a

center of the casting, in preference to
using the aforementioned method of
using a piece of wood for a moulding
form. When finished, a coating of black
paint will greatly enhance the appearance of the base, so that it will harmonize with the bakelite sheet.
The supports for the contacts and
spring adjustments, etc., may be made
from the pieces of metal which hold the
stator plates together on old "BC"
variable condensers. The "Ham" junk box usually lays claim to many such
parts.
(Continued ou page 317)

By Christos M. Manitsas,

W1IJL

tions on the top of the lead casting, with
the result that the bakelite base of the
"bug" proper can recede into the lead
casting.
In building this "bug," I found that
wood- working tools which had seen
"better days" could be used to finish
the lead casting. An old plane may be
employed to finish the sides of the casting, and a wood chisel may be the
means of digging out the lead in the
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The drawing above shows all of the essential and easily -made parts necessary to construct the "bug" key.
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5 -Meter

TransmitterReceiver -Uses New
Metal Tubes
By

Henry

Plant, W6DKZ

B.

Here's a handy, low- priced portable transmitter receiver for the 5 -meter band. On tests it worked
very successfully; the author had it mounted on the
handle -bars of a motorcycle during some of the
tests. The author has talked 60 miles with this set.
When the audio circuit
was operating satisfactorily and the detector
received signals with no
dead spots, the 6C5 was
added in place of the 76
detector. This change resulted in greater smoothness of super- regeneration and an increase in
audio output. The oscillator was then replaced
by a 6F6 with the screen
tied to the plate, making
the oscillator a tetrode.
As a further experiment
the 6C5 in the first audio
'l'he three photos at the
left show respectively
front, top, and bottom

views

of

the

5 -meter

.

"rig" mounted on the handlebars of a motorcycle.

5 -meter

The

Transmitter -receiver

THE writer has spent some six
months in an effort to find a radio
transmitter- receiver for five meters
that would stand exceptionally hard
service. The set in mind would have
to operate under the most adverse conditions, namely that it must be rigidly
attached to the frame of a motorcycle.
In mobile operation the set would share
the vibrations of the frame. Measurements show this vibration is enough to
shake the glass tubes out of any type
of socket used. In the metal tube model
none of the tubes have ever shaken out,
but small spring -steel hold -downs have
been added for safety.
First Experiments
A number of tube combinations have
been tried out and discarded. First a
76 oscillator, and a 41 modulator were
used as a transceiver, mounted on
sponge rubber on the rear carrier of
the motorcycle. This set had the disadvantages of receiving all the jars
and vibrations of an unsprung rear
wheel, and the operator had to turn
around to see the dials. The next set
was a 76 oscillator, 76 first audio, and
42 modulator -amplifier. This set drew
too much current from the high -voltage supply so was never tried mobile.
The present set was first built using
an audio system of metal tubes and the
radio -frequency stages of glass tubes.
The audio system consisted of a 6C5
first audio amplifier, resistance coupled
to a 6F6 pentode output tube. The detector was a 76, and the oscillator a 41.

stage was replaced by a 6F5, high
mu triode, which is designed for resistance- coupled audio work. The lineup on the present model is therefore: Detector 6C5, first audio 6F5,
second audio (modulator) 6F6, oscillator 6F6.
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Set Mounted in Metal Can
The set is constructed in a metal can,
formed from number 22 gauge black
sheet iron. The subpanel is the same
except that it is cadmium plated so that
connections may be soldered directly to
it. The dimensions are shown in Fig. 1.
The subpanel (Continued on page 307)
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Wiring diagram of the 5 -meter Transmitter -Receiver which uses metal tubes.
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The three photos above show front, rear, and bottom views of the pre -selector here described by Mr. Cisin.

Metal-Tube PRE -SELECTOR
PERHAPS a majority of shortwave fans have started with a small
receiver employing the familiar regenerative detector without any R.F. amplification. Many of these beginners' sets
are of the one tube (not counting reotifier) variety, suitable for earphone
operation, while others have one or two
additional audio stages where sets are
designed to operate a loud -speaker. All
sets which come under this classification
can be greatly improved by the addition of a Pre-Selector such as the one
described in this article. In fact, this
pre- selector will also increase the capabilities of a set having one or more R.F.
stages already incorporated in it.
For the benefit of the uninitiated, the
purpose of the pre- selector or pre- amplifier is to add R.F. gain to an existing
receiver, so that it can pick up very
weak incoming signals and pass these
on to the detector and the audio amplifier. In addition, the pre -selector acts,
to a certain extent, as a band -pass filter,
permitting separation of stations impossible where sufficient R.F. stages are
not present. Moreover, where a pre selector is used with the conventional
EXTERNAL
ANTENNA

6K7

6K7

By H. G. Cisin, M. E.
This pre-amplifier or pre-selector
helps to boost those weak "DX" signals, so that you can hear them with
an ordinary receiver. The device is
self-powered and may be used with
battery sets, as well as 110 -volt A.C.

or D.C. receivers.

beginners' set employing a regenerative
detector and an antenna trimmer, the
pre -selector obviates the necessity of
constantly adjusting the antenna trimmer as coils are changed to cover vari-

ous wave -bands.
A number of pre -selectors have been
designed, but most of these failed to
meet with popular approval due to the
fact that they were highly complicated,
called for the use of a multiplicity of
plug -in coils and switches, required
multi -wire cables to obtain their power
from the existing receiver and especially due to the fact that they introduced losses which offset most of the
C8'.
J"

O

BP3

EXTERNAL

ANTENNA

ANT.

Uses Metal Tubes
Another important feature of this
pre- selector is the fact that it employs
the new metal tubes. These are desirable for short-wave reception because
of their close shielding, which prevents
unwanted interaction between R.F.
stages and they (Continued on page 311)
V2

VI

Ca.

6K7)

6 K 7)

BP.3
/

BP.1

POST OFSET

C

advantages gained by using them.
The "Metal -Tube Pre -Selector" was
designed by the writer, however, so that
all of these faults would be eliminated.
To avoid complication and to gain maximum simplicity, one R.F. stage is untuned. Thus, there is only one tuned
R.F. stage, requiring only one set of
plug -in coils and only one tuning condenser. To eliminate bulky and complicated cables between the pre -selector
and the set, the pre -selector is "selfpowered." That is to say, it is provided with its own rectifier tube and
filter system, so that it can be plugged
into any A.C. or D.C. source, regardless
of the type of power used to energize
the short -wave receiver. It will work
just as well with a battery set as with
an A.C. or a D.C. or a universal set.
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matter to build this Metal -Tube l're- Amplifier by following the drawings here presented.
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The Beginner's Breadboard

ECONOMY -2
By Frank Lester,

W2AMJ

greatly simplified -tube receiver will prove ideal for
actually yields 2 -tube results,
the short -wave Beginner
as a type 19 dual purpose tube is used. The "A" battery
may be two No. 6 dry cells, and the plate supply a single
45 -volt "B" battery.
This

1

-it

Thee "losses" represent excessive leakage

losses" present.

of radio frequency currents due to poor quality parts, careless construction and poor insulation.

Set Has "Band- Spread"

If the constructor uses the parts specified at the end of

this article, follows the layout and circuit carefully and
does a clean job of wiring and soldering-then the set will
work "right off the bat." The accompanying photographs
clearly indicate the relative positions of all the component
parts. The main tuning condenser is the one in the center of
the aluminum panel, attached to the high -ratio tuning dial.
It is a 15 mmf. 3 -plate midget variable band- spread condenser. The upper left-hand control (front view) is the 50
mmf. "tank" tuning condenser which roughly tunes the set
to any one of 20, 40, 80, or 160 meter short -wave bands;
depending upon which plug -in coil is being used.
The lower left -hand condenser is a 140 mmf. unit used as
a regeneration control. The three remaining controls are
from left to right, filament on -off switch, phone output jack
and 6 -ohm filament rheostat respectively.
Short Leads Essential
All the parts are so laid out as to make for shortest possible leads. This is an important (Continued on page 306)
ANT

European stations can be heard easily with a pair of headphones on this 'one lunger." A single 19 -tube gives 2 -tube
performance -acting as the detector and also as one stage of
A.F. amplification.

THE "one lunger" is still the recommended starting point
for the "embryonic" ham and short-wave listener. But
the "one lunger" of today is a far cry from that which we
of timers used to fool around with in the good of days.
What, with all the new multi- function tubes and improved
design of radio parts, a 1 -tuber of today would run rings
around 2- and even 3-tube sets of a few years ago.
1 -Tube Does 2 Things
Take this receiver for example; its single tube (type 19)
performs the function of both detection and a stage of A.F.
amplification. Hence the excellent overall performance of
this "1- tube" set, especially its distance-getting ability, will
immensely stimulate the enthusiasm of the beginner and
encourage him to greater accomplishments in the radio field.
Outwardly, the 19 tube looks no different than any other
commonly -used tube; yet it has two complete sets of triode
elements, with a filament common to both. It is therefore
equivalent to two separate tubes such as '01A's or '12A's.
Furthermore, it has a 2 -volt filament which consumes but
0.26 of an ampere, so that two ordinary No. 6 dry cells, connected in series, would last quite a long time with average
use. Its plate drain is also very economical; a single 45 -volt
B battery will give many months of satisfactory service.
Because of these and other excellent features, the "Economy-2" lends itself very nicely to the elementary requirements of the modern beginner in radio, be he listener or
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Detector and 1 Audio Stage
Reference to the schematic and pictorial diagrams will reveal that the circuit of the "Economy -2" is of the conventional regenerative detector type, followed by a stage of
A.F. amplification. It is a fallacy to believe that only expensive receivers -those using highly intricate circuits, can
make possible successful short -wave reception. This little
set, in a good location, is capable of surprising DX and consistent reception of foreign stations, the world over. The
whole "secret" of good short -wave reception lies, not so
much in the circuit arrangement, as in the extent of "R.F.

The schematic and picture wiring diagrams reproduced above
will enable the beginner to easily construct this 1 -tube receiver
which actually gives "2 -tube" results.
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WORLD -WIDE SHORT-WAVE
REVIEW
A 2.5 -Meter Transceiver
IN A recent issue of Television and
Short -Wave World (London) a new
transceiver for the 5 meter and 2.5 meter
amateur bands was described.
The circuit of this unit is reproduced
here for those who are interested in what
the amateurs across the "big pond" are
doing. The unit contains two tubes, one
of which is the oscillator and the other the

-Edited By

The Editors have endeavored to review
the more important foreign magazines
covering short-wave developments, for
the benefit of the thousands of readers of
this magazine who do not have the opportunity of seeing these magazines firsthand. The circuits shown are for the
most part self -explanatory to the radio
student, and wherever possible the constants or salues of various condensers,
coils. etc.. are given. Please do not write

further data, picture diagrams or lists of parts for these foreign circuits, as we do not have any
further specific information other than
that given. If the reader will remember
that wherever a tuned circuit is shown,
for instance, he may use any short -wave
coil and the appropriate corresponding
tuning condenser, data for which are
given dozens of times in each issue of
this magazine, he will have no difficulty
in reconstructing these foreign circuits
to try them out.
to us asking for

A

In this case, however, it is not used only
for this purpose. The tube VI is a regenerative detector of the pentode type, using
cathode regeneration (electron coupling).
This tube feeds into tube V3, which is an
A.F. stage of the triode variety.
Tube V2 is an oscillator, similar in construction to the detector. This is coupled
to the suppressor grid of the detector.
This tube accomplishes two things. First,
if it is tuned to a frequency adjacent to the
frequency of VI, an audible beat will be
heard in the phones, which is useful in locating phone stations, and which supplies a
steady beat for C.W. reception.
Second, if V2 is tuned to a frequency removed from V1 by a wide range of frequencies, super -regeneration action can be
attained. This greatly increases the sensitivity of the set for high frequency reception.
Third, if V2 is tuned to a point near the
second or third harmonic of the signal frequency, tube VI is modulated at a super audible frequency and this beat frequency
(intermediate frequency) which is present
in the suppressor circuit of tube V1 causes
an action very similar to superheterodyne
action, in which VI acts as both first and
second detectors, rectifying both the high
frequency and beat frequency.
Thus it can be seen that some very interesting results can be obtained from this
circuit. The coils used for V1 and V2 are
of the plug -in variety and for most purposes, one set of coils would be sufficient
for both tubes since a larger size coil is
needed for V2 in most cases,

European 2.5 -meter transceiver.

modulator for transmitting, while w'th the
switch in the receiving position, the first
becomes the detector and the second is the
"quenching tube" of a super- regenerative
type unit.
The appearance of the set is shown in the
photo which also shows the three coils of
the oscillator-detector unit. These coils
are identical in size and turns, being wound
with No. 14 bare copper wire, to a diameter
of % -inch. The turns are spaced slightly
more than the diameter of the wire.
The values of the other parts in the
transceiver are shown in the circuit.

An Interesting Heterodyne Circuit
IN A recent issue of L'Antenne (Paris)
a versatile short-wave detector scheme
was shown. It is an adaptation of the
old heterodyne circuit in which a separate
tube was used to produce audible beats for

An Ultra- Short -Wave Detector
IN the description of a new high- fidelity
receiver which is being sold in Germany,
Funktechnische Monatshefte (Berlin) included the circuit of the detector used to

C.W. reception.
0.1,

J

SMEGS.

CS-

100M MF

SB

R

0-MF

CS

100

several German cities are using these frequencies.
The circuit of this regenerative detector
is interesting in several respects. First,
the type of oscillating circuit used is not
the usual tuned -grid type-but is the split
Colpitts circuit, in which both the grid and
plate inductances are included in the tuned
circuit. Regeneration is controlled by a

An interesting ultra -high frequency de

tecton

potentiometer in the plate supply circuit.
The movable arm is fed through a resistance- capacity network to prevent a loss of
signal energy through the power -supply
circuits.
The R.F. choke, surprising
enough, is an iron -dust core unit. This is
an unusual deviation from standard practice, since it is generally understood that
iron -dust cores are not effective on high
frequencies. However, it is shown experimentally in the descriptive article in the
German magazine that this type of choke is
superior to air -core units.
The coils used in this high- frequency
tuner are silver -plated to have the lowest
possible skin resistance.
It is claimed that the use of regeneration
in this tuner and detector is not any cause
for alarm (as far as high- fidelity reception is concerned) as the tuning is comparatively broad on these frequencies and
there is no fear of cutting side- bands.
A New Tuning Indicator Tube
THE cathode -ray tuning indicator tube
has at last reached Europe, according
to a recent report in La T.S.F. Pour Tous

(Paris).

(Continued on page 317)
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pick up transmissions on high frequencies
in the neighborhood of 7 meters. The reason for including this high frequency detector in the set is because the television
-transmissions which are being sent out in
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Applying a separate heterodyne oscillator for the autodyne receiver.
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An improved

tuning indicator.
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New Set Has 2- ColorTuning Dial
Silent tuning- automatic frequency control-two -color
resonance indicating dial -and other brand -new features.
ONE of the newest all-wave receivers, at least the
larger models of this
receiver, features
some brand -new and
very useful ideas. To
begin with, the dial
is illuminated in two
colors, and this illumination changes
automatically from
red to green as the
station is tuned in to
resonance. Before
the station is tuned
in, the dial is illuminated red, and
set here described with 2Color Tuning dial and station indi-

this changes to

green as the station
Is tuned in to resocator.
nance.
The average person, especially if he happens to feel a little tired or lazy,
does not always tune the station in to perfect resonance on
the dial and, in consequence the quality of musical reproduction suffers somewhat. In this new receiver such a condition
cannot happen when tuning in any one of the regular broadcast stations on this set, as an automatic frequency control
is provided. When the tuning indicator is moved into the
approximate region of the station's resonance point on the
dial, the receiver's tuned circuit automatically and instantly
snaps into its sharp focussed tone position. This feature
also cuts down the tuning time and insures that the station will always be tuned in perfectly, with a maximum qualThe new

ity of reproduction.
This set has another feature which will be greatly appreciated by each listener-the call letters of the stations tuned
in at the moment are individually illuminated. In other
words, if you have
tuned in WGY, a
moment's glance at
__._
the tuning dial will
......
---i
indicate this fact, as
fg.
[ F
the letters WGY
stand out in green.
+REDGREEN COLOR TUNING +
This part of the dial
is known as the local
station "Personal AUTOMATb.
izer."
TUNING =
If there is any one
.-Ain ' Mi-,
E
thing which jars on
EFFECTIVE
TUNING RANGE
tired nerves, it is to
hear a bunch of
sharp chirps as one
tunes across the dial,
passing perhaps half
°
'V
<<
a dozen strong stations on the way to
+ILLUMINATED CALL LETERS -the one you are inN-o
terested in at the
o
r--r,
moment. The pulling out of the tuning
knob silences the
LLENT +
loudspeaker and you
:TONE
can tune in perfect
+TUNEN D+CONTROL+
silence; when the
exact station is
Color Tuning, "Station Indicator"
reached you simply
and Silent Station Hunting -Fea(Coned on page 312)
tures of new Receiver. (No. 559)
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Multi -tube Oscillator

Solves Perplexing High Frequency Problem.

above shows complete multi -tube oscilas designed by Mr. Zollu. In the center
of the group of tubes there is a specially designed low -loss tank circuit. The tubes are
coupled to the tank through by -pass condensers.

Photo

lator

it are coupled a number of individual
oscillator tubes and their associated circuits, operating on approximately the
frequency to which the master tank is
tuned. In this manner, the power taken
from the master tank circuit is proportional to the number of oscillators driving it. For instance, 10 watts from one
oscillator would mean that we would obtain approximately 80 watts were eight
of them employed. In this arrangement
we find that all of the oscillators immediately pall into step at the frequency
of the master tank circuit, and improved
frequency stability is thus brought about.

This is an improvement over the old
system wherein tubes were connected in
either push -pull or parallel. The push pull arrangement permitted the use of
only two tubes, and the parallel arrangement did not work out, because
the capacities of the tubes were additive
and thus decreased the size of the tuned
circuit, which at ultra high frequencies
was already of very small proportions.
We have shown schematically in the
diagram how two tubes are coupled to
a master tank circuit, and we have also
shown a photograph of the entire set-u
employing 8 (Continued on page 312)
110

IN order to satisfy the present demands for a more or less powerful
oscillator in the ultra high frequency
regions (around 300 megacycles), P. D.
Zottu, of the RCA Laboratories,* has
developed an exceptionally interesting
system. So that it may be more easily
understood, our readers should reflect
back to the dual oscillator systems
which have appeared in all of the leading magazines, wherein two oscillators
are tuned to the same frequency and
locked together, better known as the
lock system.
The fact that two oscillators will
lock into step with each other, was the
basis of the development by Dr. Zottu.
In this instance a small concentric line
is used as a master tank circuit, and to
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Diagram at left, above, shows how two tubes, for example, are capacity -coupled to a master
tank circuit by the Zottu system. Graphic chart at right shows proportionate increase in watts
output as different numbers of oscillator tubes are connected in parallel by the new system.
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$5.00 Prize

PUT SMALL
AMOUNT OF GLUE
OR CEMENT ON

$5.00 FOR BEST
SHORT -WAVE KINK

THUMB, PRESS

NUT INTO IT, THEN
THREAD TO BOLT

The Editor will award a five dollar prize each month
for the best short -wave kink submitted by our readers. All other kinks accepted and published will be
awarded eight months' subscription to SHORT
WAVE CRAFT. Look over these "kinks" and they
will give you some idea of what the editors are looking for. Send a typewritten or ink description, with
sketch, of your favorite short -wave kink to the
"Kink" Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

THE NUT-IT STICKS
Here

4 -SIDED DOUBLET
Here Is an "all -direction" doublet

Is a solution to the problem of puta nut on a bolt In a tight place.
Place a small alllolilt of glue or cement on
your thumb or finger and press the nut
Into It. You will then be able to put the
nut on the bolt yen' easily. (Don't forget
chewing Fuel .scot -I:.I
-Arthur Guy.

ting

antenna which any "11ant ' or short-wave
l isteuer will find a real boon to reception.
It is a combination of an "all -direction"
antenna with the addition of a doublet.
This eihahlates the necessity of switching
loan one antenna to Mother to receive stations from certain directions.
Stations
from all over the world can he tuned In
with this system, and the amount of ()RN(
still be appreciably decreased. -TYah Hew

VERNIER KINK
I found this to he a handy "Kink"

and
a simple one to make. The brass strip can

be cut from an nid condenser plate. This
Is connected by means of it .Ire to the grid
side of life main tuning condenser. The

setew used for the movable plate Is an 8 -32
Bat -head and is made variable by threading
it through a nut thirh Is soldered to the
panel. This plate Is connected to "ground"
I ittough tile panel.
The brass strip should
be insulated from the panel to avoid a

Lee.

20 OHM
RESISTOR

6 VOLT
PILOT LAMP

"short- cbcuit. "-Donald Greely.
LAUGE MOLE

NBAaEIITE
ASO

OR
RUBBER

BRASS

i
L-, AO
32 VOLT
Many rural
battery potter
receivers. even
cess to 32 -volt

ANTENNA COUPLING
method of obtaining automatic,
Here Is
antenna muffling. The talle should be of
brass, one Inch square, and should be
placed approximately one-eighth inch from
the coil. Once adjusted. it is automatic.
due to the fart that the grid roll decreases
with the wavelength and so varies the capacity of the condenser as earl( coil is used.

-H.

Keos

I

RECEIVER

CDÉrOieER

radio funs still depend on
for their small home -made

though they may hate acD.C. electricity. By using
one 130 -ohm ! watt resider, the 2 -tube
set using two type 30 tubes can be electrified. with a set such as this and an
old pair of headphones. I have heard sec eral foreign stations excellently, Including
two of the Dmevtry seal lots. EA(i -Madlid; IMO-Rome: COAL Rolland. and
three ht Mouth Anerlca.- Clayton Harper.

I

PANEL

uNE

RECEPTACLE

SOLDERING IRON
PILOT"

W,p(SíAiEIRD

I hare originated

a

tuning

simple reminder for

off
soldering iron. All that Is
necessary is to connect a 6 -volt pilot lamp

KNOB
SOLDER
ND? TO

to your Iron. A 20 -oint rheostat is connected benaeen one side of the line and
one side of the hot receptacle.
A fi -v It
pilot lamp is shouted arrows the resistor.

PANEL

-Robert F. Shugart, Jr.

A.C. OSCILLATOR
The diagram depicts the hook -up for an
A.C. oscillator. thus providing another use
for old NIA's. The 201Á can be used
to "log" atatlons 11y employing a vernier
dial with condenser C. It is also possible
to use It for tuning various otages. The
25-watt bulb lights the 20IA nicely and
plug-In coils are used. -Alan Hauls.

Hoffman.

SOLDERING
-IRON

IO V,

A C

ro

WINDINGS ON DOME OF TUBE
SCREW

CLAMP

PHONE MONITOR

' 1lato"

would like to submit this idea for a
phone monitor. To operate. merely place the nase of the tube In the vicinity
of the molulated amplifier of the transmitter of the antena. In most raves UOId nt pickup will be obtained at considerable distances front the antenna or transmitter. A small aldelula, tau or three fret

N4 l4
/44.20

TO

T

C2

f

BARE
WIRE

FOR
KEY

250 MMF.

t'

is

'OR

TUBE

PHONES
TO
ANY 110

`

SOCKET

4V

MMF.

Every wave trap I have used for the pureliminating Interference caused by
a neigbhr.ring "Ham's" tratlsmitter, also
reduced the volume of reception of certain
station. as nmlrb. Ilea n. a "Kink" anal,

INSULATED
SUPPORT

TOCNASSB

(2

BAKELITE STRIPS)

5 METER KINK

CL

140

WAVE TRAP

MOUNT

VOLT
V

Antenna coupling to the uper- regenerahe properly made in order to realize the greatest volume in signal
strength. Ezperimenta along this line led
me to try to couple the antenna to the
receiver by wrapping tools aromd the
done of the tube. The number of toms
may he one or more, depending upon the
smaint of coupling desired. The sketch
be
hould
e- If- explanatory.- Itarotd
J.

tire receiver must

(25LAMP

WATT

pose of

A GOOD DETECTOR
Although the use of a separate I
he regeneration tube Is nec to.
he use of the 017 tube to t.
,r the detector and regeneraliur,
Ides a very satisfactory
entoile section of the OFT is used as

Hark.

I

1 t

Isla shook.

EdeIeten.

-w.

PLUGIN
COIL

IL

PULL SNORT
PIECE OF WIRE
THROUGH PIN
ANO ATTACH TO
ENO OF WINDING
THEN BACK AGAIN

MAST ANCHOR
The following
able Onto when

"Kink" will

._

TWISTED TOGETHER

lion tune. -Bob Thorburn.

length attached to one side of the roil.

will aid considerably hn picking up (teak
signals from the tralbndlter. Ally type
tube alti,
cathode may be used, and the
filament of the talle Is all that needs to
be fed.
then' phone man should have a
monitor of this type ht

BOTH ENOS

Ill.

suai screen-grid detector, while the tri
ode section Is used as a separate regenero
I

save consider-

fastening aerial masts to
buildings with slanting roofs. The cbase of

the mast is eut un the proper angle te lit
the roof. To this a gatvaulzest plate snf-ienl ly large is cut and fastened to the
iiaalonl of the mast with long screws. LLTen
the mast is erected the hase play be fastened
to the roof will screws or nails. Naturally.
the screws or nails should also be galvanized. mis mounting Is by far the best I
have found, and it provides a permanent
structure.-Richard B. Butler.

antenna similar to the others. with a eo I
W ccmdenser you can tune tills antenna to
the frequency of the interference, thus re-

ducing It almost completely without an
additional reduction in the desired signals.

even though they be mi the sans frequency.

Tile diagram will give the reader a clearer
insight into Just haw this la accomplished.

-win,

F. Dickinson.

COIL HINT
After much difficulty in constructing
plug-ill coils, I found that It Is far easier
to u
a separate piece of wire to thread
the toil lead througll the pang. In most
cases

R

is

almost

linger. into a coil

Impossible

to get the
C. Star.

fond-ltobert
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Diagrams of S -W Commercial Receivers
RCA Communications Type Receiver, Model ACR-175

!=
i

The ACR -175 receiver designed by the RCA engineers for communications type work, but suitable for "Fan" or "Ham."
has the following outstanding features: Pre- selection, 11 metal tubes, Crystal filler for "single- signal" reception, Band spread, Beat Oscillator, Sensitivity control calibrated in micro- volts, Improved A.V.C., Band -switch, Single control Tuning,
Accurate Logging, Headphone jack, Separate S -inch dynamic speaker, built -in power -supply. I.F. frequency 460 kc., works
Phones or Speaker. Range 500 to 60,000 lie. or 5 to 600 meters, continuous.

Crosley "Auto-Expressionator" All-Wave Receiver
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The Crosley "Auto -Expressionator" circuit -involving the use of a multi -band superhet circuit and featuring a new HIGH FIDELITY audio circuit, arranged in the form of a Wheatstone- bridge; in two of the arms there are placed two lamp bulbs
which, because of their thermal characteristics, cause an increase in current through the resistor legs of the bridge as the
volume increases, thereby effecting a much greater increase in the speaker output. When the "Auto-Expressionator" is
switched on, the "Ecpressionator" bulbs operate continuously hut will not become illuminated, except at high volume levels; their "Expressionating" effect is entirely automatic. The set may he operated with or without the "Auto- Expressionator" by means of a control knob placed on the front panel of the receiver. This set uses 11 tubes and works on a 110-volt,
60 -cycle A.C. circuit. Its four hands cover the following frequencies: 150 -400, 540- 1,900, 1,900- 6,000, 6.000- 19,000 kc.
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The short-wave apparatus here shown has been carefully se-

WHAT'S NEW
In Short-Wave Apparatus
lected for description by the editors after
tion of its merits

The New NATIONAL
NC -100 Receiver
By James

a

.NCNES
..

.

24

`

IL

t'

36

.

I

I

rigid investiga-

--

.

46

60

`^_?!alt:alfIDJj

Millen and Dana Bacon

-

This remarkable receiver covers a broad band of frequencies
or from 30 mc. to 540 kc., which includes the "Broadcast" band
12 tubes -10 watts Output -Beat
and all with a band -switch!
Oscillator -Super Band -Spread.

ON NC-100
200 -550 METER
BROADCAST" BAND
IS SPREAD OVER

THE

(5

60 INCHES.
REVOLUTIONS OF DIAL,

excitation for a dynamic speaker field
having a resistance

of 500 ohms.
Aside from the unusually high sensitivity and selectivity
of this receiver, the

HOW S -W "FAN BANDS
ARE SPREAD OVER THE DIAL
2154.n41Nc
1192i191M.

outstanding feature

is the unique system
coil
of automatic

changing. The simplicity and efficiency
of the arrangement
combines all the desirable features of
plug-in coils and coil
switching.
Tubes: The NC -100
is supplied complete
with tubes which are
tested in the receiver
Front view of the new National NC.-100 recever which uses
at the time of align12 tubes. It has hand -switch and indicator, tuning lamp, and
ment.
a dial which gives extraordinary band -spread.
The tubes employed are as follows: R.F. Preselector 6K7, First Detector
General Description
The NC -100 receiver is a twelve tube 6J7, High Frequency Oscillator 6K7, First
superheterodyne covering all frequencies I.F. 6K7, Second I.F. 6K7, Second Detector
from 540 to 30,000 kc., in five ranges. The 6C5, AVC 6J7, Beat Frequency Oscillator
circuit employed on all ranges consists of 6J7, Push Pull Output (2) 6F6, Tuning
one stage of R.F., separate first detector Indicator 6E5, Rectifier 80.
Antenna: The input circuit of the NC -100
and high frequency oscillator, two I.F.
stages, a bias type power detector and a is arranged for operation with either the
transformer coupled push-pull pentode out- doublet type or the single-wire type of
put stage. Maximum undistorted audio out- antenna. There are two input binding
put is 10 watts. A separate tube is em- posts, marked "ANT" and "GND ". When
ployed to provide amplified and delayed using a single -wire antenna, the lead -in
AVC action and a separate beat frequency should be connected to the antenna post
oscillator is coupled to the second detector and the short flexible lead, which is confor c.w. reception. A built -in power supply nected to the chassis near the ground post,
provides all voltages required, including should be clamped under the "GND" termi-

21

13M BAND

i0 Oimi DIVISIONS

VS TURN

2"

16M BAND

901AL DIVISIONS

V6 TURN

21

19M BAND

Io DIAL DIVISIONS

VS TURN

25M. BAND

to DIAL DIVISIONS

Vs TURN

rn9w56MC
KN-16a9N
34.15

Mac

9561965u

IS

11190-11711.

an-25636i
21P

"

5109aIe0MC
955 942N

-NS

64- 31M BAND
722-sa6

NC

MSS 5126M

V2 TURN

II
rI

38" 49M. BAND

ISO MAL DIVISIONS

3'/S

TURNS

The charts above give some idea of the
remarkable band spread provided by the
new N.C. -100 receiver. 7'he "broadcast"
hand occupies 60 inches or 5 feet alone;
and the S -W "Fan" bands are spread out
in fine fashion, so as to make the tuning
in of foreign S. -W "broadcast" stations a
real pleasure.

nal. An external ground connection may
or may not be necessary, depending upon
the installation. The ground is usually
desirable when receiving wavelengths above
100 meters, but for wavelengths below 50
meters, the use of a ground may actually
weaken signals. Doublet antenna feeders
should be connected directly to the input
terminals and the flexible ground connection, mentioned (Continued on page 302)

Top and bottom views of the N.C.-100 receiver. The various hand coils are thoroughly shielded in the heavy metal case observed
in the center, which moves along so as to make contact with the switch springs as the hands are changed, by means of the rack
and pinion gear shown. (No. 563)
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Features of the New Hammarlund
SUPER PRO (Part Ill) By Donald Lewis
put transformer feeds the amplified signal
voltage from its plate circuit back to its
diode plates. The AVC output transformer
is an exact duplicate of the second detector
output transformer with its coupling similarly adjustable, that is, the coupling between the primary and secondary can be
controlled by means of a knurled nut
on the top of the shield. The delayed action is accomplished by normally maintaining a no- signal bias on the diode plates of
the 6B7 of approximately minus 40 volts.
Beat Oscillator

Another unusual feature of this receiver
is the beat oscillator system. A 6C6 is
used and electron- coupled to the input of
the second detector through the coupling
coil on the primary of the fourth I.F. transformer. The tuned circuit of the beat
oscillator is housed in a shield, similar to
those housing the intermediate transformers. In addition to the main tuning condenser which is adjustable by means of a
screwdriver there is a three-plate vernier
condenser connected in parallel and
mounted in the upper part of the shield.

Lewis Winner caught in the act of "logging" a distant station on the new Super Pro receiver.
IN the previous two "Super Pro" discussions, we outlined the unique tuning
system and the combination variable and
laboratory-fixed I.F. channel.
Let us now study the audio system. The
audio component of the 6B7 second detector
diode circuit is capacitively coupled to the
audio frequency gain control, which is a
250,000 ohm tapered potentiometer in the
grid circuit of the 76 audio tube. This
first audio stage is resistance- capacity coupled to the grid of the driver stage which
is a 42 pentode operated as a Class "A"
triode. The output stage is transformer
coupled to the 42 driver and consists of a
pair of 42 pentodes connected as triodes
and operated as Class "AB ". The output
transformer matches the plate circuit of
these output tubes to a voice coil having
a resistance of 8 ohms.

The AVC System
And now a word or two about the AVC
system. This is the amplified and delayed
type using a 6B7 as both amplifier and rectifier. A single tuned circuit which is
link-coupled to the primary circuit of the
fourth I.F. transformer feeds into the
control grid. A doublo or twin -tuned out-

.

t\

.d.

"_~

.

Á

The setting of this vernier condenser is
continuously variable from the front panel
by means of a special extension shaft and
knob. In this way the pitch of a continuous wave code signal can be varied without
de- tuning the signal.
The crystal filter is the next topic of
discussion. The crystal filter provides not
only needle point selectivity for C.W. code
reception but when properly adjusted also
affords added selectivity for voice and other
modulated signals.
The crystal holder itself is an isolantite

block, ground on both sides to insure an

accurate and uniform air -gap above the
upper surface of the crystal. It is connected in a balanced link circuit coupling
the plate circuit of the first detector to
the grid circuit of the first I.F. tube. This
link circuit has a relatively low- impedance
to match the series resistance, at resonance, of the crystal. In the other leg of
the balanced link circuit a variable condenser serves to neutralize the capacitance
of the crystal and its holder. The insulated
shaft of this variable condenser extends
through the front panel where a knob and
pointer together with an engraved scale
permit accurate adjustment to suit various

operating requirements.
Maximum selectivity suitable for single
side band C.W. (code) reception occurs at
or very near the point of exact neutralization. Directly on either side of the point
of exact neutralization, occur points of
maximum attenuation for interfering frequencies differing by an audio amount from
the desired signal. Turning the knob toward ten on the scale continuously widens
the band passed by the filter, to such an
extent that successful voice communication
can frequently be had under conditions of
interference that render reception impossible without this filter.
The crystal filter unit is very accessible:

By simply removing two screws which hold
the top plate of the holder the crystal can
be removed for inspection. The clearance
between the crystal and the top plate of
the holder is .003". The wiping motion
switch is trouble -free and noiseless.
While any antenna can be used, the input
circuit of this receiver has been designed
to connect directly to a balanced transmission line having an impedance of 115
ohms. The ordinary twisted pair lead -in
wire generally available for this work
has such an impedance. Where only a
narrow band of frequencies is of primary
importance, a very suitable antenna consists of a half -wave doublet connected di( Coo tin uerl
on page 319)

Direct- Reading Audio -Freq. Meter
e

T

Appearance of the "direct- reading" audio
frequency meter, which has a range of 0
to 5,000 cycles. (No. 550)
RADIO engineers have been rather backward, if we may venture the thought, in
providing the practical radio men in the field
with direct- reading meters, such as audio
frequency meters, for example. So here at
last is the answer to one of the radio men's
meter on which a needle moves
prayers
over a calibrated scale-and reads directly in
cycles per second over a range extending
from zero to 5,000 cycles. The fundamental
circuit design of this long- awaited instrument was devised by Dr. F. V. Hunt of the

-a

This photo shows one of the rigid tests
through which the Super-Pro chassis is
put in its manufacture.

Close-up view of the elaborate cam
switch system used in changing from one
band to another. (No. 565)

famous Cruft Laboratory of Harvard University.
The schematic circuit of this new frequency meter is shown herewith. For convenience batteries are shown supplying the
grid and meter biases. T1 is an amplifier,
T2 and T3 are gas-discharge tubes; T4 is a
double diode and T5 is a voltage regulator.
The circuits R and C control the voltage on
the grids of the gas -discharge tubes; the
circuits Rm, Cm, control the action of the
double diode.
This meter consists essentially of an amplifier, a gas -discharge tube, counter, and an
indicator. The principle of operation is as

ond, or the frequency.
The instrument includes a one -stage
amplifier, the gas -discharge -tube counter
circuit, diode switching tube, frequency (Continued on page 319)

follows:

On the application of an alternating voltage to the grids of the gas -discharge tubes,
the tubes become alternately conducting and
non- conducting. At each transition of the
current from one tube to the other, a single,
short current pulse is sent through the indicator circuit. As the successive current
pulses are identical, the meter reading will
depend only on the number of pulses per sec-

Names and addresses of manufacturers of apparatus described on

this and following

Diagram showing connection of tubes
and other components of the direct -reading frequency meter.

5aaaa furnished upon receipt of 3.cent

stamp; mention

No. of

article.
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2 -Tuber with

91/2

to 2000

Meter Range

tl1
all -wave receiver -an excellent "headphone" job -and
it has a range of 914 to 2,000 meters.
THE regenerative 2 -tube receiver here shown utilizes a 6J7
metal tube as a regenerative detector and a 12A7 glass tube
as an amplifier. This set is available at a nominal price in kit
form and is very simple to assemble.
The seven coils are already wound and they cover the usual
four short -wave bands below 200 meters; one coil covers the
broadcast band, and three additional coils with bank -wound
inductances enable the listener to tune in on different bands
as high as 2,000 meters.
This set with a pair of good headphones, will give transoceanic reception on the short -wave l' oadcast and other stations, and owing to its small size it lends itself very nicely to
portable requirements. Instructions and a clear wiring diagram
are furnished with the kit of parts, and the kit is available
with or without the black crystal finished cabinet.
This set is designed to operate from a 110 -volt A.C. or D.C.
lamp socket. Greater range is obtained by using a ground
2 -tube

connection, which has a .1 inf. condcn r ,3nnected in series
between it and the chassis of the set. An antenna trimming
condenser is supplied, and it is fitted with a large insulated
adjustment knob. Regeneration is controlled by adjusting a
variable 50,000 -ohm resistance connected across the tickler
winding.
The plate circuit detector is resistance -capacity
coupled to the 12A7 audio amplifier. The diode element of this
12A7 is used as a rectifier to supply the plate current. The
usual filter network is supplied
as shown in the
diagram.
This set may be
used with
practically any type of
antenna, and a 50
or 75 foot piece of
wire and a ground
connection
wi l l
serve very well for
the purpose. This

article

has

been

prepared from data
supplied by courtesy
of Trymo Radio Co.

peek at the chassis of the

2 -tube 9%
to 2,000 meter receiver. (No. 560.)

(Cont'd on p. 301)

An "F. B." Duplex Portable

ANTICIPATING the summer needs of
the amateur, the "Ultra Duplex" was
designed, embodying all the latest innovations of the ultra high frequency sphere.
This really compact and separate transmitting and receiving unit successfully
fulfills the innermost desire of the real
amateur for duplex operation. None of
the familiar undesirable features
of
transceiver operation present t hem selves,
A swell portable is the one shown at the

left, with its beautifully finished metal
case. The metal case contains the trans mitter. receiver, batteries, and loudspeaker.

(No. 561.)

the designers claim, yet this is possible
with a lower upkeep expense than with
even the most modest transceiver. The
battery drain has been shaved down mil

-to

by mil, until -by direct comparison
say nothing of the vastly improved results, the above mentioned fact was made
a reality. Operation of this unit closely
resembles ordinary telephone communica-

tion. Absolutely no changeover switches
of any kind are required to carry on a
"two -way" conversation. Three or four
units may be operated within a small
radius and practically on the same frequency, due to the excellent stability
characteristics of the transmitter and absolute non-radiation of the receiver. Both
units are so constructed as to be entirely
isolated from each other. Frequency -setting and volume- control on either the
transmitter or receiver in no way effect
one another. A common battery supply is
possible, however, because of completely
filtered battery leads. The transmitter
may be monitored by the receiver, by
tuning both to the same frequency. This
is possible only when antennas are connected to both units, so completely isolated is the transmitter from the receiver.
Circuit analysis: The receiver portion consists of a super -regenerative detector (IC6) working on an entirely new
principle, and an audio amplifier (1F4).
The regeneration may be tapered down to
a point where a station may be received
with absolutely no back -ground hiss whatsoever. At this (Continued on page 313)

High Quality MOPA for 5 and 10 Meters

stage, doubling in its plate circuit to 5 meters and tuning the
two amplifier tubes to that band. Everything except the modulator is contained in this unit; it has its own power supply.
Between 18 and 20 watts of audio power are needed to modulate
it 100 per cent.
The manufacturers claim excellent stability is obtained and
reception is possible on the most selective of superheterodyne
receivers-that is when operating on 5 meters with the electron coupled arrangement. With crystal control on 10 meters,
of course, it should be absolutely stable. Four hundred volts
are applied to the oscillator plate and 500 volts to the amplifier
plates. The makers

A high -quality MOTA transmitter for

5

and 10 -meter work.

EVERY one will agree that a great majority of the amateurs
operating on the 5 -meter band are in need of a stable and
efficient transmitter. In the photographs we see a new item
which is commercially available, employing three type 89 tubes
in a set -up nearly identical to the 89 5 -meter MOPA described
in the Feb., 1936, issue of Short Wave Craft. In this transmitter, provision has been made for crystal operation on the 10meter band. by employing a 20 -meter crystal and 5 -meter operation merely by employing electron -coupling in the oscillator

of this transmitter
use a special 89
tube, fitted with a
isolantite b a s e ,
and claim that the
tubes show no
signs of strains
when operating at
500 volts.

An

antenna

coupling arrange-

ment is em- (Continued on pa ye 313)
Rear view of the
5 and 10 -meter

MOPA.

(No. 562)

Names and addresses of manufacturers of apparatus on this and following page; furnished upon receipt of

3
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New 5 -Meter Receiver Uses 3 Tubes
By Frank Lester,
ALTHOUGH the

superheterodyne

f

has practically replaced other receivers for use on
the short -wave
bands above 20 mesuper ters,
the
regenerative circuit
still remains a favorite for 5 -meter
use.
The reasons
for this continued
popularity are easy
to understand. This
type of circuit is simple, surefire in action, and inexpensive to construct. It possesses the remarkable
ability to reject ignition interference, a feature of extreme importance in portable -mobile service and also
in fixed locations in heavily travelled areas. However,
the current forms of super- regenerative receivers suffer from one disadvantage which must be overcome in
the general interest of 5 -meter reception; that is, its
strong tendency to radiate a signal of its own.
A new 5 -meter receiver that overcomes these objec-

The very neat and well -designed chassis of the new
5 -meter super -regenerator receiver designed by Mr.
Lester.

W2AMJ

fions i.: shown in the accompanying illustration. It is the Lafayette
"79," designed by the writer. It is the answer to the demands of 5meter amateurs for a reliable, medium priced, 5 -meter "rig" suitable
for fixed station use on A.C. with a regular power -pack and also for
mobile use in a car on 6 volts D.C. furnished by the storage battery.
4 Tube Results from 3 Tubes
Three tubes are used in a circuit that gives the results normally obtained from four. As may be seen from the accompanying diagram,
the "79" uses a type 78 tube as an R.F. amplifier, with a complete antenna -grid tuning circuit consisting of a 10 -mmf. variable capacitor
(condenser) and a small plug -in coil. This stage not only eliminates
detector radiation, but also increases the overall gain and selectivity.
This works into one triode section of a type 79 tube, connected as a
self -quenching ultra audion- super- regenerative detector. Parallel plate feed is used to the 78 R.F. amplifier, this arrangement being altogether
practicable because of the narrow frequency tuning range of the receiver.
The second section of the 79 operates as a resistance -capacitance
coupled audio amplifier.
This is followed by a secand resistance coupled
stage using a 42 power
output tube. A choke -andcondenser combination is
used in the plate circuit
of the 42 to keep D.C. out
of the earphones or loud50,000 -ohm
speaker.
A
potentiometer acts as regeneration control in the
detector circuit, while a
500,000 -ohm potentiometer
in the grid circuit of the
42 acts as an audio volume
These adjustcontrol.
ments are independent of
each other, giving the operator complete control
over the R.F. and A.F. actions of the receiver. A
separate stand -by switch
This new 5 -meter receiver employs a
is provided in the "B" circuit, to "kill" the receiver super-regenerative circuit of the latest
It 'on inruvl en

pope

improved type. (No. 564.)
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NEW APPARATUS FOR THE "HAM"
FIXED TUNING EXCITER
TANK, 1159

FOR the amateur who is interested in building a transmitter
with fixed tuned stages or any
other type of apparatus that requires shielded tuned circuit, this
new National unit should be ideal.
in. x 1 in.
It is provided with a I
diameter R -39 coil form and has two
25 mmf. air dielectric condensers
rated at 2.000 volts. The entire
assembly is enclosed in an aluminum
can 4 x 2'á x 2 in.

LOW -LOSS COIL -FORM
AND SOCKET, H60

Exciter Tank, 1159. This ig
ideal for exciter stages or
receiver circuits.

IN the photograph we see a new
ceramic coil form which is fitted
with a plug base and has a required
jack base. The form itself is
in. in diameter and
isolantite 1
in. long, with a iw in. wall.
The plug -base and jack -base are
constructed of R -39 material, well known for its insulating qualities
at high frequencies. A combination
plug base and socket is available
separately as is also the coil form.
Five terminals are available in the
base. making this an extremely
versatile unit which will find favor
among amateurs who construct
solidly -built high efficiency trans-

i

mitters.

NEW VOLUME CONTROLS, 1161
Midget Trimmer. 1462. How
it works is clearly shown in
the above drawing.

THE volume control shown in
the photograph is a new I.R.C.
unit and a member of the complete
family of potentiometers. The outstanding features are: metalized
type filament permanently bounded

Names and ad ar.sses of manufacturers of apparatus described on

this

to a moisture -proof Bakelite base,
and a multi-lingered silver plated
contactor and a friction clutch.
These are available with or without the switches. In this unit provision has been made for two taps
which may be brought out anywhere
on the element by a special method
which eliminates obstructions in the
path of the multi -finger sliding contact.

NEW MIDGET TRIMMER,
1162
IN the accompanying drawing
we use the drawing because it
shows more detail than a photograph would -we find a new compact and excellently designed trimmer. This is of the air dielectric
type, permanently sealed in a hake lite case, and varies from 1 to 12
mmf. The condenser unit consists
of two cups -one smaller than the
other. The degree of overlap, which
is adjusted by the screw, determines
the capacity. These are also said
to be available in various other
capacities. These variable trimmer
condensers should work very nicely
in conjunction with short wave and
multi -tuned circuits.

-

TUNED DIODE TRANSFORMER, 1163
WITH the great popularity of
the noise reducing circuits. the
National Company has made available a special transformer designed
to couple into a push pull dide.
The input circuit is tuned and the
tapped diode circuit is untuned and
closely coupled to the primary. The
photo clearly shows the constructional details.

A New Volume

Control,

1161

New Plug -in Coil, 1160.
tÿ

Riode Coupling Transformer,
1163.

and following pages furnished upon receipt of 3-cent stamp: mention No. of article.
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Radio Amateur Course

THERE is probably nothing so fascinating in the radio field as experimenting on the ultra high frequencies.
In this field lies the future of radio and
a great opportunity for all ambitious
experimenters. In this lesson we will
deal with the more or less standard
super-regenerative receivers, which
have become the most important part of
ultra high frequency reception. The
super-regenerator is capable of excellent sensitivity and is probably, without doubt, the most sensitive simple receiver which ever was or will be devised.
This does not mean, though, that time
will not change the method of reception
of ultra high frequency signals, but for
the time being the most interesting and
most popular receiver is the superregenerator.
Reviewing what we have already
learned about regenerative detectors
and bearing this in mind, we may easily
understand the simple functions of the
super- regenerator. A regenerative detector is one wherein a signal is built
up by regeneration to a point, where, if
we employ further regeneration -the
tube will break into sustained operation oscillation.
In this unstable condition a fairly
weak signal will cause the detector to
commence oscillating, and these will
continue to build up to an amplitude
permitted by the tube constants. However, the receiver cannot reproduce the
signal because after the oscillations
once start they would not cease. Therefore, the interruption frequency oscillator is employed to stop the detector
from oscillating at intervals, which depend upon the frequency of this interrupting oscillator. It is assumed that
on the upward swing a signal is built
up along with oscillations, but this
2MEG.

r 1r
0
io

/1\

9óá 5j'6C6
)

,

C75

THIRTEENTH LESSON
procedure is halted before the self- oscillations reach a value comparable with
the signal.
This same action can also be obtained
without the use of the low frequency
oscillator. The single tube can be made
to oscillate at two frequencies; one the
signal frequency, and the other of
super -audible frequency in the neighborhood of 15 to 50 kc. The best all around frequency for the quenching oscillation has been found to be from 15
to 25 kc.
The selectivity of the super-regenerator is also governed by the interruption
frequency. As the interruption fre-

The thirteenth lesson of our
"Amateur Course" deals with ultra high frequency receivers, especially those intended for the
5 -meter amateur hand.
quency becomes higher, the receiver
becomes broader or more unselective.
Therefore, the lowest possible frequency commensurate with good quality reproduction is desirable.
In Fig. 1 we have either a tetrode or
pentode detector. In the case of the
pentode the suppressor is connected to
the screen-grid;
screen-grid; either will give the
same results.
the 954 Acorn
tube, especially designed for ultra high
frequencies, is preferable when operating the receiver at frequencies higher
than 60 meg. At 5 meters or 56 megs.
it is difficult to notice the difference between the signal sensitivity of the 954
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and the usual tetrode or pentode. It will
be noticed, though, that the conventional
receiving tubes such as the 6C6 or the
57 will give greater volume, and in this
respect, it may be somewhat superior
inasmuch as less audio frequency amplification is needed. Of course, this is
only true in cases of a super-regenerator detector. In an R.F. amplifier circuit the 954 would be far superior to
the other tubes. In the circuit in Fig. 1,
the screen is modulated by connecting
it in parallel with the plate circuit of
the interruption frequency oscillator.
The voltage to the screen is variable
through the use of a variable resistor,
independent of the oscillator plate voltage. It is advisable to also adjust the
voltage applied to the oscillator plate
for maximum sensitivity and best super regeneration action of the detector.
It will be found that the voltage fed
to the I.F. oscillator is quite critical inasmuch as with high voltage on the
oscillator we will have tremendous distortion in the signal and with very low
voltage on the oscillator we are liable
to have repeat spots, that is, the station
may appear at several points on the
dial very close together. As we said
before, there is just one value of plate
voltage which gives the cleanest regenerative action in the detector circuit.
We should also make sure that the detector is not super- regenerating by itself, that is, that it is not self- quenching
along with the applied voltage of the
I.F. oscillator. This can be determined
by noting the smoothness of the regeneration control in the detector screen
circuit. This should be very smooth in
operation and the hiss of the detector
should appear gradually as the resistance in the control is decreased. It
should not plop into oscillation.
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Super -regenerator using a separate quenching oscillator, together with diagram of battery
a
operated 5 -meter receiver.
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One cause of poor operation in a
super -regenerator circuit of the type
shown in Fig. 1 may be found in the
I.F. oscillator circuit. Usually the detector, if the tube is o.k., will function
properly. There are two types of I.F.
or low frequency oscillator coils available on the market; one is the shielded
and the other is the unshielded type.
It has been found that some of the
shielded type introduces a loss in the
oscillator circuit, sufficient to cause the
necessity of high plate voltage in order
to make the oscillator function. In turn,
this raises the voltage to the screen
above the point where there is not
enough resistance in the 50,000-ohm
control to bring the detector out of oscillation. The unshielded low frequency
coils, however, work perfectly. Regardless of the type of oscillator coil used,
make sure that it is possible to bring the
detector out of oscillation smoothly with
the regeneration control "R."
Low- Frequency Oscillator Coils
There seems to be no set standard for
0.5-TO
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the value of inductance used in the low frequency oscillator coils. Therefore,
we have shown a capacity of .002 to
.004 mf. in the grid circuit across the
grid coil. This condenser is used to
lower the frequency of the I.F.
A F AMP
.006oscillator and its
MF.
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capacity will depend upon the
original design of
the coil. In any
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Diagram showing action through one cycle
of A.C. when applied to a polarized telephone receiver.

THE physics of what happens in an
ordinary telephone receiver when it
is connected across a resistance or other
part of a circuit supplied with 110 -volt,
60 -cycle alternating current, such as
commonly used for lighting our houses,
is quite interesting. All the more so as
we frequently hear the argument raised
as to whether we really hear a 60 -cycle
or a 120 -cycle note in a telephone receiver connected to such a circuit.
Some rather unusual conditions occur
in this case which are probably rarely
considered by the average student. He
probably has heard the note given by a

Does

60 -Cycle A.

event, place sufficient capacity across
this to bring the I.F. oscillations down
to around 20 kc. A good method to
follow is to connect a number of .001
mf. condensers across this secondary,
bringing the oscillator into the audible
range, so that a very high pitched whistle is heard; then remove one condenser
at a time, until this whistle becomes
inaudible to the ear. Adjusting the low
frequency oscillator and its plate voltage is quite important, contrary to popular belief. With excessive voltage on
the plate of the oscillator, it may take
an "R8" signal to make a "sizeable"
dent in the rush of the super-regenerator, where with the proper value, that is
a voltage just in excess of the amount
that causes repeat spots to appear, will
permit even a very weak signal to cause
an appreciable (Continued on page 300)

C.

Create a 60 -Cycle Note?

telephone receiver connected to some
part of a circuit excited by the ordinary 110-volt 60 -cycle A.C. and decided that it was, of course, the natural
60 -cycle note, and that was that. Well,
let's see what happens.
In Fig. 1, we have shown several
positions of the iron diaphragm in an
ordinary telephone receiver of the permanent magnet type, and when no current is applied to the receiver windings
(which are mounted on soft iron cores,
welded or clamped to the permanent
steel magnet), the diaphragm is under
a magnetic stress and assumes some
position such as "A," in a direction toward the pole -pieces, due to the magnetic flux passing from one pole,
through the diaphragm and returning
to the pole of opposite polarity adjacent to it.
Now consider that a 60 -cycle A.C. is
applied to the coil windings by means of
a potentiometer, or a coil (See Fig.
1 -A), placing the receiver across a
small section of the coil, sufficient to
give a suitable difference of potential.
The resistor may be excited from the
low-voltage secondary of a step -down
transformer, such as a bell -ringing
transformer, or again, in series with a
condenser as shown.
Let us follow the action of the receiver diaphragm through one cycle:
Downward motions of the diaphragm
"R" are considered as rarefaction, and
"C" representing the upward stroke of
the diaphragm; let us call this the
compression motion, the air being rare-

www.americanradiohistory.com

fled or compressed, as the case may be.
On the first quarter cycle, and pro-

viding the direction of the current at
the moment is such as to cause the magnet coils to aid the magnet field set up
by the steel magnet, the diaphragm
will move closer to the pole -pieces or
from "A" to "B," the motions in the
diagram being shown greatly exaggerated for the sake of clarity.
In the sec- (Continued on page 315)
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cycle of A.C. when applied to a non- polarized telephone receiver.
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SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

Here's Your Button

HONORARY MEMBERS

The illustration herewith shows the beautiful
design of the "Official"

Dr. Lee de Forest

Short Wave League button. which is available to

John L. Reinartz

everyone who becomes a
member of the Short
Wave League.
The requirements for
joining the League are
explained in a booklet, copies of which will
be mailed upon request.
The button measures % inch in diameter and is inlaid in
-red,
white,
and blue.
enamel
colors

D. E. Replogle

Hollis Baird
E. T. Somerset

Baron Manfred von Ardenne
Hugo Gernsback
Executive Secretary

-3

Please
ton AT
supplies
mailing,

note that you can order your butONCE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
it at cost, the price, including the

being 35 cents. A solid gold button is furnished for $2.00 prepaid. Address
all communications to SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE, 99 -101 Hudson St.. New York.

O. L. P. Report from Brecksville, Ohio
RECEPTION has been very erratic. The
25 meter band has been the most consistent, in so far as strong signals are
concerned. Stations could be heard on the
19 meter band, but they were rather weak
most of the time. A few stations on the
31 meter band came in rather strong, but
the band is becoming just as congested as
the 49 meter band.
The following stations were heard during

this period:
GSI on 15,260
and clear.

kc.- Exceptionally

SHORT WAVE

SCOUT
News

loud

on 12,150 kc. -Very, very loud.
Working N.Y.
DJD on 11,770 kc. -Very, very loud.
DZB on 10,042 kc.-Loud, but interferGBS

ence.
DJA on 9,560 kc. -Very loud, some noise.
COCH on 9,428 kc.-Loud but noisy.
GSI on 15,260 kc.-Very loud and steady.
GSP on 15,310 kc.-Very loud.
DJQ on 15,280 kc.-Very loud and clear.
DJD on 11,770 kc. -Very loud.
DZB on 10,042 kc.-Very choppy.

GSI on 15,260 kc. -Very loud and clear.
DJD on 11,770 kc. -Very loud and clear.
2R0 on 9,635 kc. -Very loud.
GSC on 9,580 kc. -Very, very loud and
clear.
EAQ on 9,860 kc.-Loud but choppy.
TPA4 on 11,715 kc. -Clear and steady.
PHI on 17,775 kc. -Very loud and clear.
DJE on 17,760 kc. -Fair, faded some.
WNC on 15,055 kc. -Fair, faded.
GAU on 18,620 kc.-Very, very loud.
CEC on 10,670 kc. -Fair, noisy.
DZB on 10,042 kc.- Choppy and noisy.
DJA on 9,560 kc. -Loud, but noisy.
HJU on 9,510 kc. -Very
loud.
The stations are listed in
the sequence in which they
were heard.
E. M. HEISER,
Route 2, Box 124,
Brecksville, Ohio.

a.m., E.S.T., daily, but signal is very weak.
VP3MR -7.08 mc., Georgetown, British
Guiana. Heard daily at 6:45 p.m., E.S.T.,
with R -7 volume, but code QRM is very
heavy in this part of the band.
PCJ -9.59 mc., Eindhoven, Holland. Coming through better than ever on this new
frequency. Volume is R -8. Heard Sun. and
Wed. at 7 p.m., E.S.T.
CEC -10.67 mc., Santiago, Chile. Received daily, 7 -7:15 p.m., E.S.T., with R -6
to R -7 volume.
The Australian stations are coming
through fairly well, as usual, while JVM,
(Continued on page 315)

Report from Stamford,
Conn.
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cerest thanks for the
beautiful trophy which you
have awarded to me. I consider myself very fortunate
to have been judged a winner of your contest and can
assure your readers that
the "trophy cup" is more
than worth the time and
energy expended. It occupies a place of honor on
the top of my radio and is
greatly admired by all.
The following is a report
of a few stations which I
have received recently:

-1./LIÍ.

Suva,

12:30 -1:30 a.m., E.S.T.

TFJ -12.23 mc., Reykjavik, Iceland. Heard Sunday
1:40-2 p.m., E.S.T., with
program in English. Signal is quite weak.
PRF5 -9.50 mc., Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. Station has
apparently increased power
and is being received with
R -8 volume daily at 5:45
p.m., E.S.T.
PLP-11.0 mc., Bandoeng,
Java. Received around 7
.

This is the handsome certificate that is presented
FREE to all members of the SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE. The full size is 7 %" 1c 9 % ".

mc.,

Fiji Islands. This station
is heard very consistently
with R -6 volume from

Ralph Baldwin Likes His Trophy
I am working for my Ph.D. here at the
University of Michigan in the department
of Astronomy. Herewith a picture of my
radio receiver and myself. The radio set
is an AU-Star Senior. I built it from a
kit, and consequently the set has no serial
number. This is a 6 tube superheterodyne.
I have changed the set a little, having replaced a "57" by a "2A6" and added an
automatic volume control. This, of course,
necessitated a new manual volume control.
This A.V.C. aids greatly in receiving shortwave stations. I have also added an ear phone jack. Just below the set itself is a
Peak pre- selector. This helps tremendously
with weak signals. I wouldn't be without
it. The cabinet is a walnut one which
I built in spare moments.
As for the trophy itself, it is a beautiful
piece of work. I am very much pleased

with it.

Sincerely,
RALPH B. BALDWIN,

918 Packard,

Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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World S -W Station List
Complete List of Broadcast, and Telephone Stations

tions or other important data that you
learn through announcements over the air
or correspondence with the stations.
Stations are classified as follows: CCommercial phone. B- Broadcast service.
X-Experimental transmissions.

stations in this list use telephone t r a n s m i s s i o n of some kind.
Note: Stations marked with a star * are
the most active and easily heard stations
and transmit at fairly regular times.
Please write to us about any new staAll the

Around -the-Clock Listening Guide
It

a good idea to follow a general schedule
as far as wavelength in relation to the time of
the day is concerned. The observance of these
simple rules will save time.
is

From daybreak till

during bright daylight. listen between

p.m. and particularly

9

and

13

band is generally found best from about 12 m.
until 7 a.m. (After dark, results above 35 meters
are usually much better than during daylight.)

19

meters (21510 to 15800 kc.)
To the east of the listener. from about 4 p.m.5 a.m. the 19.35 meter will be found very pro ductive. To the west of the listener this same

These general rules hold for any location in the
Northern Hemisphere.

Short-Wave Broadcasting, Experimental and Commercial Radiophone Stations
To convert kc. to megacycles (mc.)

NOTE:

kc. W2XDU 20040 kc.

31600
BX-

9.494 meters

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
CO..

MADISON AVE..

485

WABC daily
Sat.. Sun. 12:30.5,

Relays

N.Y.C.

-10 p.m..
6 -9 p.m.

5

31600 kc. W4XCA
BX-

9.494 meters

MEMPHIS. TENN.
Relays WMC daily

-BX-

kc.

-C-

14.99 meters

kc. W8XWJ

31600
-BX

9.494 meters

13.93 metas
WESTING110U -E ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PA.

.a-

.: relays KOKA

kc.

21530
-B-

13.93 meters

19820 kc.

n.

*GSH

21470 kc.

13.97 meters

DAVENTRY
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
6.8:45. 9.10:30 am.

WKK

21420 kc.
14.01 meters

AMER. TEL. & TEL. CO..
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls S. America 8 a.m. -4 p.m.

kc.

21080
-C.

RIO

PSA

14.23 meters
DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Works WKK Daytime

WKA

21060 kc.
-C

LSN6

14.27 meter.

HURLINOHAM, ARG.
Calls N. Y. C.

kc.

-C-

14.38 meters

EHY -EDM

MADRID. SPAIN

Works S. America mornings.

20700 kc.
.0.

MONTE GRANDE

ARGENTINA
irregularly

Tests

20380 kc.
-C

14.72 meters

18299

RUGBY. ENGLAND

Merging,

16.38 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y.. daytime

bia daytime

15.27

LSN5

15.31

MONTE

LSF

Works Germany. mornings

18250 kc.

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calla S. Amarlo. daytime

18200 kc.

GAD C

13.50

-LC-

-C-

18115 kc.
C

kc.

18040 kc.
-C.

-C.

15.58 meters
RIO de JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Works with France mornings

15.60

-C.

WKF

kc.
15.82 meters

18970 kc.

BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Relays WIZ. Daily en. Sun.
8 a.m. -4
p.m.

GAQ
meters

ZSS

meten

17.12 meters

17510

n

kc. *W2XE
PLE 17760
-B16.89 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

KIRKEE. INDIA

Schedules

2

XNATIONAL BROAD.
17.33 meters

CO.
N. J.

BOUND BROOK.

Irregularly

Tests

17120 kc.
-C-

C-

17.56

18.44

Phones

Ara.. Bras.. Peru, daytime
18.44

WOG

16240 kc.

KTO

18.47 meters

MANILA. P. I.
8.11:30

18.48

a.m.

meters

-C.

KW U

19.53 meters

DIXON. CAL.
and

J

DJR

B.X

19.56 meters
B ROADCASTING HOUSE.

BERLIN. GERMANY
1:30-3:30 a.m.

FTK

18.90 meten

kc.

CEC

18.91 meten
SANTIAGO. CHILE

Works other S.A. stations
afternoons
16.98

LSL
meters

ARGENTINA

Brazil and Europe. daytime

15760 kc.

11.56

meters

Relays
WGY 10 a.m. -2

B

p.m._

*GSP

kc.

15310

19.8 meters

B .B.C..

DAVENTRY
BROADCASTING

HOUSE.
LONDON. ENGLAND
6 -8

p.m.

LRU

15290 kc.
-B-

19.62

meters

"EL MUNDO"

B UENOS AIRES. ARGENTINA. S. A.
Broadcasts 7.7:30. II.11:30 am.
and around 4 p.m.

B ROADCASTING

Isla

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Phaes Saleen, moraine

15865

C.

regularly

15355 kc.

J

YT

19.04 meters
-XKEMIKWACHO. CHIBA-

KEN, JAPAN
Irregular in late afternoon
and early morning

HOUSE

BERLIN. GERMANY
12:30 -7 am.

SAIGON. INDO -CHINA

15880 kc.

-C.

Works with Africa and tests Ir-

kc.
DJQ
FZR3 15280
B
19.63 meters

Calla Paris and PaeiRe

-C.

am.

DZG

19.53 meten
RE IC H SPOSTZE N ST RA LA MT,

metes

OCEAN GATE. N. 1.
Calls England.
morning and early afternoon

.c.

-X.C.

WLK
meters

16270 kc.

kc.

kc.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Slips

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

16233

HUNGARY

Broadcasts Sundays. 9.10

15360

-B

meters

ENGLAND

16270 kc.

-C-

Hawaii 2-7 aM.

GBC 15330kc.*W2XAD

Cads

C-

KWO

DIXON. CAL.

Phases PaeiRe Isles

meters

A. T. & T. CO..
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships

RUGBY

kc.

19.46 maten

-C.

WOO 15340 kc.

17.52

17080 kc.

Eutern Standard Time)

BOLINAS. CAL.
Tests irregularly

15415

ZEESEN. GERMANY

-7 a.m.

W3XL

17310 kc.

CORP.

(All

VWY2

Works Rugby

485 Madison Ave.. N.Y.C.

19.4 meters
RCA COMMUNICATIONS.

B UDAPEST,

17.13 meters

C

4 p.m.

KKR

-C-

Phones

ar 9:15 a.m.

kc.

&

kc.

15460

kc. *HAS3
DFB 15370
-B19.52 meter

NAUEN. GERMANY

Works S. America

JVF

19.2 meters

NAZAKI. JAPAN

-9 a.m

-C-

and Wed.

-2 p.m. Sun.

15.93 meten
BANDOENG, JAVA
Calle Holland. early a. m.

7

kc.

HURLINGHAN

15.88 meters
S. AFRICA

-C-

SHANGHAI. CHINA

Works London

17520

15810 kc.

16.88 meters

XGM

kc.
17

-C-

*PHI

-B-

KLIPHEUVEL.

Works Rugby 6:30 a.m.-I2

Works Germany 4.7 am.

HUIZEN. HOLLAND
7:30.9:30 a.m. daily except Tue.

17775 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND

18890 kc.

C

*GSG
meters

-B16.87 meters
NATIONAL BROAD. CO.

Calls S. Africa. mornings
-C-

11.86

m.

3:40.5:45 p.m.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Australia. early am.
15.81

a

GAP 17780 kc *W3XAL

19160 kc.

HSP

16.91 meters

17650

kc.

15620

BANGKOK. SIAM

Calls Cal., Tokio and ships

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
6.8:45 a.m., 9 a.m.12 n..

RUYSSELEDE. BELGIUM
Works with OPL mornings

-C

KOOTWIIK. HOL

B.

ORG

kc.

-C.

PCV

17790 kc.

Calls England. daytime

17741

16.84 meters

Calls Java, 6.9

meters

a N.

meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Canada,
morn. and early attn.

17810 kc.

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

C-

16.63

GAB

19.16 meters

NAZAKI. JAPAN
Phones Java 3.5 am.

Phones U.S.. 3 a.m.

PISA, ITALY

Calls shim 620 -7M

meten
GRANDE.

ARGENTINA

PPU

19220 kc.

LSY3

Tats irregularly

BANDOENG. JAVA

-C

10.58

MONTE

PMA
meters

Calls Holland early a.m.
Broadcasts Tues.. Thur.. Sat.,
10:00.10:30 a.m. Irregular

19260

PMC

IAC

16:09 meters

-C-

16.34 meters

BANDOENG. JAVA
Phenol Holland. early a. M.

meters

kc.
15.51

Y., daytime

18135 kc.

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calle
Ins, mornings

19345

GAW

RUGBY. ENGLAND

Calls N.

FTM

8:05.11 a.m.

16.48 meters

15.4 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Works with Kenya. Africa. early
morning

-C

FTO

metas

16.43

meters

GRANDE.

19355 kc.

VENEZUELA

-C-

17760 kc.

YVR

MARACAY.

ARGENTINA

ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly, daytime

C

kc.
16.39 meters

meten

19600 kc.

GAA 18830 kc.

Call, ArleatIna, Brasil.

GAS

19650 kc.

LSY

14.49 meters

18310 kc.

SANTIAGO, CHILE
Works Buenos Aires and Colom-

.0

0 a. m. -5 P. M.

20860

N. J.

Calls England. daytime

CEC

HURLINGHAN,

WLA

18.36 meters
.C.
LAWRENCEVILLE.

-C-

19200

noon

.C-

SAIGON. INDO -CHINA
Paris, early morning

18340 kc.

15.24 meters

-C-

FZS

meters

16.89

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY

meters

18.35

Phones

Calls England. daytime

14.25 meters

21020 kc.

-C-

.C.
15.14 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls England

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Y.. daytime

18345 kc.

W KN

W2XE 19480 kc.

-B13.94 meten
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
CORP.
485 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.
Relays WABC 6:30 a.m.-I2

LSG

GRANDE,

ARGENTINA

-C.

DAVENTRY
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING

C-

metas

GAU

Calls N.

Calls Europe. daytime

GSJ

kc.

-C-

Tats Irregularly. daytime

HOUSE. LONDON, ENGLAND

21520

15.06

MONTE

-C

W8XK

21540 kc.
-9

NAUEN. GERMANY

19680 kc.

PENOBSCOT TOWER
DETROIT. MICH.
6 am. -12:30 am.
Sun. B a.m.I2 M.

DaIly

DHO 18620 kc.

Works 8. America. mornings

9.494 meters

12.05 a.m.

6

20020

B-

JVE

DJE 15660 kc.

OCI 17760 kc.

16.06 meters

LIMA. PERU

Works various S.A. stations
daytime

CONGO
Works with ORG In morning

19900 kc.

STROMBERG CARLSON CO.
ROCHESTER. N.Y.
Relays WHAM daily 7:30 am.-

-C.

Thus. read 21540 kc. as 21.540 mc.

places to Jett:

3

OPL 18680 kc.

14.97 meters

LEOPOLDVILLE. BELGIAN

W8XAI C

kc.

31600

C-

shift decimal point

15270 kc.

*W2XE

19.85 meters
IC BROADCASTING
CORP.
485 Madison Av., N.Y.C.
Relays
daily.__
12 n. -4 p.m.
WABC

-B-

15260 kc.
-B-

GS'

19.66 meters

DAVENTRY.

BROADCASTING
B.B.C
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
12:15.3:30 p.m.

15252

RI M

kc.
19.67 meters

TACHKENT. U.S.S.R.

Phones RKI

15250 kc.
19.67

BOSTON.

n

ar

7

a.m.

W1XAL
meters

MASS.

Irregular. In maniac

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for SEPTEMBER, 1936

286

*TPA2

15245 kc.
B-

meters

19.88

"RADIO COLONIAL"

-C-

4.55 -10 am.

*PCJ

15220 kc.

.B

a.m..

14600
B,C-

meters

19.71

Tues. 4 -6 a.m.

*W8XK

15210 kc.
B
19.72

-C-

20.56

MFG. CO.

6,
9

KDKA

Relays

*DJB
meten

15200 kc.

BBROADCASTING
19.74

HOUSE

BERLIN, GERMANY
3:50 -11 am., 4:50.10:55 p.m.

II

Sun also

a.m. -I2 n.

*GSO

15180 kc.
. 8.

19.78 meters

DAVENTRY
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
3:40-5:45 p.m.

15180 kc.-B.

19.76 Meten

RW96

MOSCOW, U.S.S.R.
Sun. 1.2 p.m.

*GSF

15140 kc.
.B-

-8.

6

p.m_

9 -11

15120 kc.

B

19.63

meters

10 -10Á5

kc.

BERLIN. GERMANY
5.45.7.30 a.m.

RKI

15090 kc.
meters

MOSCOW
S.R.
Phones Tashkent near 7 a.m.
end relays RNE on Sundays

C

am.

kc.

-C-

20.71 meters

kc.

-C-

19.92

HIALEAH

WNC

metre
FLORIDA

Cella Central Amman, daytime

KAY

14980 kc.

0

20.03

-B.C.

kc.

LZA

20.04 meters

SOFIA. BULGARIA
Broadcasts irregularly 3:30 -11:30
a.m., 2- 4:30_p.m. on Sundays

14960

CRIO

kc.

PSF

JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Works with Buena Aires
daytime

.

0

de

20.07

menu

HJB

BOGOTA. COL.
Calls WNC. deytlm.

14940 kc.

H11

20.08 meten
-CCIUDAD TRUJILLO D.R.
Phones WNC daytime

14940 kc.
-C-

20.08 meten

HJA3

BARRANQUILLA. COL.
Works WNC daytime

14845 kc.
-C-

20.21 meters

kc.

C.x.

20.47 meters
1

12250
C

12215
-C-

ZEESEN, GERMANY

telephony and tests

3:45.5:45 am.

kc.

.C.

SUZ

meten

KKZ

B

kc.

SPW

22.64 meters

-C-

JYK

-X-

KKQ

GCJ 11880 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
China atfb

OatIe Jame 1

owning

1

(All

-4

1B 730

kc. meters PHI

HUIZEN, HOLLAND
Irregular

B-

25.9

FTA

*TPA4

11715 kc.
-B-

25.61 meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"
PARIS.

FRANCE

5:15 -9:15 p.m.
9:45 p.m. -12 m.

KIO

11680 kc.
X-

25.68

meters

KAHUKU. HAWAII

Teets In the evening

11595

kc.

VRR4

-C25.87 meten
STONY HILL. JAMAICA.

meters

*TPA3

*CJRX
meters

WINNIPEG. CANADA
Daily. 6 p. m. -12 m.

25.10 meten

BOLINAS. CALIF.
irregularly, 00nlap

STE. ASSISE. FRANCE
Phones CNR morning.
Burlingham. Arse.. nights

-B-

12:15.2:15 am.

FZS2

kc.

meters

12:15 -3:25 p.m.. 9 -II p.m.-

INDOCHINA

kc.
GBB 11940
-C25.13

eta-mu

25.53

DAVENTRY,
BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
B.B.C.,

RNE 11720 kc.

Tests.

ENGLAND

meten

0

25

SAIGON.

*GSD

11750 kc.

25.02 meten

11950

KEN. JAPAN
Phone California till II p.

Cells
Egypt & Canada,

10:55 p.m.

24.88 meten
KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND
Tests irregular

Phones Paris. morning

KEMIKAWACHO. CHIBA-

meters

meten
BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY
1195 am. -4:20 p.m.: 4:50-

irregularly

kc.

*DJD

11770 kc.
25.49
B-

PDV

S.W.I.

Works WNC daytime.

11560 kc.

25.23 meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"

PARIS. FRANCE
10:15 a.m.- 5 p.m.

a.m.,

MEXICO CITY.
Irregular

-X-

25.95 meters

11050 kc.
C.

Calls Canada evening and early

www.americanradiohistory.com

ZLT4

27.15 meters

WELLINGTON. N. ZEALAND
Phones Australia and England
early am.

11000
-B -C-

kc.

PLP

27.27 meter.
BANDOENG, JAVA

Broadcasts Sat. 7 p.m. -1:30
a.m.. Sun. 5:30 -10 a.m.,
Also 2 -7 am. daily

10970
C

kc.

OCI

27.35 meters

LIMA, PERU
Works with Bogota CO.,
evenings

10955 kc.
-DX-

HS8PJ

27.38 meters

B ANGKOK.

SIAM
Broadcasts 8.10:15 am. Mondays

10840 kc.

C

KWV

27.68 meters

DIXON. CAL.

Works with

Hawaii evenings.

10770 kc.
-C-

GBP

27.93 motors

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls
Sedan. Austral. early a. m.

*JVM

10740 kc.
-B,C-

27.93

N AZAKI,

metre

JAPAN

Broadcasts Tues. and Frl. 2.3
p.m.. Phones U.S. 2.7 am.

10675
-C-

kc.

WNB
meters

28.1

LAWRENCEVILLE,

N. J.

Calls Bermuda. daytime

*CEC

10670 kc.
C-

28.12 meters

SANTIAGO. CHILE
Breedcute Thurs.. Sun.
8:30 -9 p.m., Daily 7 -7:15 p.m.

*JVN

10660 kc.
11,C-

28.14 meters

NAZAKI, JAPAN

Phones Europe 3 -8 a.m.
Broadcasts daily 12 m -1 a.m.,
2.8 am.
Mon. and Thurs. 4 -5 p.m.

C

WOK

28.44 meten

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones

Argo., Bras., Peru. eights

VLK

10520 kc.
-C-

28.51

meters

SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

Cells Rugby. early a.m.

10430 kc.
-C-

YBG

28 76 meter*

SUMATRA
890.690 a. la.. 790 -830 p.m.
520-11S0

10420 kc.
C-

20.79 meters

XGW

SHANGHAI. CHINA

Calls Manila and England, e -9
e. m. and California late evening

10410

kc.

-C-

28.00 meters

PDK

KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND

Cane Java

7909:40

a.

10410 kc.
-X-

25.60

meters

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tests

evenings

10350 kc.
-C-

m.

KES

28.88

MONTE

meter

LSX

GRANDE.
ARGENTINA
Tests Irregularly 8 p.m. -12 midnight.

10330

kc.

OR K

-B -C29.04 meten
RUYSSELEDE. BELGIUM
Broadcasts 190.3 p.m.

10300
0.

kc.
29.13

HURLINGHAM.

LSL2
meten

Calls Europe.
VIZ3 10290
kc.

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS
OF AUSTRALASIA
FISKVILLE. AUSTRALIA

Schedules Eastern Standard Time)

MEX.

W1XAL 10550 kc.

25.45 meten
BOSTON. MASS.
Daily 5:15 -6:15 p.m.

Sun. 5 -7 P.M.

and tests

11991 kc.

12:30 p.m.
Irregular at other times

-C-

.8.

DZE

Daily 12:30 -6 p.m.

22 meters

WARSAW. POLAND
Men., Wed.. Fri. 11:30 SM.-

13610 kc.

11790 kc.

GBS

meters
MOSCOW. U. S. S. R.
Sun. 6 -9, 10 -11 a.m. 12:30.
6 p.m.
Wed. 6 -7 am.

BOLINAS. CAL.
Testa irregularly

13635

kc.

DJO

25.43 meten

BROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN. GERMANY
3-4:55 p.m.

24.73 meters

12000
B-

RCA COMMUNICATIONS,

*2R0
metan

E.I.A. R.

TYA

kc.

12060 kc.
-C-

25.4

-B.X-

TFJ

24.52 meters

phone

kc.

Via Monlello 5
ROME, ITALY
0:15.0 am., 9:15 -11 am., 1190
am. -12:15 p.m.. 1:30-5 p.m.

24.93 motors

Works

p.m.

21.91

B-

REICHSPOSTZENSTRA LAMT.
ZEESEN, GERMANY

21.71 meten
ABOU ZABAL. EGYPT
Works with Europe 11 a.m.-

13690 kc.

11810

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., afternoon

-C.X

C

2

kc.

GBA 12130 kc.

21.44 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls
Senn Aires. late of ornen

13820

MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA
p.m., 6:30 -1090
pm.

T1f B 11795 kc.

24.56 meters

-C.

25.4 meters
P. 0. BOX 50,

1130 am. -I

PARIS. FRANCE

12150

20.78 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls U.S.A., altrmen

-C-

B.

Works French Ships in morning
and afternoon

GBW

kc.

11810 kc. *H14ABA

Phones England

REIC HSPOSTZENSTRALAMT,

13990

kc.
24.49 meters

Works

C

HOUSE.
LONDON, ENGLAND
am., irregular

GBU

in evenlne

25.38 meters

12:15 -2:15

DAF

kc.

GSN

DAVENTRY
B.B.C., BROADCASTING

REYKJAVIK, ICELAND
mashies,
Broadea.ts Sun. 1:40-2:30 am.

DZH

14440 kc.

B

PARIS. FRANCE
Irregular

12235
B.C

20.75 meters

on

11820 kc.

4.41

Phones England
morning and enema

kc.

CORP.

455 MADISON AVE., N. Y. C.
Relays WABC 4 -9 p.m.

RUGBY.
AND
Calls N.Y.C.. afternoon

C

meten

kc.
GBL 13415
C22.3$

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Works JVH -7 a.m.

12290

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

14460

IAC

CT1GO

kc.

m.

*W2XE

-B25.39 meten
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

-C24.34 meters
NORDDEICH, GERMANY
Works German Mips daytime

WMF

20.73

kc.

p.m.12

CJA4
meters

11200 kc.
XBJQ
X26.79 meten

25.36 meters

9

GBC

metre

-2 p.m.

11830 kc.

24.2 meters

12325

Works WNC daytime

C-

CNR

PAREDE. PORTUGAL
ID -11:30
a nt.
Tula..
Thur.. Frl. 1:00 -2:15 am.

HRF

14470 kc.

-B.

Sun.

TEGUCIGALPA. HONDURAS

RUGBY.

LIMA. PERU

14653

0-

YNA

20.71 meters

kc.
OCJ2 13585
22.08
-c-

Works other S.A. stations
daytime

-C

C-

kc.
23.47

11.

CHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relays WCFL 6:30 a.m. -4 p.m.,

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls ship

12396

NACAOME. HONDURAS
Works WNC daytime

20.43 meters

14950 kc.

-0-

20.71 meten
MANAGUA. NICARAGUA
Phenee WHO daytime

meters

MANILA. P. I.
Pelea Isla

Phones

14970

12780

GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.

14485 kc.

12

J.

26.28

DRUM MON D VIL LE.
QUE.. CAN.
Tests with Australia Irregularly

DJP

25-31 meten
BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY

PISA. ITALY
Calle Italian shin. mralage

TGF

-C

-B.X

WOO 11830 kc. W9XAA

meten

23.45

C

PANAMA CITY, PAN.
Phones WNC daytime

kc.

PSD

enters
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
sad
Call. N.Y..
Europe. daytime
19.91

15055

12800 kc.

HPF

14485

kc.

23.39 meters

kc.

11855

DIRECTOR GENERAL
Telegraph and Telephone
Stations. Rabat. Moreno
Broadeasts. Sunday. 7:30.9 a m.

-C20.71 metre
CARTAGO. COSTA RICA
Phones Con. Amer. 1
U.S.A.
Daytime
20.71 meten

C

-B,

TIR

-C-

meters

GATE. N.
Catir shale

OCEAN

12825

Calls Rio and Europe daytime

14485

23.36

C

LSM2

C20.09 meters
BURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA

19.85 meten
BROADCASTING HOUSE,

15070

N.Y.C. afternoons

Calls

14500 kc.

kc.
HRLS
DJL 14485
20.71 meters
C.

B,X

10 -11

12840 kc.

a,m.

15110 kc.

B. C

LSN

20.05 meters

GSE

meten

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND

VPD

-C-

25.29 meters

kc.
CGA3 11860
B23.22

kc.

YDB

11413 kc.

NI. R.O.M.,

SOERABAJA, JAVA
Sat. 7 p.m.-I:30 P.M. (Sun.)
Daily 10:30 p.m. -I:30 am.

X22.94 meters
SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS
Daily sae. Sun. 1290.130 a.m.

Phones WNC daytime

t

Sunday

13075

HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA

HVJ 14485 kc.

VATICAN CITY
1090 te 10:45 a.m.,

Sat

kc.

-B-

CAN.
Works London and Ships
afternoons

Broadcasts irregularly

-C-

kc.

kc.

11860

YVQ

22.58 meters

KDKA

Relaye

DRUMMONDVILLE, QUE..

RADIO NATIONS,
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND

19:82 meters

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
9 a.m. -12 n., 3:40.5:45.

C-

HBJ

14485 kc.

LONDON, ENGLAND

13285

20.64 meters

14530

IDU

Calls Hialeah daytime

Phones England
morning and afternoon

-B-

& MFG. CO.

22.48 meters
-CMARACAY. VENEZUELA

W MN

*W8XK
meters

PITTSBURGH. PA.
5.10:30 p.m.
Frl. till 12 m

22.42 meters

13345 kc.

meters

14535 kc.

a.m.-7 p.m.

25.26

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

ASMARA. ERITREA. AFRICA
Works with Rome daytime

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

meters

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIO

PITTSBURGH. PA.

C

NAZAKI, JAPAN

14590 kc.

B-

Phones England
and afternoon

JVH 13380 kc.

20.55 meters.

11870 kc.

Mrning

Phones Europe 4 -8 am.
Broadcasts 12
-I a.m.
Tues. and Fri. 2 -3 p.m.
Mon. and Thurs. 4.5 p.m.

N.V. PHILIPS' RADIO
EINDHOVEN. HOLLAND
Wed. 7.11 am.
Sun. 6:30.7:30 am.

kc.

WMA

-C.
22.40 meten
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

n.2:30 p.m.

12

kc.

13390

20.49 Meter*
PARIS, FRANCE
Works Saigon and Cairo 3.7

PARIS. FRANCE

Service de la Radiodiffusion
98, his, Blvd. Haussmann

TYF

14640 kc.

-X-

ARGENTINA
evenings

DZC

29.16 meten
STIE N ST RA LA

RE ICH SPO

ZEESEN,
GERMANY

Broadcasts Irregularly
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10260 kc.
29.74
BC-

PMN
meters

BANDOENG. JAVA

kc.

C-

meters

29.27

PSH

9650
-B-

29.5 meters

B

BAKOU. U.S.S.R.
Works with Mosow
p.m. -5 a.m.

_

10169 kc.
-CX

HSJ

29.5 meters

BANGKOK. SIAM
am.. Mon.. Wed..
Thur.

Tests 9.10

29.59 meters

BELGIAN

LEOPOLDVILLE.

CONGO
3 a.m. and

Phones around
4

p.m_

29.76 meters

I-

TIFLIS, U.S.S.R.
Works with Moscow early
morning.

10070 kc. EDM-EHY
.C.

29.79 meters

MADRID. SPAI4

Works with S. America evenings

ZFB

10055 kc.

29.84 meters
CHAMILTON.
BERMUDA
Phones

Y.

N.

C-

SUV

29.84 meters

ABOU ZAGAL, EGYPT
Works with Europe 1.6 p.m.

10042
-X-

DZB

kc.
29.87 meters

ZEESEN. GERMANY
Works with Central America and
tests

7

-9

o.m.

KAZ

9990 kc.
C-

30.03 meters

MANILLA. P.I.

Works with Java. Cal. and ships
early morning

9950
-C.

kc.

GCU

30.10 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C. eseglas

C-

meters

30.21

BOGOTA. COL.
Phones Rio de Janeiro evenings

9890

LSN

kc.
30.93 meters

-C-

C.

ARGENTINA

HURLINGHAM,

kc.

N. J.
England, evening

*EAQ

9860 kc.
30.43
B
P. 0.

meten

Boo 951

MADRID. SPAIN
Daily 5:15 -9:30 p.m.
Saturday also 12 n. -2

9840

J YS
meters

meters

30.81

DE,

ARGENTINA

M., W..

.0.

GCW

kc.

30.84 meters

9615
B-

C

kc. VLJ-VLZ2
30.74 meters

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS
OF AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
Phones lava and N. Iceland
early a.m.

WOF

9750 kc.
C-

30.77

meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones England. analog

97.10
C

kc.
30

167

p.m.

Sun. I O

P.O.

Daily

HP5J

9600 kc.

CB960

31.25 meters

*HBL

31.27 meters

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
Saturdays. 5:30 -6:15 p.
Mon. at 1:45 a.m.

9595 kc.
31.27

N. V.

mete

GCA

RUGBY, ENGLAND

Calls Arge. & BrazIl. analogs

9490

9428 kc.
-B-

31.28 meters

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

ST.. VEDADO.
HAVANA. CUBA
Dolly 8 a.m. -7 p.m.
Sun. II a.m. -12 n.,

9415 kc.
C-

.

GSC

31.32 meters

6.8. 9.11 p.m.

*VK3LR

31.32 meters
Research Section,
Postmaster Gongs. Dept..
SI Little Collins St..

-C

B

GCB

32.33 meters

32.72

-C-

meten

LAWRENCEVILLE,

9125
-B-

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
a MFG. CO.

N.

England, evening

Tues.. Wed.. Fri. 6 -10 am.
Sat. 6 -II a.m.

8730 kc.
. 0-

kc.
kc.

YVR

*HAT4

32.88 meters
"RAD IO LA BO R."

Sunday 6 -7 p.m.

VUB 9060 kc.
-C.

INDIA

a.m. -1230 a.m.. Wet.,
Thum
Sat.

33.11 meters

(All

TFK

REYKJAVIK. ICELAND
London afternoons.
Broadcasts irregularly.

Phones

GCI

34.36 meters

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls India 8 e. m.

8680 kc.
S.
34.88

Relays NBC & CBS
Programs in evening irregularly

8665

X

kc.

CO9J Q

34.62 meters

4 GENERAL GOMEZ
CAMAGUEY. CUBA
5:30 -6:30, 8-9 p.m. daily

-C.

34.92 meten
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA
7:30.9:30 p. m.

8560 kc.

WOO

35.05 meten
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ship Irregular

-B-

HC2AT

35.71 meten
CASSILLA 877
GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR

8.11

p.m.

IAC

8380 kc.
-C.

33.8 meters
Plea, Italy

8214
. 5.

kc.
36.5 meters

morning

B

36.63

-C-

39.42 meten
DIXON, CAL.
Works with Hawaii, Philip-

7550
B-

kc.

7520

kc.

CNR

8036 kc.

37.33
MOROCCO
Sunday. '2:90.5 p. m

HC2TC

QUITO82ECU(ADOR
Thun.. Sun. at 8 p.m.

-C-

kc.
37.97

meten

KEMIKAWA

meters

KEN. CHO,
4.7:40 a. m.

7860 kc.

DEL PACIFICO"
P. 0. BOX 75 PUNTA
ARENAS, COSTA RICA
6 p.m. -I2 m.

-C.

J YR
HIGA.

SUX

38.17 meten
ABOU ZAGAL. EGYPT
Werks with Europe 4-6 p.m.

HC2JSB

BGUAYAQUIL,
38.2 meten
ECUADOR

Schedules Eutern Standard Time)

KKH

39.89 meten

KAHUKU.

HAWAII

Works with Dixon and broad.
oasts Irregularly nights

7510
-B.C.

kc.

JVP

39.95 meten

NAZAKI. JAPAN

RKI

7500 kc.
C-

40 meters
MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.

Works RIM early am.

-C-

Sydney

7380 kc.

B
-B-

ZLT2

40.6 meten

WELLINGTON. N.Z.

Works with

3-7

am.

XECR

40.65 meters

FOREIGN OFFICE,
MEXICO CITY, MEX.
Sun. 6.7 p.m.

HJ1ABD

41.04 meters

CARTAGENA. COLO.
Irregularly, evenings

HKE

7100 kc.
-B-

42.25 meters

¡a

BOGOTA. COL., S. A.
Tue. and
Me
TThun. Ó3Ó.7.

II

7080
-B-

kc.

VP3MR

42.88 meten
GEORGETOWN. BRI. GUIANA, S.A.
Sun. 7%5.10:15 a.m.
Daily 4:45.8:45 p.m.

CALLE. BOLIVIA.
P ROG ROSO. IGUALDAD
BARRANQUILLA. COLOMBIA
3.6

Sun.

-e-

p.m.

HRP1

42.67 meters

SAN PEDRO SULA.

HONDURAS

Reported on this and other wane
irregularly In evening

-B-

8:15 -11:15 p.m.

P.

PZH

42.88 meters
0. BOX 18.

PARAMIRABO, DUTCH
GUIANA
Sun. 9:36 -11:36 am.
Mon. and Fri. 5:36 -9:36 p.m.
Tues. and Thur. 8:36.10:36 am.,

2:36 -4:36 p.m.
Wed. 3:36.4:36. 5:36 -9:38 p.m.
Sat. 2:36 -4:36 p.m.

6976

-B-

kc.

Thun.
-C-

HCETC
meters

43

TEATRO BOLIVAR
QUITO. ECUADOR

6905

till

9:30 p.m.

kc.

GDS

43.45 metan
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C. evening

KEL

6860 kc.

X

43.70 meters

11

-C-

7854 kc.

TI8WS

39.74 meters

"ECOS

LSL

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls Brazil, night

7880 kc.
.5.
38.07

Japan nigher.

PSK 6996 kc.

C.
35.65 meten
RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Irregularly

7901

Java and

pines.

XEME 7030 kc.
meters

CALLE 59. No. 517
MERIDA. YUCATAN
"LA VOZ de YUCATAN desde
MERIDA
10 am. --12 n.. 6 p.m. -I2 m.

B

KWX

kc.

7610

kc. HJ1ABK
HCJB 7074
42.69 meters
B-

QUITO, ECUADOR

kc.

RIM

39.34 meters

TACHKENT. U.S.S.R.
Works with Moscow early

YNVA 7281 kc.

-B.

8400 kc.

ZHJ

89.32 meters

PENANG, MALAYA
Daily 7.9 am.
also Sat. 11 p.m. -I A.M. (Sue)

except Sat. and Sun.

-C-

kc.

7630
-B

GBC 7390 kc.

metes
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls ships

1.

GYALI -uT, 22
BUDAPEST. HUNGARY

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

Relays WBZ. 6 a.m. -12 m.
Sun 7 am.12 m.

31.35 meten

34.29 meters

kc.
WNA 7975
.B.

-C32.79 meters
MARACAY. VENEZUELA
Works with Europe afternoons.

*W1XK

ZCK

CGA4 8185 kc.

kc.

9170 kc.

GCQ

meters

HONGKONG, CHINA
Relays 2BW
Daily 11:30 p.m. -1:15 a.m.
Mon. and Thurs. 3 -7 am.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Can. & Egypt. evenings

9150

51.35 meters

34.25

8750 kc.

32.15 meten

Phones

MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA
3:15 -7:30 am.. except Sun.
also Fr. 10 p.m.2 a.m.

11

PLV

31.87 meter.
BANDOENG. JAVA

9280

DAF

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls S. Africa, afternoon

8190

Phones Holland around 9:45 a.m.

9330 kc.

kc.

-C.
34.23 meters
NORDDEICH, GERMANY
Works German _Ships irregularly

7.11 p.m., except Menday
Sun. II a.m..12 n.: 4.10 p.m.

8:30 -9:30 p.m.

C.

DAVENTRY.
BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND

kc.

Phones Java around 4 a. m.

-C.

KEE

38.89 meters

PN I

meters

MAKASSER, CELEBES,
N.I.

8760 kc.

Saturday

BOLINAS, CAL.

law: 6:30 p.m..12 M.

8765

m.,

p.

HKV 7626 kc.

kc.

34.09 meters
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
1

DRUMMONDVILLE. CANADA
Phones England Irregularly

B.B.C..

-B-

*COCH

31.8 meters

2 B

WIRELESS,
LTD.. 47 YORK ST.
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
Sun. 12 m -2 a.m., 4:30 -8 :30 am.
10:30 a. m.12:30 p.m.

9565

TGW

p.m.. Sat. 9 p.m. -5 a.m. (Sun.)

31.26 meters

9570 kc.

XGOX

31.61 meters

kc. *VK2ME

9580 kc.

kc.

Daily II a.m.I p.m.. 7.8. 9.11

*PCJ

Sun. 7-8 p.m.
Wed 7.10 p.m.

-B.

RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Irregularly 4588 -5:46 p.m.

GUATEMALA CITY,
GUATEMALA

meters

*

B

PRF5 8590 kc.

meters

-B
31.75 meten
MINISTRE de FOMENTO

PHILIPS RADIO

9580 kc.

8795

p,m.

NANKING. CHINA
6:30.8:40 am.. Sun. 7:309:30 am.

EINDHOVEN. HOLLAND

-B-

9500 kc.
-B
31.58

S -11

HH3W 9450 kc.
meters

Relays WCAU
Daily II a.m. -7 p.m.

KIRKEE. INDIA
Werks with England in morning

BI

Mon., Wed., Fri.

-B-

P.O. BOX AI17,
PORT- AUPRINCE. HAITI
1.2. 7-8:30 p.m.

9590 kc.
31.28
B-

HJU

31.58 meten

NATIONAL RAILWAYS
BUENAVENTURA.
COLOM.

9:30 p.m. on

..

ten

31.55

-B-

SANTIAGO, CHILE

9595 kc.

*GSB

9500 kc.

31.24 meters

APARTADO 867.
PANAMA CITY. PANAMA
11:45 am. -1 p.m., 7:30.10 p.m.

-B

AUSTRALIA
4.7 am.

DAV ENTRY,
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
12:15-2:15 am.. 12:15-5:45 p.m,

m16m
3p.m.
P.m.

kc.

VWY

33.43 meters

-C-

5:30 -6:15

-C.

33.3 meters

BOLINAS. CAL.

8975

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

KEJ 7715 kc.

Relays NBC & CBS
Programs in evening irregularly

Queen St..

ese. Sun.

-B-

BOX 37.

a.m. I

B

9590
-B

Fri. 6-8 p.m.

kc. HJ1ABP 9510 kc.
31.2 meters

9605 kc.

B

7-7:30

MELBOURNE.

CARTAGENA. COL.

RUGBY ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C.. swans

9760

6 -7:30

F..

-C-

evenings

kc.

9010

9510 kc. *VK3ME
-B31.55 meters
LED WIRELESS,
AMALGAMA

Tues., Thurs., Sat. 6.7:45 p.m.

MOARGENT

In.hlarly

Dail

E.I.A.R.. ROME, ITALY

LSI B

9800 kc.

9790

*2R0

31.13 meters

RW96

31.51 meters
MOSCyOW, U.S.S.R.

Sun.. Wed.

BUENOS AIRES. ARGENTINA
Testing

CHIBA.

lHO.1N
Irregular. 11:30 p.m. -3 am.

Tests

LRX B.

meters

kc.

LKJ1
meters

9520 kc.

pM. 9590 kc. *W3XAU

kc.

30.49
-XKENIKAWA-

.0-

p.m.

Calls N.Y.C.,

meters

JELOY, NORWAY
5-8 a.m., II a.m.-6 p.m.

"EL MUNDO"

WON

30.4 meters
-0LAWRENCEVILLE,
Phases

kc.
YNLF 9525
3I.49
-B-

31.1 meten
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA
8 -9 am.. 12:30.2:30, 6:30-

9635
B-

31.48

Relays WGY 4 p.m.12 M.
Sat. 12 n. -12 m.

31.09 meters

RUGBY ENGLAND

C

ENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.

G

NAUEN, GERMANY

meter.

kc. *W2XAF 8775
kc.
-C34.19

9530
-B

DGU

10

HOUSE

BERLIN. GERMANY

12:30.3:50, 8:05 -11 a.m., 4:5010:45 p.m.

Works with Egypt in afternoon

Calls New York. evesIngs

9870

kc.

31.45 meters

B ROADCASTING

"RADIO COLONIAL"
LISBON. PORTUGAL

HKB B

9930 kc.

-B-

Tues.. Thurs., Sat. 3.6 p.m.

9650

*DJN

kc.

9540

31.09 meters

daytime

C.

kc.

10055

31.09 meten

HJ1ABE

31.41 meters
P.O. BOX 31.

CARTAGENA. COLOMBIA
Daily 7:30 -9 p.m.,
Mon. also 10 p.m.12 m.

YDB

kc.

kc.
RJR 9640
-B31.12

10080 kc.

0

B-

CHINA
Fri. 7-8:30 am.

kc.
OPM 9645
.B

10140 kc.
C-

CQN 9550 kc

RIO 9650 kc. *CT1AA

10170 kc.
10

BROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN
8:05-11 a.m.. 4:50-

*HBP
GCS 7799 kc.
38.47 mete,,
-8 LEAGUE
OF NATIONS,

kc.

9020

31.38 meters

12:30 -3.

N.I. R.O.M.
SOERABAJA. JAVA
4:30.10 am.

29.35 meters

RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL

.0.

-0-

10:45 p.m.

kc.

Mon, and

*DJA

DZA 9560 kc.

meters

ZEESEN, GERMANY

9660

evening

10220 kc.
C-

kc.
31.01

LSK3 -B
31.07 meten
MACAO. PORTUGUESE

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls Europe and U. S.. afternoon and

C-

Works with Africa and broadcasts 5-7 P.M.

Calls Australia 5 a.m.
Broadcasts Sat. 7 p.m.-1:30
am.. Sun. 5:30 -IO a.m.

10250

9675

287

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tests Irregularly
a. m.12 a: 6.9 p. m.

6850
-B-

kc.

TI6OW

43.8 meters

ONDA del CARIBE
PUERTO LRIMON. COSTA

Irregularly 8.9:30 p.m.
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HI7P 6420 kc.

6800 kce

-B.

-B44.12 meters
EMISORIA DIARIA de COMERCIO. CIUDAD TRUJILLO,
DOM. REP.

Deily

eao. Sat. and Sun. 12:40:40. 6:40.8:40 pm. Sat. 12.401:40 p.m.: Sun. 10:40 a.m. 11:40 a. m.

6410

1

8-

44.25 meten

-C.

6400kc.
B-

J.

England. nonine

Phone.

-B.C.

N.

kc.

NAZAKI. JAPAN
KOKUS IDDENWA

-B-

44.71

*TIEP
meters

6300 kc.

LAVOZ DEL TROPICO
JOSE. COSTA RICA
APARTADO 257, Dally 7.19

8-10:30 p.m.

p.._

P.O. BOX 85,

SANCTI

IAC

6650 kc.

45.11 meters

4 -6.

6280

PISA. ITALY
Calls Alpe. mralnSs

6635 kc.
-B-

-8.

*HC2RL

45.21 meten

ECUADOR S. A.
Sunda,. 5A5.7:45 F
Tues.. 9:15 -11:15 p.

6630
B.
"LA

.

-B.

APARTADO 1105. CIUDAD
TRUJILLO. D.R.
Dally exe. Sun. 12:10.1:40 p.m..
5:40.8:40 p.m.. aise Sat. 10:40
p.m. -12:40 am. (Sun.)

kc.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO,

6175

DOM.

-e-

REP.

Irregular

6558 kc.

m. -1:40

kc.

48.58 maten

6160
-B-

de

-B-

6520
B-

kc.

* YV6RV

46.15 meten
APARTADO 623
CIUDAD TRUJILLO. D.R.

B-

12:10 -1:40

p.m., 5:40.

7:40 p.m.

6477

8

kc.

46.32 muten

CIUDAD TRUJILLO. D.R.

kc.

HJ4ABC

6150
-B

-X-

40 7

kc.

COKG
meters

BOX 137, SANTIAGO. CUBA
9-10 s.m.. I I:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m..

3430

6140

p.m.. IO-Il p.w..
2 a.m.

12

..-

kc. *W8XK

B49.86 meter,
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.

PITTSBURGH. PA.
Relays KDKA
9 p.m. -12 m.

W9XBS 6135 kc.

mercer

NATL. BROAD. CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relay. WMAQ. Irregular

HJSABC

48.78 asters

CALI. COLOMBIA
Dally II am. -12 e.. Sun. 12 aSat. and
p... Dally
Sun. 7.10 p m.

48.51 meters

kc.

*CJRO

2

APARTADO 39
IBAQUE, COLOMBIA
II am. -12 n.. 8 -II p.m.

6425

when

CSL

..

kc.
HI4V 6147
-B48.8

LA VOZ de LA MARINA
11:40 a.m.-1:40 p.m.. 5:10-9:40
p.m.

6450
B-

48.78

N

mater.
WINNIPEG. MAN.. CANADA
-I2 w.
e p.
Sun. 3 -10:30 p. m.

H IL

6500 kc.

B1

kc.

-B-

HPSF

49.34 meten

CARLTON HOTEL
COLON, PANAMA
11.65 am. -1:15 p... 7:45.10

-B-

49.54

kc.

DJ M

7:30-9:30 p.m.

OER2

.
6070 kc. YV7RMO
49.41

a

meters

VIENNA. AUSTRIA

m.- 59.... Sat. te e w

.B-

49.42 meten

MARACAIBO,

6070
-B

VENEZUELA

p.m. -12 m.

8

0.42 meths
PERIERA, COL.

kc.

-8-

49.42

VANCOUVER.
a.

w. -3

11:30

kc.

p. N.

p.

m

Daily

44.46

p.m.

HJ4ABB 6060 kc. *W8XAL
meters
m._

-B-

49.50 meten

RADIO

CROSLEY

CORP.

CINCINNATI. OHIO
5:30 am. -7 p.m.: In p.m. -1 am.
Relays WLW

49.19 maters

S.

A.

P. 0. BOX 715.
:30 a.m. -I p.m.: 4:30 -IO p.m.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Relaya WCAU
p.m.-I0 p.m.

CO.

Relay. W12
Monday. Wedneedey. BaturdIY.
4 -5 p.m.. Sat. II p.m.12 m.

6100 kc.
.B.

*W9XF

49.18 meters

NATL. BROAD. CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Sun.. Tues.. Thur.., Frl. 12 m.a.m., 8 p.m. -II.59 p.m.
M.. W.. Sat.. 12 m -I a.m.
Relays WENR
1

6097
-8"LA

kc.

49.2 meten

kc.

AFRICAN

9

kc.

ZTJ

OXY

-B49.50 meters
SKAMLEBOAEK. DENMARK
14:30 p...

6050

-B49.59 meters
COLOMBIA BROADCASTING.

BOX 509. BOGOTA. COL.
12 11. -2 p.m.. 7 -II
p.m.. Sun.
5.9 p.m.

H19B
meters

SANTIAGO

DOM. REP.
6 p.m. -II

Irregular

6042
-B

p.m.

kc. HJ1ABG
49.65 meters

EMISORA ATLANTICO
BARRANQUILLA. COLO.
II a.m.- II p.m.
Sun. I a.m.- 8 p.m.

BROADCASTING

I

JOHANNESBURG. SOUTH
AFRICA.

Sun. -Frl. 11:45 p.m.
1290 am. (next day)
Mon. -Sat. 390 -7 a.m.
9 a.m. -4 p.m.
Sun. S -10:15
m.; 1230.3 p.m.

6040
B-

kc.

49.67 meten

_5:30

IATI Sehedulee Eutern Standard

12 n.

-2 p.m..

p.m.-12 m.

HJ4ABE 6040
49.57
0 kc.

-B49.25 meten
MEDELLIN. COLO.
Dally II am. -12 N., e -1030

PRA8

meten
RADIO CLUB OF
PERNAMBUCO

1.3 p.m..

TIm.)

www.americanradiohistory.com

aw.

'B.

kc.

*HP5B

49.73 melon
P. 0. BOX 910

12P: .hm.,°1óáó¡...

6030 kc.

8-

VE9CA

49.73 meters

CALGARY. ALBERTA, CAN.

Thun.

a.m. -2

9

Sun.

other days from
a.m. -12 m.
on

g

kc.

6025

(Fil.):

m.

n. -1i rn

12

Irregularly

HJ1ABJ

49.79 meters

SANTA MARTA. COLO.

6:30 -10:30 p.m. eaeept Wed.

6020 kc.

DJC

-8-

49.83 meten
BROADCASTING HOUSE,

BERLIN
am. -4:20 p.m.

XEUW

B

49.92 maten
AV. INDEPENDENCIA. 98,
VERA CRUZ, MEX.
8

a.m. -12:30 am.

ZHI

6018 kc.
-B-

49.85 meten
RADIO SERVICE CO.,
20 ORCHARD RD.,
SINGAPORE, MALAYA
Mon., Wed. and Thurs 5:40-8:10
a.m. Bet. 10:40 p.m. -I :10 a.m.
(Sun.) Every ether Sunday 5:10-

8:40 a.m.

6015
-B-

kc.

HI3U

49.88 meten
SANTIAGO de los CABALLEROS. DOM. REP.
10:40 cat.-1:40 p.m., 4009:40 p.m.

6012

kc. HJ3ABH
meters

49.91

BOGOTA. COLO.
APARTADO 565
8 -II p.m.
Sun. 12 n. -2 p.m., 4.11

p.m.

BOX 98

P.O.

HAVANA. CUBA
Dally 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m.. 4.7 p.m.,
8 -10
I

p.m.
:30 p.m. -2

I

. BRAZIL
4.730 cm. dally

a.m.

HP5K

B

49.96 meten
BOX 33.
COLON, PANAMA
790-9 a... 12 n..I p.m.,
{0 p.m.

kc. *VE9DR

6005
B

49.96 meten

CANADIAN MARCONI CO.,
MONTREAL. QUE..
CAN.

7 am. -11
p.m.,
am. -10:15 p.m.

Relays CFCF

sun.

6000

kc.

HJ1ABC
meters

50

5 -6

-B-

8

QUIBDO.
p.m..

5990

COLOMBIA

Sun. 9 -11

kc.
50.011

p.m.

*XEBT
meters

MEXICO CITY, MEX.
P. 0. Box 79 -44

Le.

5988
-B

kc. HJ2ABD
50.10 meters

BUCARAMANGA. COL.
11:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.. 5:306:30. 7:30 -10:30 p.m.

5980
-B

kc.

XEWI

50.17 meters

MEXICO CITY. MEX.

Mon.. Wed.. Frl.. 3 -4 p.m.
Tues.. Fri. 7:30 -8:45. 10 p.m.12 m.; Sat. 9 -IO p.m.; Sun.1-

2:15 p. m.

5976
B-

kc. HJ2ABC

5968

kc.

50.2 meters

CUCUTA. COLOMBIA
6-9:30 p.m.

W4XB

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

Relays WIOD

YDA

49.67 mete,,

N. I. R.O. M.

6030

kc. HJ3ABD

kc.
HI3C 6045
49.63
.0-

VOZ DE RIO DULCE"
LA RAMONA. DOM. REP.
(1:55 am. -1:25 p.m..
6:10 p.m. -12 M.

6097

6060

p.m.

TANDJONGPRIOK, JAVA
5:48.6:45 p.m.. 10:30 p.111.430

-B-

7

B OUND BROOK. N. J.

-B-

Sat. also

5:30.10:30

Set.

-7

HJ4ABL 6005 kc.
meters

MANIZALES, COL.
Daily II am. -12 a.. 530 -7:30
p.m.

5

VE9CS 6010 kc. *COCO
meten
849.92 meten
B. C.. CANADA

m.: Tuta. 6.7:30
p. m. -1:30 a. m.
6.7:30 p. m.

6065
-B

Sun

6040 kc.

HJ4ABC B-

kc.

am., 7-8 er 9

6070

49.67 mater.
BOSTON. MASS.
Tu.., Thurs. 7:15 -9:15 p.m.

W9XAA 6020 kc.

matis

49-34 mater*
-B.XBROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY

9

s-

11:35

CHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relaye WCFL
Sunday 11530 e. w. -9 p m. and
Tues.. Thun., Sat., 4 p. m. -12 m.

ATIONAL BROADCASTING

HJ1ABB 6092 kc.

40.9 meten

BARRANQUILLA. COL.,
1

990 a ..neon;

-B49.14
MANIZALES. COL.. 8. A.
P. 0. Box 175
Men. t. Frl. 12:15.1 p. m.;
Tun. & Frl. 7:30 -10 p. m.;

-B

LISBON, PORTUGAL
7 -8:30 ..m.. 2-7 p.m.

6150 kc.
48.78
B

0.01 maters
VALENCIA, VENEZUELA
Il am. -2 p.m.. 5.10 p...

VUC
a

p. m.

kc.

6080

I

meten
CALCUTTA, INDIA
Dally eaeept Set.. 3.590 a. w..

Sun. 2:30.5 p.

CARACAS. VENEZUELA
p.m.. 4.10:30 p...

ORINOCO ",

7.1030

*W1XAL

6040 kc.

8

LAPAZ, BOLIVIA

Sun. 1:45 -9 p. m.. 10:30 p. nt..

49.1

11:45

CPS

..ten

kc. *YV3RC 6100 kc. *W3XAL 6060 kc. W3XAU
48.7 meters
49.50 metan
-B.

Il am. -2

VENEZUELA
8 -1090 p.m.

kc.

49.34

9-11

Relays XETF

6105

BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
7-11:15 p. m.

XEFT
meters

AV. INDEPDENCIA 28.
VERA CRUZ. MEX.

Sat,

kc. HJ3ABF
TIRCC 6170
-B
48.62 maten

1

a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Alee 8:30 -9:30
a.m. on Tues. and Thurs.: Sat.
11:30 a.m. -3:30 p.m.; Sun. II
a.m. -2 P.m.

8-

a.m. -4 p.m., 7:30 p.m.-12 a.
Sat. also 6:30.7:30 p.m.
Sun. 11 .n...4 p.m., 9 p.m. -12

B

XEXA

NAIROBI. KENYA, AFRICA
Mon..Frl. 5:45 -6:15 a.m., 130

6072 kc.

738.

11

6110

TUNDA. COLOMBIA
1.2; 730.9:30 p.m.

6545 kc. YV11RB 6150 kc.
45.84 meten
-B"ECOS

a.

7.11 p.m.

RADIOEMISORA
CATOLICA
COSTARRICENSE
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA
Sun. 11 am. -2 p.m.. 6 -7. 8 -9
p.m.. Daily 12 n. -2 p.m.. 6.7
Pan.. Thun. 6.11 p.m.

B OLIVAR.

e.

MEXICO CITY. MEX.

45.8 meters

No.

COLOMBIA
5:45.11:30 p.m.

IC BROADCASTING
CORP.

p.

VQ7LO

49.31 meters

6079

COLOMBIA

de
14.

B OGOTA.

48.61 meten
OF EDUCATION

11 :55
a.m, -1:49
p.m.: 4:40-7:40 p.m.

a.m. -12:30 Pan..
4.10 p.m.
Relays CHNS
9

495 MADISON AVE., N. Y. G.
Relays WABC, 9.10 p.m.

HJ2ABA

B DEPT.

Except Sun.

kc.

48.94

P.O. BOX 998

HALIFAX. N.S.. CANADA

LA VOZ
CALLE

kc.

6080 kc.

kc. *VE9HX

6130

CALI, COLOMBIA
-1:30 p.m., 5:10 -9.40 9.m.

6083
B-

KUALA LUMPUR

HILA 6120
B kc.
49.02

HI4D 6171 kc.
meten

-B45.74
CIUDAD TRUJILLO. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

ZGE

kc. HJ3ABX
HRD 6122
B
49 meters

p...

7:44-9760 p.

HI8A

p.m.

n. -4

FED. MALAY STAPES
Sun.. Tue.. and FN.,
6:40-8:40 a w.

Dally

Apartad. 1242
LIMA. PERU
Dally 7 -10:30 p.m.

12 n.

48.94 meters

48.15 meten

11:40 a.

12

kc.

6130
-B

49.3 meten
VOZ DE VALLE"

"LA

.B-

kc. *W2XE
OAX4G 6120
-B.
49.02 mater*

kc.

-B-

HJ5ABD

COCD 6080 kc.

Sun.

pm.,

B

metan
F. 0. BOX 423. SANTIAGO.
DOMINICAN REP.

45.28 meten

45.45 meten

6550

48.12 meters

kc.
kc. *PRADO 6185
-B
0.5

Thurs. 9-11:45 pal.

.B.

p.m.

kc.

Wed. 6-10:30

RIOBAMBA. ECUADOR

6600

IO

.den

kc.

6085

48.94
tern
VOZ DEL
e
AIRE"

"LA

8-II

6230

TGXA

CALLE G y 25. VEDADO.
HAVANA, CUBA
Relaye CMCD II
m. -12 n.. 7-

LA VOZ DE ATLANTIDA
LA CEIBA. HONDURAS
p.m.. Sat. 8 p.m. -I a.m.
(Sun.): Sun. 4 -6 p.m.

m

HIX

Frl. 8:10.10:10 p.m.

0.20

VE9BJ

SAINT JOHN. N. B.. CAN.
7.990 P..,

48.93 meters

6130 kc.

-B-

H IG

8:10.9:40

45.25 mNen
VOZ de la RCA VICTOR."

6625
B-

p.m.

9 -11

kc.

-B-

p.m.

Heard In the evening.

47.77 meten

6235
-B

HIT

kc.

SPIRITUS. CUBA

-II

-D48.94 meters
GIORNAL LIBERAL PRO GRESSISTA, GAUTEMALA
CITY. GUAT.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO. D.R.
7:10.8:40 am.. 12:40-2:10,

P. 0. BOX 759. GUAYAQUIL,

8

CIUDAD TRUJILLO.
DOMINICAN REP.
Sun. 7:40. 10:10: Dally 12:40
1:10 p.m., 4:40-5:40 p.m.;

YVQ 6282 kc. CO9WR
Nan
-B47.76 meten
VENEZUELA

Bradeuts Sat 8.9

C

YV12RM

-B47.62 meters
MARACAY. VENEZUELA

p.m.

MARACAY.

HIZ

.

47.5 Nets

p.m.: Sat. 5:10 -11:10 p.m.:
Sun.. 11:40 a.m. -I :40 p.m.

SAN

6672 kc.

CARACAS VENEZUELA
5:30 -9:30 p.m.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Dally
Sat and sup.
11:10 am. -2:25 p.m.. 5:10-8:40

KAISNA,

6710 kc.

47.02 maten

B

HJ4ABP 6090 kc.

YV4RC 6130 kc.

JVT 6316 kc.

44.44 meten

B

49.28 meters

TORONTO. CANADA
Daily 5:30 -11:30 p.m.
Sun. 11745 a.m. -I I:45 p.m.

MEDELLIN. COL.

Tues. and

p.m.

WOA 6380 kc.
maters

AWENCEVILLE.

6750

46.88 meten
CARACAS. VENEZUELA

B-

48.9 meters

6132 kc.

YV9RC

B.

kc.

6135

*CRCX

HI5N 6090 kc.

48.9 meters
D.R.
6:40-9:10 p.m.

SANTIAGO,

Relays H14ABQ

p.m.. 6 -11:30 p.m.

n. -2

12

7 -11

kc.
44.41

L

46.8 meters

kc.

6135
B-B.

APARTADO 225,
SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
"LA VOZ DE LA VICTOR"

SAN PEDRO de MACORIS
DOMINICAN REP.
12:10-1:40 p.m.. 7:30-9 p.w.,
Sun. 3 -4 a.m.. 4:15 -0 p.m.

6755

TIPG

kc.

-B-

HIH

6780 kc.

H I1S

46.73 meters

PUERTO PLATA. DOM. REP.
11:40 a.m. -1:40 p.m., 5A07:40. 9:40.11:40 p.m.

-B-

HVJ

50.27 meters

VATICAN CITY
2.2:15 p. w., dally. Sue.. 5.530
a.

5950
B-

a.

HJN

kc.
50.42

BOGOTA.
6

etera

COL.

-II p.m

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for SEPTEMBER, 1936
TG2X 5850 kc. *YV5RMO 5770 kc. HJ4ABD 5000 kc.
-B51.28 meters
-B5L99 meters

5940 kc.
-B

50.5 meters

GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.
-6.

4

9

-II

5915
-B-

p.m.. Sun.

2 -5

kc.

a.m.

HH2S

50.72 meters

PORT -au- PRINCE. HAITI
BOX A103,
7:30 -10:30 P.M.

5898 kc.
-B
50.86
"LA

YV8RB

meters
VOZ do LARA"

BARQUISIMETO.
VENEZUELA

12

n. Ipm..

6 -10

5885 kc.

P.M.

HCK

-B.

50.98 meten
QUITO. ECUADOR. S. A.
8

5875
-B

-II p.m

kc.
51.06 meters

HRN

TEGUCIGALPA. HONDURAS

B

kc.
5L15 meters

HI1J

BOX 204.
SAN PEDRO de MACORIB,
DOM. REP.
12 n. -2. 6:30 -9 P.M.

5853
-C-

kc.
51.26

meters

5830

N.

Calls Bermuda, nights

J.

8 -11:30

"LA

VENEZUELA
6.11:30 p.m.

ALMA TICA.
APARTADO 800,
SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
II a.m. -I p.m.. 6 -10 P.M.
Relays

TIX

p.m.

-8-

SAN

5145

C-

-B-

58.31

C-

OAX4D

-6 X-

meters

Dilly

C

VE9BK

62.63 meters

kc.
59.011

WCN

-C-

Metan

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
England Irregularly

03.1

RV15
meters

WOO

WOO

70.22 meters

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships Irregularly

4098 kc.
C.

73.21 meten

WND

HIALEAH, FLORIDA

Ida

Calls Bahama

ese. Sun. 11:30.11:45 a.
m.. 3.3:15. 8.8:15 p.m.

4752 kc.

GDB
m.

p.

GDW 4272 kc.

RADIO SALES SERVICE,
LTD.. 780 BEATTY ST.. VANCOUVER. B.C., CAN.

PMY

11.44 meters

KHABAROVSK. SIBERIA,
U. S. S. R.
Dally. 3 -9 a.m.

BANDOENG. JAVA

5077

meten
NAZAKI. JAPAN
31.81

meters

4790 kc.

COSTA

5:30 -11 a.m.

JVU

P.O. Boo 853
LIMA. PERU
Mon.. Wed. & Sat. 9.11:30 p.m.

TI5HH

kc.

62.24 motore

kc.

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Tests, 8.11

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., late at night

54.55 meters

RAMON.

-0-

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Ships. late at night

C-

RICA
Irregularly 3:30.4. 8.11:30 p.m.

p.m.

kc.

kc.

5500

51.72 meters

60.30 meten

TGS 4820 kc.

52.51 meters

GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.
Wed., Thun. and Sun. 6 -9 p.m.

RADIO CARACAS
CARACAS. VENEZUELA
Sun. 8:30 a.m. -10:30 p.m.
Daily II a.m. -1:30 p.m.. 4.9:30

5790

kc.

5713
.8.

*YV2RC

5800 kc.
-B-

9 -10

-C

4320

kc.
GBC 4273
B70.20

4975 kc.

5245 meten

VOZ de TACHIRA,"
SAN CRISTOBAL,

51.5 meters

1-

p.m.

kc. YV1ORSC

5720
B-

TFL

80 meters

REYKJAVIK. ICELAND
Calls London at night.
Also broadcasts irregularly

MEDELLIN? COLOMBIA

kc. *TIGPH

kc.
WO B 5780
.8.
51.9

LAWRENCEVILLE,

-C-

CALLE REGISTRO. LAS DELICIAS APARTADO de CORRES 214
MARACAIBO. VENEZUELA
II a.m. -12:30 p.m., 5.9:30 p.m.

1:15.2:15, 8:30.10 p.m.. Sun.
3:30.5:30, 8:30.9:30 p.m.

5865

289

4002 kc.
B74.95

CT2AJ

meten
PONTA DELGADA.
SAO MIGUEL. AZORES
Wed. and Sat. 5.7 P. M.

meters

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships Irregularly

Phones

5025 kc.
.C.

59.7 meten

kc.
ZFA 4600
-B65.22

HC2ET 3040 kc.

meters

Apartado 249
GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR
Wed., Sat.. 9:15 -II p.m.

HAMILTON- BERMUDA
Calls U.S.A.. nights

-8-

98.68 meten

YDA

N.I. R.O.M.
TANDJONGPRIOK, JAVA
5:30.11 a.m.

Alphabetical List of S -W Stations
By Call -Letter and Frequency
(Frequency in Megacycles)
C V.J,
CB9S0
CEC
C EC

CEC
CGA3
CGA4
CJA3
CJRO

CJRX

CNR
CNR
COCD
COCH
COCO
COKG
CO9J Q

CO9WR
CP5
C QN

CRCX

CSL
CT1AA
CT1GO
CT2AJ
DAF
DAF
DFB
DGU
DJA
DJB
DJC
DJD
DJ E
DJ L

DJM
D IN

DJO
DJ P

DJ Q

DJR
DZA
DZB
DZC
D2E
DZG
DZH

EA()

EDM
EDM
EH Y

EHY
FTA
FTK
FTM

FTO
FZR3
FZS
FZS2

GAA
GAB

FREQ.
9.06 me.
19.68
15.87
10.67
13.29
9.33
11.41
6.15
11.72
12.83
8.04
6.13
9.43
6.01

6.15
8.67
6.28
6.08
9.66
6.09
6.15
9.65

12.40
4.00
12.33
8.77
17.52
9.650
9.560
15.20
6.02
11.77
17.76
15.11

6.08
9.54

11.8
11.86
15.28
15.34
9.68
10.04
10.29
12.13
15.36
14.46
9.86
20.86
10.07
20.86
10.07
11.94
15.88
19.36
18.25
16.23
18.35
11.99
20.38
18.04

t'

X1.1,

GAD
GAP
GAQ
GAS
GAU
GAW
GBA
GBB
GBC
GBC
G BC

GBC
GBL
G BP

CBS
GBU
GBW
GCA
GCB
GCI
GCJ
GC

GCS

GCU
GCW
G DB
GDS
GDW
GSB

GSC
GSD
GSE
GSF
GSG
GSH
GSI
GSJ
GSN
GSO
GSP
HAS3

HAT4
HBJ
HBL
HBP
HCETC
HCJB
HCK
HC2AT
HC2ET
HC2JSB
HC2RL
HC2TC
HH2S
HH3W

HIG
HIH

HII
HIL
HIT

FREQ.

t't11,

19.48 mr.
HIX
19.16
HIZ
18.97
HI1A
18.31
H I IJ
18.62
HI1S
18.20
H I3C
13.99
HI 3U
13.59
HI4D
17.08
H I4V
12.78
HISN
8.68
HI7P
4.98
H 18A
14.65
HI 9B
10.77
HJA3
12.15
HJB
12.29
HJN
14.44
HJU
9.71
HJ1ABB
9.28
HJ1ABC
8.73
HJ1ABD
13.42
HJIABE
8.76
HJ1ABG
9.02
HJ1ABJ
9.95
HJ1ABK
9.79
HJ1ABP
4.32
HJ2ABA
6.91
HJ2ABC
4.82
HJ2ABD
9.51
HJ3ABD
9.58
HJ3ABF
11.75
HJ3ABH
11.86
HJ3ABX
15.14
HJ4ABA
17.79
HJ4ABB
21.47
HJ4ABC
15.26
HJ4ABC
21.53
HJ4ABD
11.82
HJIABE
15.18
HJ4ABL
15.31
HJ4ABP
15.37
HJSABC
9.13
HJSABD
14.54
HKB
9.60
HKE
7.80
H KV
6.98
HPF
8.21
HPSB
5.89
HPSF
8.40
HP5J
4.60
HP5K
7.8.5

6.64
7.98
5.92
9.60
6.28
6.78
14.94
6.50
6.63

HRD
HRF
H

HRP1
HS8PJ
HSJ
HSP
HVJ
HVJ

FRb:Q.

('\LL

6.13 me. 1AC
6.32
IA C
6.19
IAC
5.86
IAC
6.42
IDU
t1,2R0
6.10
6.02
2R0
6.56
JVE

648
G.14

6.80
6.60
6.05
14.94
14.95

5.95
9.50
6.14
6.0
7.28
9.55
6.04
6.03
7.07
9.62
6.18
5.98
5.98
6.05
6.17
6.01
6.12
11.81
6.11

6.45
6.07
5.77
6.09
6.06
6.14
6.15
6.09
9.93
7.10
8.80
14.49
6.03
6.08
9.61
6.01

6.24
14.49
14.49
5.88
7.03
10.96
10.17
17.74
15.12
5.97

JVF
JVH
JVM
JVN
JVP

JVT

JVU

JYK
JYR
lYS
JYT
KAY
KAZ
KEE
KEJ

KEL
KES
K

1
KKH

KKR
KKZ
KTO

KWO
KWU
KWV

KWX
LKJ1
LRU

LRX

LSF
LSG
LSI
LSK3
LSL
LSL2
LSM2
LSN
LSN
LSN5
LSN6

LSX
LSY

LS Y3

LZA
OAX4D
OAX4G
OCI
OCI
OCJ2
OER2
OPL
OPM

FREQ.

17.76 me.
12.80

8.38
6.65
13.39
11.81

9.64
15.66
15.62
14.60
10.74
10.66
7.51
6.75
5.79
13.61

7.88
9.84
15.76
14.98
9.99
7.72
9.01
6.86
10.41
11.68
7.52
15.46
13.69
16.24
15.42
15.36
10.84
7.61
9.53
15.29
9.64
19.60
19.90
9.80
10.25
15.81

10.30
14.50
9.89
14.53
19.65
21.02
10.35
20.70
18.12
14.97
5.78
6.23
18.68
10.97
14.85
6.07
20.04
10.14

('AI.L

FREQ.

OXY

19.20 me.
10.33
6.06
15.22

ORG
ORK
PCJ
PCJ
PCV

PDK
PDV

PHI
PHI

PLE
PLP
PLV
PMA
PMC

MIN

PMY
PHI
PPU

PRADO

PRAS
PRFS
PSA
PSD
PSF
PSH
PSK

RIM
RIM
RIO
RIR
RKI
RKI
RNE

RV1S

RV96
RV96
SPW
SUV

SUX
SUZ
TFJ

TFK
TFL
TGF
TGS

TGW
TGXA
TG2X
TIEP
TIGPH
TIPG

TIR

TIRCC
TISHM

T16OW

TI8WS
TPA2
TPA3
TPA4

9.59
17.81
10.41
12.06

17.78
11.73
18.83
9.42
11.00
19.35
18.14
10.26
5.15
8.78
19.26
6.63.
6.04

9.50
21.08
15.07
14.96
10.22
8.19
15.25
7.63
10.17
10.08
15.09
7.50
12.0
4.27

9.52

15.18
13.64
10.06
7.86
13.82
12.24
9.06
5.0
14.49
5.71
9.45
6.13
5.94
6.71
5.83
6.41
14.49
6.55
5.50
6.85
7.55
15.25
11.88
11.72

tLL
TYA
TYB
TYF
(

VE9BJ
VE9BK
VE9CA
VE9CS

VE9DR
X
VIZ3

VK2ME
VK3LR
VK3ME
VLJ
VLK
VLZ2

VPD
VP3MR
VQ7LO
VRR4
VUB
VUC

VWY

VW Y2
WCN

WKA
WKF
WKK
WKN
WLA
MILK

WMA
WMF
WMN
WNA
WNB

WNC
WND
WOA
WOB
WOF
WOG
WOK
WON
WOO
WOO
WOO
WOO
WOO

W1XAL
W1XAL
W1XAL
W1XK
W2XAD
W2XAF
W2XE
W2XE
W2XE
W2XE
W2XE

FREQ.

12.22 me.
12.25
14.64
6.09
4.79
6.03
6.07
6.01

11.58
9.59
9.58
9.51
9.76
10.52
9.76
13.08
7.08
6.08
11.60
9.57
6.11
8.98
17.51
5.08
21.06
19.22
21.42
19.82
18.34
16.27
13.39
14.47
14.59
9.17
10.68
15.06
4.10
6.76
5.85
14.47
16.27
10.55
9.87
17.62
12.84
8.56
4.75
4.27
15.25
11.79
6.04
9.57
15.33
9.53
21.52
17.76
15.27
11.83
6.12

CA LI,
W3XAL
W3XAL
W3XAU
W3XAU
W3 XL
W4XB
W4XCA
W8XAL

W8XK
W8XK
W8XK

WBXWJ
W9XAA

W9XAA
W9XBS
W9XF
XBJQ

XEBT
XECR
XEFT
XEME
XEUW
XEVI
XEXA
XGM
XGOX
XGW
YBG
YDA
YDA
YDB
YOB
YNA
YNLF
YVC
YVQ
YVR

YR

YV2RC
YV3RC
YV4RC
YV5RMO
YV6RV
YV7RMO
YV8RB
YV9RC
YV1ORSC
YV11RB
YV12RM
ZBW
ZFA
ZFB
ZGE

ZHJ
ZL

ZLT!
ZSS

FREQ.
17.78 me.

6.10
9.59
6.06

17.31

6.04
31.60
6.06
21.54
15.21
11.87

6.14
31.60
11.83
6.08
6.43
6.10
11.20
5.99
7.38
6.12
8.19
6.02
5.98
6.17
17.65
9.49
10.42
10.43
6.04
3.04
9.65
11.86
14.49
9.65
13.35
6.67
18.30
9.15
5.80
6.16
6.38
5.85
6.52

6.07
5.

6.40
5.72
6.55
6.30
8.75
06
10.06
6.13
6.02
7.63
7.39
11.05
18.89
BáÓ
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Short Wave
SEPARATE REGENERATION DETECTOR

2 -Tubes

do the work of three in this receiver

If it has,
5 -volt filament winding.
2 -TUBE BATTERY SET
this winding may be used for some
Agustin Ramirez, Habana, Cuba.
other purpose.
(Q) I am a constant reader of
Short Wave Craft, and would appreciate it it you would publish a diagram of a 2 -tube receiver using a
WHAT VOLTAGE CON19 and a 33. This should be resistDENSERS?
ance- coupled in the entire audio
portion with a regenerative detec- Joe Bononi, Greensburg, Pa.
(Q) I have three 8 mf. electrolytic
tor using standard two winding
condensers rated at 450 volts each.
coils.
(A) The diagram you request I would like to know if I could use
using a 19 and a 33 has been shown, a 700 -volt center -tapped transformer
and it should make an excellent with these condensers. Also, should
battery type receiver. The 19 serves the filter chokes be mounted at

Power- supply diagram using B.11. rectifier.
right -angles to each other?

as a regenerative detector and first
tage of audio amplification. The
second audio stage uses a 33 pent ide and sufficient volume should
be obtained for a sensitive speaker.

POWER SUPPLY WITH
BH RECTIFIER
Carl Charles, Merriam, Kans.
(Q) I have a type BH rectifier
[The and would appreciate it if you
:uld publish a diagram for it
v.hen used in a power-supply.
(A) A diagram for the BH rect'fier is shown. The BH tube is
-le of the gaseous type, not retiring a filament. Therefore, the
transformer need not have the usua
<

(A) With a 15.000 ohm bleeder
resistor on the output of your power supply, the 450 -volt condensers
should work satisfactorily. It might
be advisable to use choke input to
the filter rather than condenser input. It is not necessary to mount
the chokes at right angles to each
other.
1 -TUBE

POCKET SET

Herbert Schmitt, Port Townsend,
Wn.

I have read much about the
pocket set which was described in the December, 1934, issue
of Short Wave Craft and would
appreciate it if you would print the
diagram in your Question Box together with the coil data.
(A) The 1 -tube pocket set sure
was popular with our readers, and
we are pleased to reprint the diagram. The coil data is as follows:
band: -grid, 18 turns,
49 -meter
tickler 18 turns, 25 31 -meter band:.
grid, 10 turns, tickler 10. 19 metes
band: -grid coil, 5, tickler 5. The
above coils are close -wound on a 1
inch form with No. 26 D.S.C. wire,
and a spacing of 1/4 in between the
two windings. We have also had
many requests for coil data for the
broadcast band, but this set is not
suitable for operation in the regular
Diagram of the famous "pocket " broadcast" band. inasmuch as it is
entirely too unselective.
set."

(Q)

1 -tube

Charles Braun, Rochester, N.Y.
(Q) I have become interested in
the idea of using a separate regenrrati in stage and would appreciate
it very much it you would show a
diagram in your Question Box employing two type 27 tubes -one as a
detector and the other for regeneration.
(A) The diagram shows a 27
detector and another 27 used as a
"feed- back" tube. Smooth control
of regeneration is obtained with
this circuit. The transformer marked
A.F.T. is connected to the usual
audio amplifier.

Connections for Separate Regenerator tube.
much to have you print the diagram.
(A) We are printing a diagram
of a 27 regenerative detector, a 26
first audio amplifier, and a 71A
second audio amplifier. Excellent
results should be expected from this
receiver.

38 AMPLIFIER FOR
2 -TUBE

SET

Reg. Pearson, Wellans, Ont.
(Q) I am using at present a receiver employing a 6D6 in the
T.R.F. circuit, a 6C6 as detector,
and a 37 as the audio amplifier. I
would like to add a 38 pentode to
obtain speaker volume. Would you
1 -Tube Oscillodyne.
be kind enough to print the diagram
in the Question Box?
1 -TUBE OSCILLODYNE
been
(A) The diagram has
Selden James, Frisco, Texas.
shown. using resistance coupling.
(Q) Please publish a diagram The 50.000 ohm resistor having its
in the Question Box of the "1 -tube terminals marked "X," should be
Oscillodyne" which appeared in the connected to the phone terminals of
April, 1933 issue of Short Ware the 37 audio amplifier already in
Craft.
the receiver.
(A) We are again printing the
diagram of the " Oscillodyne" and
trust that our readers will save this
hook -up because it is requested a
great many times. The coil data
for this receiver is as follows:

Secondary

Coil
1

4

2
3
4
5

7
14

Tickler
6
9

12
23
36

23
36

These coils are close wound on
tube bases with No. 36 D.S.C. wire
and the spaces between the two
coils is 1/4 in. (Range covered 14
to 200 meters.)

SHORT WAVE SET USING
OLD -STYLE TUBES
D. S. Miller.

1 -tube

Jr., Altoona, Pa.

I would like to use the type
27, 26, and 71A tubes in a short-

(Q)

wave receiver. I have the necessary
power -pack and would like very

Amplifier for S -W
receiver.

CODE PRACTICE
John Sulimowicz, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Q) Recently I had plans for
building a code -practice oscillator
`t'MF.

26`

S71Á

f".

25-

ME6

\

Y

20 OHMS

\50.000

OHMS

OHMS

}L

2.5V.tt
S -W

www.americanradiohistory.com

B-

g

+. 4.5V,

1
Y

Y

t) 50,000

MF
1.5V.

z
50

OMMS

2poo _.

OM M5

8+180V

receiver using "tubes of yesterday."

i

Ì.Boo
owes
Z

- -4
.5V.
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Because the amount of work involved in the
drawing of diagrams and the compilation of
data, we are forced to charge 25c each for letters that are answered directly through the mail.
This fee includes only hand -drawn schematic
drawings. We cannot furnish "picture-layouts"
or "full- sized" working drawings. Letters not accompanied by 25c will be answered in turn on
this page. The 25c remittance may be made in

EDITED BY GEORGE
W. SHUART, W2AMN

the form of stamps, coin or money order.
Special problems involving considerable research will be quoted upon request. We cannot
offer opinions as to the relative merits of commercial instruments.
Correspondents are requested to write or print
their names and addresses clearly. Hundreds of
letters remain unanswered because of incomplete
or illegible addresses.

QUESTION BOX
added

to the usual 2 -tube battery
receiver will improve results considerably. Not only will it provide a
smoother control of regeneration,
due to isolation of the antenna, but
the R.F. gain will be greater, and
especially beneficial on the weaker
stations.

(42

SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER

s

MEG

George Meyer, Whitefish, Wis.
(Q) I have a broadcast receiver

B+ 250V
6 -volt
batteries

the plate supply.

POWER- SUPPLY
R. W. Douriey, Richmond, Va.
(Q) I would like to build a
power -supply delivering 250 volts
for the plates of my receiver and
35 MMF
(

7
Converter diagram.

o

These should be a 6C6 and
a 37.
Would you please print the
necessary diagram?
(A) This converter may be attached to any broadcast receiver
having a fairly good sensitivity. A
6C6 is used as the first detector or

po

tubes.

R.F. Amplifier
standby. It consists of

is the old
a
type 30 tube and an audio transformer. Any type tube may be
used merely by applying the proper

voltages. The key is connected in
series with the headphones.

R.F. AMPLIFIER
B.

Hillin, Ontario, Canada

(Q) I have just finished constructional work on the "12,500 mile"
receiver and I would like to add a
stage of tuned R.F. to it.
Will
you please

Question

print the diagram in the

Box.
This, of course,
should use a 2 -volt tube.
(A) The 1 -stage of tuned R.F.

2 -tube

mixer tube and a 37 as the high
frequency oscillator.
The output
of the converter should be connected
to the antenna and ground posts of
the

broadcast

set.

6.3 -VOLT SHORT -WAVE

RECEIVER

Edward Daniels. Rochester. N.Y.
(Q) I would like to have you
publish a diagram of a 2 -tube 6.3volt receiver using a 6C6 and a 37.
Regeneration should be controlled by
a
potentiometer in the detector
stage.

(A)

We have shown the diagram you request and the 50,000ohm potentiometer controls regeneration by varying the screen -grid
voltage. This set can be used with

receiver using 6C6 and 37 tubes.

500

+

OHMS

Experimental 2 -tube A.F. Amplifier
storage battery and "B"
(A) The 2 -stage amplifier
for

a

ing the necessary parts. I find that
I have misplaced the diagram.
Would you please publish one in
your Question Box?
(A) We have had a number of
requests for a code practice oscillator diagram and the one shown

I

10.000 OHMS

to which I would like to attach a
short -wave converter using two

Code -practice oscillator.
using a type 30 tube. After obtain-

/MF

O.1

periments.

a.FL 2.5MN.
/S00MMF.

32

100 MMF

331

MF

D
ó 0.1
MF.

a

b

shown
should make an excellent accessory
for the short -wave experimenter's
shop, inasmuch as it can be used as
an amplifier for a receiver or other
experiments such as phonograph
reproductions and public -address ex-

25MEG

I

M140
MF'

MEGS

1MF

35,

MMF.

A

sSat -.

ci Vi
8+225V.

-.

8+135V

-13.5V.

Battery Receiver diagram.
6.3 volts for the heater.
Would you
2 -VOLT RECEIVER
please print the diagram?
2 -tube

(A) The power-supply diagram
shown can be used with any type
of receiver. We recommend that
any one purchasing a transformer
for this power -supply obtain one
with a 2.5 -volt winding as well.
2 -STAGE

AUDIO AMPLI-

FIER

Robert Skar, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
(Q) Kindly publish a diagram
in the Question Box of a 2-stage
audio amplifier using a 76 and a 42.
This should be resistance -coupled
in both stages.

A good Power -Supply

www.americanradiohistory.com

Archie Fleming, B. B. Canada.
(Q) Would you please print in
the Question Box a diagram of the
"Ham" receiver using a type 32
and any other audio amplifier which
will provide good volume. This

should also have band -spread.
(A) The 32 and 33 combination
should make an excellent receiver

for the "Ham" who wants

a simple
battery-operated set. Band -spread
in the regenerative detector circuit
is accomplished with a 35 mmf.
condenser.
Regeneration is controlled by a 50,000 ohm potentiometer.

for your short -wave set.
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SHORT WAVE .
.SCOUTS
THIRTIETH

"TROPHY CUP"
Presented to
SHORT WAVE SCOUT

Honorable Mention Awards

JOSEPH H. MILLER

East 28th St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
For his contribution toward the
advancement of the art of Radio
2559

Floyd E. Reese, 2241 Pierce Ave.,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Bruce Hart, Woman Lake,
Pine River, Minn.

by

Magazine

30th TROPHY WINNER

96 Stations -81 Foreign
THE 30th trophy contest proved
quite exciting, inasmuch as a number of the contestants claimed over 90
verifications, and one over 100. It was
an excellent example of how easy it is
to obtain verification cards, provided
ON this page is illustrated the handsome trophy which was designed by
one of New York's leading silversmiths.
It is made of metal throughout, except
the base, which is made of handsome

Bakelite. The metal itself is
quadruple silver -plated. in the usual
manner of all trophies today.
It is a most imposing piece of work,
and stands from tip to base 22!,e". The
diameter of the base is 7 %" . The
diameter of the globe is 5y4 ". The
work throughout is first -class, and no
money has been spared in its execution. It will enhance any home, and
will be admired by everyone who sees it
The trophy will be awarded every
month. and the winner will be announced in the following issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The winner's
d on the
name will be hand eng
trophy.
is to adcontest
this
The purpose of
vance the art of radio by "logging" as
amastations,
many short -wave phone
teurs excluded, in a period not exceedone
coning 30 days. as possible by any
testant. The trophy will be awarded to
that SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has
logged the greatest number of shortwave stations during any 30 -day period.
black

Trophy Contest Entry Rules
THE rules for entries in the SHORT WAVE

SCOUT Trophy Contest have been amended
and 50 per cent of your list of stations subwill be
mitted must be "foreign." The trophy who
has
awarded to the SHORT WAVE SCOUT
stashort
-wave
of
number
lugged the greatest
tions during any 30 day period; (he must have
This
at least 50 per cent "foreign" stations). month
period need not be for the immediate
of
list
complete
preceding the closing date. The
rules appeared in the September issue of this
magazine.
In the event of a tie between two or more
of
contestants, each logging the same number
stations (each accompanied by thetherequired
judges
minimum of 60 per cent "foreigns") contestant
will award a similar trophy to each
so tying. Each list of stations heard and subto before
mitted in the contest must be sworn
a Notary Public and testify to the fact that the
over
a given
list of stations heard were "logged"
30 day period, that reception was verified and
to the
that the contestant personally listened
station announcements as given in the list.
be
should
stations
Only commercial "phone"
entered in your list, no "amateur transmitters"
contest
This
or "commercial code" stations.
will close every month on the 25th day of the

month. by which time all entries must be in
the editors' hands in New Yolk City. Entries
received after this date will be held over for
contest
the next month's contest. The next
will close in New York City August 25th; any
entries received after that date will be held over
till the next month.
The winner each month will be the person
sending in the greatest number of verifications.
Unverified stations should not be sent in. as they
will not count in the selection of the winner. At
sent in by
least 50 percent of the verificationslocated
outeach listener must be for stations
resides!
In
he
which
in
country
side of the
other words, if the contestant lives in the United
must
his
"verses"
of
States at least 50 percent
be from stations outside of the United States.
verify
Letters or cards which do not specifically
reception, such as those sent by the Daventry
stations and. also by commercial telephone stations, will not be accepted as verifications. Only
reletters or cards which "specifically" verifywave
ception of a "given station." an a given
In
length and on a given day. will be accepted!from
other words it is useless to send in cards
Daventry
or
the
stations
telephone
commercial
verifications
stations, which state that specific not
put such
will not be given. Therefore do

you go about it in the right manner.
Our winner this month had an allowed total of 96 stations, only 15 of
which were located In the United
States. Mr. Joseph H. Miller, who receives the 30th trophy, neglected to
give us information as to the type of
receiver and antenna he was using. He
merely states in his letter that he received these stations on his own receiver- presumably one that he constructed himself. All of the stations
were received in a 30 -day period of

that the wavelengths given
are probably nothing like the present
1935, so

ones.
We also wish to congratulate Floyd
E. Reese, of 2241 Pierce Avenue, Niagara Falls, N. Y., for his excellent
total of 95 stations. It was a very close
run and an excellent showing.
Verified List of Short Wave Stations Heard
U. S. A. Stations
W8XK -19.71 m. (meters)- Pittsburgh, Penner
W8XK -25.26 m.- Pittsburgh, Penna.
W8XK -48.83 m.- Pittsburgh. Penna.
W2XAD -19.56 m.- Schenectady, N.Y.
W2XAF -31.48 m.- Schenectady. N.Y.
WIXK -31.33 m.- Boston, Mass.
W3XAU-49.5 m.- Philadelphia. Pa.
W3XAL -16.87 m. -Bound Brook. N.J.
W3XAL -49.18 m. -Bound Brook, N.J.
W2XE -19.64 m.- Wayne. N.J.
W9XAA -49.34 m.- Chicago. Ill.
WRXAL-49.5 m.- Cincinnati. Ohio.
KWU -19.54 m.- Dixon. Calif.
KWO -19.47 m.- Dixon, Calif.
VKI -47 m.- Selfridge Field, Mich.
Europe
DFR -19.24 m.- Nauen, Germany.
DFC -23.10 m.- Nauen, Germany.
DFB -17.12 m.- Nauen, Germany.
DM- 29.15 m.- Nauen, Germany.
DC!' - ;1.08 m.- Nauen. Germany.
(Continued on page 314)
:

stations on your list for entry in the trophy
contest!
SHORT WAVE SCOUTS are allowed the use
of any receiving set, from a one -tuber up to one
of sixteen tubes or upwards, if they so desire,
When sending in entries. note the following
few simple instructions: Type your list, or write
in ink. pencilled matter is not allowed. Send
verification cards. letters and the list all in one
package, either by mail or by expresa prepaid;
do not split up the package. Verification cards
and letters will be returned, at the end of the
contest, to their owners; the expense to be borne
by SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine.

In order to have uniformity of the entries.
when writing or typing your list, observe the
following routine: USE A SINGLE LINE FOR
EACH STATION; type or write the entries IN
THE FOLLOWING ORDER: Station call letters; frequency station transmits at; schedule
of transmission. if known (all time should be
reduced to Eastern Standard which is five hours
behind Greenwich Meridian Time) name of station, city. country; identification signal if any.
Sign your name at the bottom of the list and
furthermore state the type of set used by you to
receive these stations. State total No. stations.
;
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Model
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Special: Complete
loudspeaker,

'fir

600 meters in 5
steps. NO PLUG -IN COILS are used.
Simply turn the waveband
selector switch and enjoy reception on any
wavelength within this
range,
Uses two 6D6, one 76, one 43, and one 25Z5 tubes as RF
ampli
fier, electron coupled screen grid regenerative
powerful 2
stage audio amplifier with pentode output stage,detector,
rectifier, and coin
plete built -in power supply,
Hl; Si- FRET. -III- fidr11U' dynamic loudspeaker-illuminated. airplane
type ver
nier dial -band spread tuning cori l rol -a
lc headphone jack --ext reniely anuloti
acting controls-operates front your AC orMonnet
DG house current -beautiful, heavy, black
shrivel finish chassis and
cabinet.

DELIVERS GREAT LOUDSPEAKER VOLUME/ ON THE GREAT
MAJORITY
OF SHORT WAVE FOREIGN ST'A'TIONS
ENDER FAIR. CONDITIONS.
PRICE. complete with 5 tubes, cabinet, speaker, wired.
ready

SI

Radio Only

less tubes, phones, unwired

prom
AB.

$

00

A REAL, powerful 2 tune short wave set that readily bring.
in amateurs` police calls. broadcast stations. 'experimental
foreign stations under fair conditions. THE WORLD AT
Yand
OUR DOOR!
A IH1PENDABLE RECEIVER which is guaranteed to give
RESULTS. Operates entirely from the AC or DC house current
ra shrivel finished cabinet
c binet`a` d Instructions furnished.
Wasciength range 10 to °600 meters.
TWO TUBE SATTERY SET
less tubes. phones, batteries,

unwired

wind, extra $0.75. Tunes
e h
so.7d
Cennonhall double headphones

--

BS -5 KIT, of necessary pans, inclut
Mg speaker and detailed iustructlons,y
less

3

in Columbia's studios at the hall, in the
Cleveland Hotel and elsewhere."
The newly designed miniature transmitters provided even swifter and smoother
broadcasting operations than those which

were made possible when the now familiar
coat -lapel microphone were first introduced
by CBS on the floors of the 1932 conventions. An even more intimate and dramatic
word -picture of the political drama is expected by the technical innovations arranged this year. The new camera transmitter, unlike the lapel microphone, employs no wire lines and yet is capable of
transmitting over distances up to four or
five miles.
The photo -mike was conceived and developed by E. K. Cohan, director of engineering of the Columbia Broadcasting System.

cabinet.

unwired
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black shrivel finish metal cab-

inet, extra
Set of 5 MATCHED Arcturus tubes, extra

SPECIAL:

$2.00

2.50

Complete kit, cabinets
tubes and instructions. unwired...._
Labor for wiring and testing. extra
(If metal tubes are preferred to glas type.$2.00
add $1)

014.95

$1

AMATEURS:
Model BS -5 -AB has mime

specifications

xcepttnatlt

as
B., -5
has sperlal

bandspread circuit for
20- 40- 80.1e0 M banda
and is equipped with

plate voltage cut.otf
switch. Add $1.00 to
above price.
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C
POWER AMPLIFIER-Mifflin antenna tuning system- leautiful, black shrivel
metal ease and shelving- Triplett meters -Ellen
mitting dlals- highest quality construction-35 transwatts
of power output on 2040. 80.160 M bands. A transmitter that you can be proud to own. An excellent exciter unit for high power stages to be added later.
coils for any 1 band and instructions indmied.
NF -35, assembled, and ready to Wire
(less tubes, power supply, crystal, holder and additional
ms)
Matched Arcturus hues 43.
quarts crystal 180 or 180) $2.15
51.95
EEilen crystal holder
Ellen
1.00
Coils for additional bands, per set.
1.45
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supply
¡4F -35rÌss tube`(r
wire °°'......
Labor for wiring extra $1.00
83 tube for 11V-475, extra 65 cents
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Three Arcturus tubes

58.53 -53, extra. .51.8$

NEW

A startling new 5 meter
MOPA short wave transmitter, designed by George Shuart,W2AMN
of Short Wave Craft, using two of the
GL6 tubes, and delivering a high quality
signal at a full 20 watts output to the antenna. Extremely simple to build and operate. Constructed of only the finest material -Thordarson- Triplette- Dubilier-Ellen
-and other well known parts
are used.
Encased in beautiful, well shielded metal cabinet
shrivel lacquer- A transmitter which N'ifi produce finished in black
the RESCLTS.
Complete KIT of all pans, b:cluding cabinet. meter,
and tubes, unwired,
with detailed instructions and diagrams, only ....._.. -_.
/s A
$
1V1rM and tested,
2 95
2/
e xtra
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SPECIAL: Genuine RCA 845 transmitting
tubes (75 w tt), each
54,45
Eden 2 section.
on.

/

Large,
kits, Orananl2Ote,.gand accessor....
°stamp
to cover postage and handling charger. `
24 hour service.
20% deposit on C.O.D. order

,ELLEN RADIO LABORATORIES,
phones installed among the state delegation sections throughout the auditorium and
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Dept. SC 9, 136 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Photo -Mike Snaps Photo
While You Speak
-

(Continued from page 261)
Three of them were specially built by Mr.
Cohan's assistants for convention use.

Their design is simple and ingenious, as
constructed by John Dyer and J. Middle brooks of Mr. Cohan's staff. Dyer, by the
way, was the engineer who operated Columbia's phenomenal phone transmitter at Little America with the Second Byrd Ant-

arctic Expedition.
Inside the photo- mike's camera box is a
three -tube transmitter and batteries for
power sufficient to operate throughout the
day and evening convention sessions. The
power output is rated at one watt and the
three photo-mikes operate respectively on
34.6, 37.6 and 40.6 megacycles with an es-

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

timated practical transmitting range of
four to five miles.
Actually, of course, the miniature transmitters were employed to carry the spoken
word from impromptu interviews at convention gathering spots to Columbia's master booth in the hall. There, of course, the
programs were fed to Columbia's nationwide network of approximately 125 stations
carrying "convention" events.
While the candidate is talking to the
photo-mike, a special automatic `flashlight
gun" attachment permits some thirteen
candid camera pictures to be taken of the
speaker as his speech goes out on the air.
Meanwhile, CBS announcers and commentators are making sure not to stumble
on the line: "Look pleasant please and
speak right into the lens -er-the micro phone." This device was also used at the
Democratic convention in Philadelphia.

writing advertisers
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in Aviation

(Continued front page 263)
partment of Commerce radio beacon and
SAY THOUSANDS OF DELIGHTED
weather stations located on the entire route
covered by Eastern Airlines from Chicago
to Miami and from New York to New Orleans. Directly below this chart is shown
a control unit which remotely tunes the
3 -TUBE RECEIVER OWNERS
beacon receiver. The pilot simply looks on
!lure's the set that pulls 'em inn It
small -it's inexPensirethe chart and determines what station he
but hone those distant stations do roll in on the speaker!! Even
the
notice
at
the most hard -Wiled old-Omer sits tip and takes
wishes to listen to, together with its dial
great volume and ideally with which GSC rod (ISO. England -DJD
number, and then turns his control unit
and DJIt. gtrtnany- -21t0. Italy- TI'A3. France and many others
to correspond to this dial number, thus tunare n
ted! And cteri those hard -to -get stations -LINK. Russia:
VK3MÌ En:.IV --J span. and TF'.I- leel:md came Ill with surprising
ing in the weather or beacon station.
"V"
FULTONE
A ATF:I' ItS?
From all over the world!!
eaie
In the center is shown a large panel
Here's the set that we know you will he prowl to own! That will
íI the 625
arty
thrill
gl
"FIVE
THREE"
with a number of switches. For the conrange
Plugs into
AC or 1K outlet.
venience of the pilot this is divided into
meters gets everything. REAL l'ANTINI'OI'S HAND+I'11FAD. 6D6
12A7
6F7
Large IIIUnJuated airplane dial. Ituilt -in speaker. with prevision
two sections, two -way and beacon. The
for headphones or exteutal speaker. Large, ribbed triple winding
COL'AFE
DETr.
PEN ODE
un :Hlarge knob in the two -way section reguInductors Insure maximum transference of signal energy. Correct
A.F.
ItEcTIFtEII
lates the gain of the short-wave communidesign enables FI'L1. FIVE: TI'1IE PERFORMANCE front only
Its light weight sod
three tubes!
Entirely self -couta hued.
cations receiver. The three switches imCOMPLETE KIT
compactness make It an Ideal portable!
vnlmetal
mediately above the two -way gain control
Part.
This Is a receiver that Is easy to build -easy to operate-and
attractive
chassis andloe
.45
which will witty !form higher priced terelverv'!
are not used in Eastern Airlines' installaon2ú meter
ter coils.
ends. and
ORDER. YOI "It F1'I.'l'ONEi V -TC DAY! We Mtosv that you. too.
any
wine.
and"pt:.
pl Mto
ito
tion, inasmuch as these particular switches
os,eaker
0-623
less
will Bay -EXCELLENT!! Remember! Your money refunded In
and
M. 2s.
tube .cabinet.
ull If you are not entirely pleased.
are for use when continuous wave teleThree Latched. guarantee,. tubes
Metal Cabinet $1.25. Loudspeaker to fit
graphy and telephony are used. Eastern
receiver $1.45. 200.025 Meter coils r2 S 1.2..-.
Airlines use only radio telephone for their
SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER
BATTERY MODEL
plane -to- ground communication. The large
Ideal for
Thies 801t- 6F7 -38 tubes.
45
switch in the two -way section is to turn
COMPLETE Fulton° V Kit. with 3 tubes. all coils
Into
ACCation.
Inexpensively converted
$12
DC
9aí to 600 meters, loudspeaker, and Cabinet. (Not
the transmitter filaments off and on. The
í.diiinptKes, batteries. tubes.
e it g95
wired.) Laboratory wired and tested -$i.50 extra.
wired.
i
cabinet. speaker. 200-025M. coi Is. not
small switch in the center portion is for
use with the emergency beacon receiver,
transferring the filaments of this receiver
"NOISE SILENCER"
from the plane's storage battery to an
See page 78 of June Short Clove Craft for
emergency battery and is used only in case
Complete descript loot of this amazing detire
of an emergency.
that really eliminate. motor noises, auto IgniDirectly below this
of
-Mau-Made
tion. and meaty other forms
switch is a small indicating lamp which is
Static."
VISIT OUR
used in conjunction with the 9 -A control
Complete kit of every necessary part. crystal
unit (shown as the circular control at the
finished chassis and cabinet (drill)
$3,85
NEW LARGE
and complete wiring and operating
extreme right of the photograph). The
Instructiwta not wired, less tubes....
use of this light will be described later.
STORE!
Three matched SYLVANIA all-metal tubes $2.50
In the beacon section the knob is used
C.oyu'LFfTELY WIRED, WITH TUBES.
y o u
"Everything
RF.ADY TO ATTACH AND
to regulate the gain of the beacon receiver
in
OPERATD ._...._..__.....$L55
need
stock!"
while the large switch immediately above
SEND FOR NEW RECEIVER CATALOG
Literature on request
this turns the radio receiver off or on.
three switches to the right of this
12 WEST BROADWAY The
large switch are not used inasmuch as the
Y.
DeptC9
N.
radio
beacons used on the route covered
YORK
NEW
by Eastern Airlines are all of the aural
type and this control unit was designed to
permit reception of either visual or aural
signals.
To the right of this large control unit
will be found the 9 -A control unit which
is used to shift the radio transmitter from
day to night frequency and at the same
time shift the short-wave communication
receiver to the appropriate day or night
frequency. In order to assure the pilot
that the frequency shift has been properly
made, a small signal lamp lights as soon
as the frequency shift is started and upon
the correct completion of it, this lamp goes
out, thus assuring the pilot that the shift
has been made properly.
At the extreme right of the panel is a
small ammeter which indicates antenna
current by means of a remote thermocouple
located in the 13A radio transmitter.
All of the above equipment controls the
50 watt radio telephone transmitter which
is capable of transmitting radio telephone
signals on one or two crystal controlled
frequencies, though the transmitter itself
New 5
has three channels and Eastern Airlines
use only two of these. The 12 -A radio redesigned by
ceiver is used in conjunction with the 13 -A
George W.
radio transmitter and is tied to it by means
of the remote control frequency shift. The
powered by
12 -A radio receiver is of the superheterodyne type and is pretuned to the day and
uses
wave world
night frequencies used by Eastern Airlines.
No tuning on the part of the pilot is
List $5.50
-7062 Power
1
necessary because the oscillator is stabilized
$6.00
1
-7551
Choke
by means of low temperature co- efficient
quartz crystal oscillators.
In the Electra the output of the radio
TransComplete
Press! 1936
off
transmitter is fed through a concentric
transmission line to a tuning unit located
copy.
Catalog.
to
in the tail of the airplane and attached
to this tuning unit is a fixed trailing wire
antenna which extends out horizontally
in flight directly behind the plane. There
is no weight attached to this trailing wire
as it extends horizontally due to the speed
of the airplane through the air. Such an
antenna is relatively free from drag and,
TRANSFORMER SPECIALISTS SINCE 1895
therefore, does not slow the airplane down
as would a fixed antenna supported by a
Chicago, 11L, U.S.A.
500 West
mast on the plane.
St.
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Coast Guard Uses S -W's
on Planes

(Continued from page 263)
plification in operation. Tapped variometers supply tuning facilities for all intermediate frequencies, and variable condensers and tapped coils perform these
functions for high frequencies. High voltage current is supplied by a pair of mercury vapor tubes, designed especially for
800 cycle operation. Suitable filtering is
provided for CW operation, MCW operation is obtained by removing the filter circuit with a panel control. Provision has
been made for the connection of fixed type
and trailer antenna to a selector switch
located on top of the transmitter, enabling
rapid change-over from one to the other.
The trailing wire antenna is used on the
275 -600 kilocycle band, and either antenna
for the high frequency band. The alternators used for power supply have D.C.
winding and commutator, supplying their
own field excitation, and for charging batteries, in conjunction with transmitter controls. There are 5 shielded compartments
in the transmitter, M.O. tuning, P.A. tuning, Antenna tuning. M.O. and rectifier
tubes, and Power and Relay section. Terminals are located on top the transmitter for
two antennas, ground, and connection to
receiver antenna post, the latter for purpose of obtaining "break -in" operation.
The trailing antenna is paid out by means
of a reel, containing 30 ft. of wire. The
reel is completely covered and is always at
ground potential, preventing burns, and
reducing fire hazard.
2. Transmitter -receiver,
mounted in
common cabinet, battery operated, with
battery box with flexible cable for interconnecting all 3 units. 5 watt power. For
transmission and reception of C.W. and
voice signals. Operates from a single antenna with either a counterpoise or ground.
Transmitter covers nominal frequency
ranges of: 2580 -3336 kc., 3144 -4067 kc.,
and 3825 -5000 kc. Desired range selected
by means of a range switch. Adjustment
for operation is made by setting the M.O.
tuning, P.A. tuning, and three antenna
coupling controls which are placed on the
front panel. Transmitter delivers in excess of 5 watts into any antenna between
25 -300 ft. long, when actual plate current
totals for C.W. operation is 55 milliamperes
at 270 volts. A high "C" Colpitts master
oscillator is employed. C.W. code or telephone transmission can be used. Transmitter- receiver operates from a single six volt 40 ampere -hour storage battery, with
separate B batteries for the receiver. The
receiver covers nominal frequency range
of 2660 -8100 kilocycles, accomplished in 6
frequency ranges: 2660 -3205 kc., 3205-

3860 kc., 3860-4650 kc., 4650 -5605 kc., 56056750 kc., and 6750 -8150 kc. Desired range
selected by means of a switch panel, and
adjustment of a single tuning control is
enough to select exact frequency. This
transmitter- receiver has worked distances
of 1500 miles constantly.
3. Frequency Indicator.
Comprises a
master oscillator operating in a limited
frequency range of 1000 -2053 kilocycles,
which by harmonic combinations, is capable of checking transmitters in 250 -8100
kilocycle range.
4. RADIO
DIRECTION
FINDER
Homing Device; covers a frequency range
of 200 -750 kilocycles, and from 2000 -5000
kilocycles. Receiver itself with battery box
is mounted in the tail section of the plane,
with remote control cables running up to
operator's position forward. A remote con-

-

trol panel, located over the operator's head,
enables him to turn the receiver on or off,
and to regulate filament voltage, balance,
etc., and to turn the loop antenna. The
usual process in which this apparatus is
used is for a vessel in distress, etc., to
transmit signals, which are picked up by
the plane, bearings are then taken, the
pilot supplied with the bearings, and the
plane then heads for the stricken vessel.
Used as a "homing device" consecutive
bearings are taken on the home station or
on whatever station is desired, and the
pilot follows the "null" until the destination is reached.
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BANDSPREAD RECEIVER
Marvelous Sensitivity and Selectivity
Only Found in the Higher Priced Models

rleóTube

The New Doe

Licensed under RCA and Hazeltine patents
from 91/2 to 625 meters.
An ideal DX receiver for the long distance SW fan or communications receiver for the
transmitting amateur.
Beautiful large, illuminated. dual pointer, multi -colored, airplane type dial of great beauty.
Operates from either single wire type aerial or noise-free doublet.
Volume control -stage aligning trimmer -and tone controls.
Unusually smooth acting regeneration control.
Headphone jack with speaker cut-off switch.
Highly efficient, low loss ribbed plug -in coils. are a large factor in the amazing sensitivity
and selectivity of this receiver. Coils are of the large 3 winding variety and are color coded
for easy identification.

* Continuous bandspread tuning

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

'fhe famous Doerle line of receivers are now equipped with the new Octal sockets in which glass
and metal tubes arc interchangeable. For the first time this quality receiver is available in KIT
form for the short wave experimenter who prefers to "build his own."
Uses 6 of the latest hi -gain tubes (6K7G, 6K7G. 6C5G. 6C5G, 6F6G and 5Y3) in a highly efficient
and selective circuit. using two tuned tages- electron coupled regenerative detector -POWERFUL 3 stage resistance capacity coupled audio frequency amplifier with power pentode output stage -full wave high voltage rectifier and self contained hum -free power supply. Built-in
High Fidelity dynamic speaker capable of handling the entire 3 watts of audio frequency power
output of the receiver.
Continuous bandspread over the entire range of 91/z to 625 meters is obtainable due to the use
of a spec:al type, multi-colored, airplane dial having 125 to I ratio and two pointers. Two knobs
are provided and make possible either fast or slow motion tuning. ALL of the AMATEUR and
FOREIGN SW BANDS are spread over a generous portion of the tuning dial. thereby simplifying tuning so that even a beginner can operate it to the utmost satisfaction. Entirely free from
all traces of backlash.
The entire unit is contained in a large, black crackle finished metal chassis and cabinet of
extreme beauty. All controls are mounted on the front panel and all parts are readily accessible.
No adjustments whatever are necessary. Nothing to get out of order. Simply plug into your
electric light 'socket and enjoy an evening of short wave thrills and entertainment
such as yeti
have never before experienced.
LIST PRICE 534..11
Discount to Hams.
Fans & Experiment-

Mechanical specifications: Dimensions are 17 '. "x8"x55.j". Net weight
23 lbs. Shipping weight 33 lbs. Designed to operate entirely from 100 -130
volts, 50 to 60 cycles AC house current. Shipment made same day as order
is received. Complete satisfaction puerant,ed.

ers 20 %.

YOUR

NET

COST

$27.96

DOERLE 6 -tube AC BANDSPREAD RECEIVER. completely wired and
tested, with set of 6 matched Arcturus tubes, S coils for 9y to 200 meters,
cabinet, instructions, and READY TO OPERATE. Licensed under RCA
and Hazeltine patenta
(Specify whether metal or glass tubes desired.)

less 2 Broadcast band
coils. extending phi
range up to fiz;
meters. extra $1.45.

DOERLE 6 -tube AC SW KIT, containing all necessary parts, including S low loss ribbed coil,
for 9t!. to 200 meters. full size hi- fidelity dynamic speaker, beautiful cabinet, and 4 page instruction booklet (less tubes, Broadcast coils,
and unwired)
_...._....

$17.96

Arcturus matched tubes
Broadcast band coils (2)

$3.12

6

_..

INVEST in a GENUINE

1.15

DOERLE

2 -TUBE BATTERY RECEIVER
15

to 200 Meters

Ono of the most popular members of the Docile
efe
Set fondly. Employs but too nias. yet gives II
the perfommnee of a set hareng three tubes.
l'ses a type 30 as regenerative detector and a
KIT
type 19 WM triode tertually 2 tubas In onel
as two stages of resistance- coupled audio. The
Less Tubes.
uoild-fann us reputation of the entire Doerle
Cabinet.
and
line. is behind this remarkable set. Requires
Batteries
No No. g dry cells and bun 43 volt "It" batteries for operation. All parts and workmanship fully go:omitted. F4nploys a set of four 5 -prong ribbed plug- n
roils. These veils are Interchangeable with the ii w 5 -prong bandspre,pI roils. Ship. ot., 10 lbs. List
$11.75
No. 5009 -K Demie 2 -tube Battery Receiver Kit. not wired, but including Coils. less
nmrs. Batteries d cabinet. YOUR PRICE.

LJ

lire

Set of

2

Matched Tubes

Metal Cabinet for above
Set of 4 Bandspread Coils
No. 5006 -K Doerle 3-tube Battery
Tubes and !lotteries. Ship. wt., 10
Set of 3 Matched Tubes
We will wire
FREE CATALOG

S7 S0.98
L
25
1.25

2.95
Receiver Kit. not wired but uith it Coils and Metal Cabinet, less
lbs. List l 'rire-$23.75. YOUR PRICE
..
and test any of these kits at an additional charge of $1.50
OF DOERLE RECEIVERS. Send stamp to cover mailing costs.

.fiL apO
ry

51.60

GUY STOKELY RADIO CORPORATION, 126 Liberty St., Dept. S -9, New York City

Please mention

SOLE MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF DOERLE SETS
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RCA Demonstrates Facsimile 100 Miles
on 3 Meters
(Continued from page
these things in both directions at the same
time.
"The possibilities of multiple transmission are still not exhausted. Perhaps this
single illustration will give some idea of
the traffic -handling possibilities of the circuit. If we were concerned only with communication on a word basis, we could, with
increased power and filter systems, operate
enough automatic typewriters to carry a
total of twelve thousand words per minute
in both directions between New York and
Philadelphia.
"Such flexibility, in being able to accommodate so many separate services simultaneously offers important commercial advantages. But we intend to continue this
development further with the object of
new devices for higher speeds of
Sample of the excellent "facsimile" sent creating
transmission on the individual channel.
over the U.S.W. circuit.
There would be little point in our using
the new system merely to add another hunand
paratus were connected to the circuit
dred or two automatic typewriter channels
newest
the
operated simultaneously with
facsimile equipment.

THAT'S WHAT

THE WHOLE

RADIO FIELD
WANTS TO

KNOW/
FIND OUT ALL ABOUT THE

RIBBON
"BLUE
Its different!

VP

Something the entire radio
Its new!
field has been waiting for. Be sure to look f_r
e3mplete details in nest month's issue of this magazine.
Jf you want advance dope of radio's latest sensation, write at once for important news! Address
THE LOOKOUT FOR THE
BE ON
Dept. J4.
"BLUE RIBBON."

Mr. Sarnoff Tells Advantages

In a statement to guests present at the
New York end of the radio circuit for the
occasion, David Sarnoff, President of the
Radio Corporation of America, said:
"Radio- communication is today placing in
useful public service, a region of the radio
spectrum which only yesterday was virtually unexplored and scientifically unconHaving developed a
quered territory.
technique of operation for the three -meter
band of radio wavelengths, we find in that
region, a medium of transmission unlike
anything that we have ever known.
"The most significant feature of the new
communications development is that it
marks the attainment of a radio circuit so
efficient that we are challenged to take full
advantage of it. This is very important,
for radio-communication has, from its beginning, struggled to provide even better
connecting radio channels between transmitter and receiver. Now we find that the
!tea- short wave portion of the radio spectrum gives us a medium of almost unbelievable possibilities. We cannot only send
messages in facsimile as fast as present
equipment will allow, but we can send tito
pictures simultaneously, and on the same
radio wave we can also add two automatic
typewriter channels and a telegraph chap1d.
Of course, this means that we do all

CO
WHOLESALE RADIO
" O`E
100 SIXTH AVE.
CHICAGO. ILL. ATLANTA, GA.
901 W JACKSON BLVD

910W PLAEXTREE ST NW

NEWARX.N.J.

BRONX .NY.

547

L

TOROPAM

213 CLNTPAL AVE.

RD

AMPLIFIER

FOUNDATION KIT

Undrilled chassis-2u," high. Cane design perforated metal shield cover.
Finished in black wrinkle enamel.
No.
699- 9'4" x 5" x 8'," high -List 32.35
No.
1125- 13'.2" x 5" x 8'4" high -List $2.75
1126 -17 " x 7" x 8's' high -List $3.:0
No.
No. 1127 -17 " x 10" it 8r.' high -List $4.2
No. 1128 -12 " z 10' x 83/4' hleh-List $3.,
St.

The SKY

Cleveland, Ohio

BUDDY

A PRECISION

ENGINEERED
5 -TUBE COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER
ON

Y

,,..,.let,,

$29.50
w

li h Tube.

T h e greatest
value
ue ever

offered
short
genuine

fan!
junior model communicat.mi
n
}lalllcrafters' engineered
low price! Tunes from IS
cei:er at this sensationally
on three bands. 5 Tubes that function
p, 555 metershetero,lyne
favorcircuit that compares higher
c
as H.
itch
with
ably in sensitivity and selectivity Export
short wave
mired communication receivers.
operators

a

Write atoday

tforsp

details.

hallicratters
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90,000Ar.
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J
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104,000ac.
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PNiL.aDELPNiA

Diagram of the U.S.W. "facsimile" set -up
between New York and Philadelphia.

BUD RADIO INC.

i

95.000sc.(

ENLAROED
SECTION P/C77/RE
OF PN/L APELPN/A
[SNOW/NG NOW /7/S
80/LTUPOFFNEL/NE3J

Give that amplifier a factory built pro fessional appearance by building it on
one of these units.

1937 E. 55th

W2 X8N 1
R.C.A. COMMUN/CATIONS,.«,NfW YORKPN/LADELPN/A
ULTRA -N/GN FREQUENCY

i
II

Cluse -up ut the receiver. showing one of
the Acorn tubes.

Please mention

SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

between these two cities, when adequate
wire facilities for such services already
exist. We cannot be content merely to
duplicate present practice at this stage of
radio's development. Now that we have
the circuit, we shall turn again to the
laboratory to find out how best to make
use of it. Of course radio wants its share
of telegraphic traffic, but it looks also at
the much bulkier mail-bags."
The equipment developed for the new circuit is regarded in engineering circles as
a modern marvel. The automatic repeater
stations, which catch the micro waves flying
in both directions and fling them on to
their destinations at New York and Philadelphia, are located at New Brunswick,
New Jersey, and Arney's Mount, near
Trenton, New Jersey. Since the range of
three meter radio waves is virtually limited
to line -of- sight, the points of reception and
transmission for each of the stations were
selected to provide the most distant optical
horizon. In New York and Philadelphia,
therefore, the antennas are located atop tall
office buildings, whereas the intermediate

writing advertisers

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for SEPTEMBER, 1936
points of New Brunswick and Arney's Mount
were chosen for their favorable terrain.
Each of the repeater stations employs
two different transmitting wavelengths, or
one for each direction. The two terminal
stations each use one sending wave, making a total of six wavelengths, or fre
quencies, for the complete circuit. It was
explained that, if it should be desired to
extend the circuit beyond either terminal
point, those six micro waves could be used
over and over again in the same sequence.
Thus, two waves of the same length would
be generated at points about one hundred
miles apart, and would not interfere with
each other, because of the line -of -sight
limitation to their range.

ORTABLE
BATTERIES

Self Contained

Musical Note Controls Relay Stations
One of the most interesting engineering
features of the new circuit is the method
by which the unattended relay stations may
be turned on or off from either one of the
terminal stations by radio. The receivers
at each of the four stations are always

\r t

a transceiver but
complete separate
transmitter and receiver which may be
used simultaneously
for duplex work. (Send
21/2 to 10 meters
and receive at the
Ultra -Audion transmitting circuit same time.) Uses latest battery
tubes providing an unusual comand A.R.R.L. Minute Man type of
bination of power and long batsuper -regenerative receiver with tery life.
powerful 2 stage amplifier operat- Complete kit including drilled enel and
chassis, meter,
(Less A6LO
ing speaker. Meter guarantees cabinet and tubes,etc.
(ev
unwired).
most efficient adjustment and long Hinged top cabinet 10 "x16 "x711/2'' 2.10
3.00
Assembly & Wiring
tube life.
2.50
Tubes: 2 -30's; I -IF4; -33

a

"alive" and ready to catch impulses from
When it is
desired to make the circuit ready for
traffic, New York or Philadelphia starts up
its transmitter and sends a certain musical
note which the receiving circuits are preset to "recognize." At the unattended receiver at New Brunswick, the tone passes
through electrical filters -somewhat like a
key passed through the tumblers of a lock.
Electrical circuits "accept" the tone and
relays are actuated, turning on the power
for the "south" transmitter, which, when
in operation, passes the tone on by radio
to the Arney's Mount station. There the
operation is repeated.
When the tone signal reaches the Philadelphia station, the transmitter at that city
is also automatically turned on, and the
tone starts on its return journey, back to
New York. Operators in New York know
that when the tone comes back to them
from the "north" transmitter at New
Brunswick, the entire circuit is in full operation and ready for traffic. The constant
presence of the tone keeps the relays closed,
and the circuit in an operating condition.
When the tone is withdrawn from the circuit, relays click in the same succession
over the round trip to Philadelphia, and
one by one the transmitters are automatically turned off. Philadelphia has the same
control over the circuit as New York.

their assigned transmitters.

1

mitters might be taken for hot water
boilers. Engineers explained that these
odd shapes result from the application of
the principle of "resonant lines" to both
transmitters and receivers. That principle,
developed for this use eliminates crystal
control and provides economical and efficient means of maintaining radio equipment in steady tune at extremely short
wave -lengths.
The heart of the receiver is the "shoe
button" or "Acorn" tube, so dubbed because of its minute dimensions, and in the
transmitters there are new power tubes
specially designed for microwave service.
These special tubes, along with the antenna, transmitter, receiver, facsimile an
terminal control apparatus were all dev,
oped in a group of laboratories, each specializing in a separate phase of the work.
It was revealed today that, even before
the completing of the new circuit, the development of improvements which promise
measurably to simplify design of future
installations was already under way. These
improvements also contemplate increasing
both the speed and the number of communication channels which can be handled
simultaneously on a single radio wave.

,

R-S-R
Jr.
-TUBE
3

COMMUNICA-

S

TION RECEIVER
Meters

5 -555

new development of the famous Haynes
at a remarkable price for this class of
receiver. A regenerative receiver with amazing selectivity. It actually will snap in and
out even the powerful local broadcast stations.
Super -regeneration can be used as high as 25
meters if desired or straight regeneration as

A

R -S -R

Acorn Tubes, "Turnstile" Antennas and
"Resonant Lines" Used

The new circuit is described by officials
as an outstanding example of the value of
RCA coordinated research and engineering
in many special phases of the radio art.
There being no precedent for building commercial apparatus for commercial operation
on three meters, the equipment developed
is unlike anything ever seen. Antennas,
because of their curious form, are characterized as "Christmas trees" and "turnstiles." Certain parts of the receivers look
like small steam engines and the trans-

DUPLEX TRANSMITTER RECEIVER
USING 4 TUBES
rrsee

5 -METER

low as

5

meters.

*Perfect control fo reither phone, C.W. or
broadcast reception. Using two 76 Super Triodes and an 80 rectifier it will operate a
speaker on good signals.

Send for complete literature on
either of these

FEATURES

'Separate tank and bandspread condensers.
*Super- regeneration up to 25 meters if desired.
'High voltage A.C. transformers and 80 rec-

tifier power supply built -in.
Straight antenna or doublet connections with

front panel variable antenna coupling.
'Standby switch for communication work.
All coils are included, giving full coverage
from 15 to 555 meters; also 5 & 10 meter bands.
Complete kit, including coils from 5 fo 555

meters; drilled panel, chassis,
power supply, etc., less tubes,
cabinet unwired
Crystallized metal cabinet ..._
._.._.... S1.00
Kit of three matched tubes. ._...._....._....... S1.25
Assembled, wired and tested
...$2.35

RADIO CONSTRUCTORS LABORATORIES
Dept. SW
9

136

Export Dept.

Liberty St., New York, N.Y.

RACP

GOOD RESULTS Pemanct
GOOD INSTRUMENTS

105 Hudson St., N. Y.

GET ON

TRIPLETT manufactures
a complete line of elec-

rital instruments for raeral industrial purposes,
both standard and custom built -For better
short wave work, write
for catalogue.
t

324

Triplett Electrical
Instrument Co.
289 Harmon

Drive
Bluffton, Ohio

Please mention

LET
R1
hfCiSiOM
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

THE LIST
FOR THESE
CATALOGS
catalogs sent to every

dio, electrical and gen-

!SINN!

C.

Burstein- Applebee customer this year. Each
catalog is brim full of
latest information and

lowest

wholesale
prices on Radio, Electrical and Refrigeration Equipment. Write
today -get on the list.
BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.

1012-14 McGee St.,

writing advertisers

Kansas City, Mn.
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Preview of 1937 Sho rt -Wave Equipment
COSMAN 5 -Band 15 -550
Meter 4 Tube A.C.-D.C.
Receiver
Features
Continuous
Band spread Tuning -New
Low loss 5-Band loll Asseutbly -d- Airplane Dial
- -- Dynamic speaker
new metal tubes and
many other important new
developments to make It
r of the year's outstanding short-wave receivers.
is
ntomat it Jack permits headphone reception and
Ir built In dynamic speaker.
Uses 2- 05.7's. 1- 1c23.

-

Chmplete kit of parts. including pictorial and
schematic diagrams. unwired. less tubes and
cabinet
510.50

Wiring and Testing. extra

......

_...._...._...
Matched Sylvania Tubes
All Metal Crystal Cabinet ...- ...._..._ __..._...._.
4

2.50
2.25
2.25

Improved "Scout" One and Two
Tube Battery Receivers
These two popular models hare
been completely revises and brought
up -to -date. The one tube model
w makes use of a 10 Ulx dual
triade tube to provide two tube
Performance.
'Ille two tube model now makes
use of 1-1A4 screen grid high gal.
Idle and one type 33 pentoilo output tube, which in
rases will permit loud speaker volume. The kits
both furnished with pictorial and schematic dieIT
'rams
rants to permit quirk assembly and wiring.

One Tube Model
leu

Complete kit. unwired,

phones and batrecces
$2.95
One
Type 19 Sylvania
Tube
.55
Wiring and testing.. 1.00
Set
of Matched Lightphones
9e
-iweight
Volt
1
s V. and 2.1
tube,

.

batteries

-

1.39

Two Tube Model

Complete kit f parts. un.
w d, less tubes, phones
nd batteries .. $4.25
Set of 2 Matched Sylvania
1.39
Tubes
Wiring and Testing 1.29
Matched set of lightweight
phones

e9

2.45 and 2 -11 , Volt bat 2.28
teries ._.

Receiver- Adapter Unit
for Ultra Short Waves

"Buddy-2"

2 -Tube
A.C. -D.C. Receiver
Operates on Other
A.C. or DA'. Makes
use of 1 -6.17 metal
tube and 1 -11A7 as a
combined rectifier and
entode output tube.
Furnished with tour
plug -in tous widti,
tune from 13 to 200

meters.

rolls

(Continued front page 270)
power cable furnishes filament and plate

current.

Addit idol

to extend the
range down to 9l4 and
up to 1000 meters are atatlable.

Tuning in Stations

Complete kit of parts including pictorial and
schematic wiring diagrams, unwired, less
tubes, eabinet and additional coils
Wiring and testing. ex tra .__ ................... _...._ _.
2 Matched Sylvania tubes.._
Crystallized metal cabinet
91x15. and 200 to 2000 meter coils..._.._

4.50
1.25
1.50

.95

1.75

Meter Portable 3 -Tube
Transceiver
With proper conditions and localities this popular model permits s
workable range up to 200 tulles. It
Is a powerful low current consuming model featuring
unity coupled
circuit. Once you have established
contact there Is no trouble In maintaining contact when switching to
Sending and meriting positions.
Makes use of 1 -30 and 2 type 19
Powecone

S

-

tulss.

Complete kit of parts Including eletonial and wiring diagrams. unwired.
less tubes. cabinet and microphone
5 9.50
Set of 3 matched Sylvania Tubes
1.48
Portable All Metal Cabinet....._......_...._...._.
1.95
Wiring and Testing
__...._...- ..._...._._ 2.50
R.C.A.Victor Hand Microphone..._...._.__.._..
1.75

TRY -MO RADIO CO., INC.

855 Cortlandt St.

POWERTONE ELEC. CO.

179 Greenwich

N.Y. C.
N.Y. C.l

St.

The tuning adjustment of the unit is the
same regardless of whether it is used as a
receiver or as an adapter. First, the regeneration control is turned up until a soft
hiss, denoting super -regeneration is heard.
Then stations are tuned in by slowly turning the variable condenser. When the set
is tuned to a station the hiss is "knocked
out" by the carrier wave of the station and
only the signal is heard. The set is most
sensitive at the point where super- regeneration begins. Adjustment of the coupling
between the antenna coil and the tuning
coil may be necessary to eliminate "deadspots."
When used as a receiver the unit requires
a 6.3 volt filament supply- storage battery,
four dry cells, filament transformer, etc.
and a single 45 volt "B" battery. However,
too long leads and other careless construction may necessitate higher plate voltage
in order to obtain super -regeneration.
Since receivers differ so widely, successful
use of the unit as an adapter must depend
somewhat upon the ingenuity of the builder.
It is easiest to use an adapter with a simple regenerative or tuned R.F. receiver,
RECEIVER-

Parts for Shuart's
W2AMN 5 -meter MOPA
in stock

Rl

6C5Ì

R.FC.

The Chi Red complete kit for the 6L6
MOPA enables you to build this
excellent transmitter at an extremely low
cost.
We are also prepared to quote prices on
the modulator equipment for the above
transmitter. Write for details.
5 -meter

02

-B-

-- B+45

6.3V.

T0 9OV.

4 WIRE CABLE

í; /

CHICAGO RADIO APPARATUS
COMPANY, Inc. -W9PST

W9RA
415 S.

Dearborn

Chicago,

St.

Ill.

IMEATERS
1

I

...Class B

79

Modulator
Kitfor
46,

gg

FkgM
aTODe

53, 79,

with Transformera
LESS TUBES

59, 49,

Specify Tubes ta

be used

Write for full
Information on

The Little Giant
S. W. Receiver

-A f-

R2

-ADAPTER-

Diagrams ahoye show "adapter" circuit connections, and also the hookup when the one
tube unit is wired for use as a "receiver."

Note that there should be just enough although the experienced builder who unspace between the stator of the tuning con- derstands the circuits may successfully apdenser and the grid prong of the tube to ply it to even a complex broadcast -band
Summer specials on Ultra -High Frequency Parts
mount the midget grid condenser and super -heterodyne. Regardless of the type
Transceivers and Tubes.
grid resistor. The lead between the of receiver, the first step is to determine
M. as H. Sporting Goods Co.
rotor of the condenser and the plate of which tube precedes the first audio stage.
512 Market St., Phfla
the tube should be less than one -half inch The tube is then removed and the number
long.
The .006 mf, mica condenser is of prongs noted. Then a plug with the
soldered directly between the end of the same number of prongs
may be an old
ultra high frequency choke and the cathode tube base
obtained and the power cable
prong of the tube socket. The leads be- from the adapter -unit is soldered to this
5 n In Meter MOPA
tween the variable condenser and the pin - plug. The two wires in the cable which contip jacks used for coil mounting should like- nect with the "heater" terminals on the
wise be very short. These jacks are mount- 6C5 socket are wired to the heater prongs
ed on a strip of hard rubber, or preferably on the plug; the B minus wire in the cable
victron, or other high grade insulating ma- goes to the cathode prong, and the B plus
terial. A similar strip of insulating ma- cable wire is wired to the plate prong.
terial holds the binding posts used for mak- Other prongs which the plug may have are
ing connection with the antenna. If a single not used.
100% Modulation Capability
wire antenna is used, one binding post is
Example of Use As An {`Adapter"
No Frequency Modulation
"grounded" to the cathode prong of the tube
Crystal Control on 10 Meters
The stiffness of the wire is sufficient to supPerhaps a specific example will make this
Built -In Power Supply
port the antenna coil which is closely cou- clearer. The adapter shown in the photo35 Watts Input
$57.00 less Tubes
pled to the grid coil.
graphs was build up for a friend who uses
With Modulator and Cabinet, less
The variable resistor is mounted on the it with an I.C.A. Universal Mascot receiver
tubes
_.
$94.00
We invite your inquiries.
panel. An insulated coupling is used be- which has the following tube line -up: '78
56 West 45th St..
tween the variable condenser and the dial tuned R.F. stage, '37 detector, '77 first auNew York
to eliminate hand capacity. A four -wire dio, and '42 pentode power output tube.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
-

custombuilders

custombullders

-is

-it
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Since the '37 detector precedes the first au-

dio stage, the super- regenerative adapter
replaces this tube and the plug on the power
cable has five prongs to fit in the type 37

tube socket. Four of the prongs on the
plug are used; the two heater prongs to
furnish heater current and the plate and
cathode prongs to furnish "B" current.
The fifth, or grid prong, is disregarded.
In using the adapter, the adapter plug is
placed in the type 37 tube socket. Whichever plug -in coil happens to be in the receiver is left there so that the power supply
may feed through the tickler coil to the
plate prong of the adapter plug. The antenna is, of course, connected to the adapter
unit and all tuning is done with the
adapter. Thus we have in effect a type
6C5 super -regenerative detector, followed
by a type 77 first audio and a type 42 second audio. This combination works very
well and allows loudspeaker volume on all
stations. One of the most frequently heard
ten -meter stations is K6MVV, an amateur
phone station in Hawaii, which is often
R8 -9 during the afternoon (in Grand Island, Nebraska). As most listeners know.
the five and the two and one -half meter
bands are useful chiefly for "local" communication.
Of course, it is assumed that this unit
will be used as an adapter with sets using
6.3 volt tubes. To use it with 2.5 volt receivers it would be necessary to have a
separate filament supply for the adapter,
although plate voltage might be obtained
from the receiver.

ALLIED RADIO
CATALOG

F

A Compiefe
Supply Guide fo

EVERYTHING
IN RADIO

FREE!
152 BIG PAGES

MORE

Parts List

Ll, ten meters:
8 turns No. 14 enameled wire; 1% inch outside dia. form. 5 meters.
4 turns No. 14 enameled wire; 1% inch outside dia. form. 2!2 meters.
4 turns No. 14 enameled wire:
inch outside
dia. form.
L2, 2 turns No. 14 enameled wire; 1% inch
outside dia. form.
Cl, .000015 mf. midget variable condenser.
C2, .00005 mf. midget fixed condenser.
C3, .006 mf. midget fixed condenser.
Rl. 10 meg. midget resistor (1/1 or 1/2 watt).
R2, 0- 200,000 ohm potentiometer (variable resistor).
RFC, high frequency radio frequency choke.
Misc. socket, binding posts, chassis, phone tip
jacks. couplings, etc.

More Frequencies for Amateurs

Demanded

More space on the air is needed by amateur radio operators in the future if they

are to be able to most effectively perform
such public service functions as the emergency flood communications work which
elicited such high praise from press and
public alike last March, it was stated recently by witnesses testifying on behalf of
the amateur service at an engineering conference of the Federal Communications
Commission.
K. B. Warner, secretary, and F. E.
Handy, communications manager of the
American Radio Relay League, national
amateur organization, presented detailed
arguments asserting the value of the radio
amateur both from a technological and
emergency communications standpoint, and
showed the congestion in the major amateur bands to be so great as to hamper
effective operation.
Ross A. Hull, a recognized authority on
ultra- high -frequency work, presented detailed testimony on engineering considerations associated with allocations in this
region, and outlined the amateur's work
and future needs.
Although representing 92% of the stations in the United States, amateurs have
but 7% of the frequencies below 60,000
kilocycles, Handy pointed out. Their congestion is so great that in the 7,000-7,300 kilocycle region, used internationally, there
are over 400 stations jammed in every
channel. In the 3,500 -4,000- kilocycle band,
where a great part of amateur emergency
communications work is performed, there
are 189 U. S. stations per channel on an
average. Additional frequencies were requested by the League in both of these
bands, as well as in the ultra-high -frequency region.

THAN 10.000 ITEMS
AT LOWEST PRICES

SOUND-MENI An elaborate display of
high quality Public Address equipment for
every sound need. 8 to 60 watts; permanent. mobile, portable. In 110 volts AC,
6 volt, and universal models.

YOU NEED THIS BOOK
Here it is -the new 1937 ALLIED Radio
Catalog -152 pages packed with Everything in Radio. 10,000 duplicate and replacement parts; latest types of amateur
transmitting and receiving gear; newest
test instruments; 1937's finest metal -tube,
all -wave radio receivers; new kits for set
builders; complete lines of advanced public
address equipment; tools; books; etc.
Everything for everyone in Radio at the
lowest prices!

RADIOS! Newest 1937 models. All -Wave,
Dual -Wave, and Short -Wave sets from 4 to
17 tubes.
New metal -tube AC, AC -DC,
6 volt, 32 volt, battery and auto sets. Also
Farmpowr units and Windchargers.
No matter what your radio needs may
be, you'll find them completely covered in
the new 1937 ALLIED Radio Catalog.

WRITE NOW FOR YOUR FREE COI'l'!

SERVICEMEN! Page after page of test
equipment-newest tube -checkers, set-testers, analyzers, oscillographs, meters -as
well as thousands of replacement parts,

Yf

tools, books.
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Tran.srnitting Condensers

se

govn't. over
$30.00 each.

`,,
fro

THE smallest
. most depend. able oil filled condenser avail able today!
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"dent" in the characteristic rushing sound
of the super- regenerator.
In the output circuit of the super- regenerative detector, we find indicated a 75 to
100 nah. R.F. choke by- passed with two
Theoretically, this
.002 inf. condensers.
choke should be relatively large. However,

actual practice has proven that the usual
2!1 nah. R.F. choke is entirely satisfactory.
The idea of this filter is to keep the low
frequency oscillations out of the A.F. amplifier grid circuit.

Battery -type Receiver
In Fig. 2. we find a self- quenching battery -type, 5 -meter receiver, which is gen
erally accepted as a good design for portable equipment. This uses a split -coil circuit and sufficient feed -back is employed to
cause self- quenching in the detector drcuit. The frequency of this "quench"
is governed largely by the amount of feedback, the size of the grid -leak, and the size
of the grid condenser. The values given in
the diagram are generally found satisfac-

tory.

In Fig. 3 we have what is probably the
most "popular" of all super-regenerative
receivers. This is a self -quenching triode detector with the pentode audio amplifier.
This was originally introduced in the
November, 1934. issue of Short Wave Craft
and from it sprung a great number of receivers of the self -quenching variety. When
first introduced, this receiver caused many
unfavorable comments. The "old guard"
experts frowned unfavorably upon this
method, but gradually conceded that it is
the best simple arrangements after all.
It possesses many desirable qualities inasmuch as it is entirely self- regulating and
when adjusted for the proper amount of
feed-back, it is an extremely sensitive affair; undoubtedly more sensitive than the
usual run of the older type separately
quenched detectors. We here have used
the cathode as an active R.F. element by
connecting it two or three turns from the
low potential end of the grid coil. In adjusting this type of detector, starting off
with no plate voltage and raising it gradually, we find that at one point the detector
will click into oscillation. And as the regeneration control is advanced further,
raising the plate voltage, the detector will
click again-this time into super- regeneration. It is just at the point beyond the
second state of oscillation, where the detector is the most sensitive. Here too the
955 ultra high frequency tube may be used,
but on 5 meters the conventional type, such
as the 37, 76, or 56 will provide a much
stronger audio signal. With the 955 two
stages of audio frequency amplification
would be necessary.

YOUR CODE -IS ITS
FAST

.r6,u,"

arse' oller

On the

In Fig. 4 we have a more advanced receiver, employing a tuned R.F. stage ahead
of the super- regenerative detector. The
main advantage in this case is in the
elimination of undesirable radiation of the
detectors
Super- regenerative
detector.
emit a strong squealing or modulated signal, which will interfere with other receivers located nearby, and for that reason it
is advisable that where only a detector is
used without R.F. ahead of it, the antenna
coupling should be loose; and also the tubes
should be operated with as low plate voltage
as possible in order to limit this interference. Aside from overcoming this evil, the
tuned R.F. stage provides an appreciable
gain in sensitivity and makes the super regenerative detector more easy to handle
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and smoother in operation. In the diagram
in Fig. 4 we show a pentode in the R.Y.
stage which may be of the conventional
glass type, or of the newer metal type
tubes, or the Acorn 954 pentode. The 954
in this case is decidedly better than the
others, in so far as gain is concerned. The
detector and A.F. portions of this receiver
are identical to the one shown in Fig. 3.
Inductive coupling is preferable between
the R.F. and detector stages. However,
in Fig. 4A, we show a method of coupling
through a capacity with shunt voltage feed
to the plate of the R.F. amplifier. In this
case the most effective coupling is brought
about by tapping on to the detector coil
at about the mid -point.
In each of the circuits we have shown
the antenna either tapped on to the grid
coil of the input stage, or through a coupling coil. However, if a doublet antenna
is used the coupling coil of course, is recommended. However, for a single-wire antenna or one having a single-lead, tapping
the antenna on to the grid coil, near the
low potential end, is preferable to the
older method of tapping it directly on to
the grid side of the coil. The method shown
in the diagrams permits a greater variation in the degree of coupling, without appreciably affecting the calibration of the
grid tuning condenser. Tuning of the R.F.
stage is similar to all other receivers, as
the R.F. stage comes into resonance with
the detector stage, there will be a slight
dip or decrease in the rushing sound and
it will be necessary to advance the regeneration control for proper results.
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Embodying all Elie la: cat innovations of the ultra high frequency field. this really compact and separate receiver and
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Amateur for trouble free duplex operation. The receiver
ennsista of a 106 detector operating on an entirely new and
heretofore unharnessed principle, and a 1F4 amplifier. The
new 1EIG Class A modulator together with a 164 speech
amplifier and 19 oscillator comprise the transmitter. Separate antennas are used to insure peak performance of both
units at any frequency settings. A workable range of 200
miles may be expected in ideal localities.
Supplied complete with all coils, in luding coil for 10 meter reception.
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the new 2 Volt tubes; 11,4 Clam
mdulator -1134 high gain
A
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with a 10 tube. Oscillator -Super
regenerative detector result N
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Type of Antenna
Nearly any type of antenna will work
with the 5 -meter receiver. Aside from the
doublet, the most effective antenna has been

found to be a single eight foot wire with
the lead -in tapped directly on the top as
shown in Fig. 4B. The lead -in should come
directly from the top of the antenna, at
an angle of approximately 45 degrees, and
should be no closer than this to the antenna
proper. The length of lead -in does not
seem to be important and tests have proven
that stations which could not be heard on
many other antennas came in at an R5 or
6 strength with the one shown.
In the tuned circuits of each receiver
we have shown a 15 mmf. condenser and
have given the sizes of the inductances.
This does not provide an appreciable
amount of band -spread and to increase
this, remove one or two plates from the
15 mmf. condenser and add turns to tho
coil. The Acorn tubes will require a greater
number of turns in the coil than the large
glass or metal tubes. In each case the coil
may be adjusted by spreading or collapsing
the turns, in order to place the band well
within the range of the dial. This same
method is used for tracking the R.F. and
detector stages.
In our next lesson we will discuss various types of superheterodyne receivers for
ultra high frequencies.
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News from COCO!

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
Station COCO of Havana, Cuba. broadcasts a
special English program of the Corporacion
Nacional Del Turismo every Sunday night from
8 -10 p.m., E.S.T. They invite listeners to write
in and the best letter submitted each month is
awarded as a prize, a case of 12 bottles of
"Bacardi Carta Oro," that famous Cuban drink.
I won the award for April. But winner or not,
every "writer -in" receives free a large illustrated
booklet on Cuba.-Ernest J. Orishek, 118 White
St., Westfield, Mass,
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to 2000 Meter Range

(Continued from page 280)

The 2- tube "headphone" receiver illustrated on the
previous page containing the general description of
the set, with a
range of 9't -2000
meters, is illustrated in diagrammatic form in the
picture at the left.
Plug -in coils enable the operator

to immediately
convert the set for
the different hands.
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BLILEY LD2 CRYSTAL UNIT
A powerful, highly active, low
drift crystal unit for the 40,
80 and 160 meter bands.
At all Bliley Dealers 54.80

BLILEY ELECTRIC

CO., ERIE, PA.

American Microphone Co., Inc.
CRYSTAL, ELECTROSTATIC
CARBON, AND CONDENSER
Microphones, Stands, and Accessories

Neto catalogue acailabfe upon request.
1915 South Western Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
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proximately twelve feet. There are fifty
divisions about W' apart around the circumference of the dial and the index numbers are changed automatically as the dial
is rotated by means of an epicyclic gearing, so that the calibration is numbered
consecutively from 0 to 500. The index
numbers are actually changing continuously, the shift occurring at the bottom of
the dial where it is not ordinarily visible.
Through this mechanism it is thus possible to obtain a continuous dial reading
from 0 to 500, with the result that all signals are well spread out on the scale, making tuning and logging both convenient and

.52.95

3- Matched Metal

Jiff

A1010 GAM

mended, since vibration from the speaker
is apt to be transferred to the tubes, producing microphonic noises.
Tuning Controls: The main tuning dial
is located near the center of the front
panel and operates the 3 -gang tuning condenser. This dial is of the multi -revolution
type operating through a spring- loaded
gear train having a step -down ratio of
20 to 1. In tuning across any one coil
range, the dial makes ten complete revolutions and since its diameter is four
inches, the equivalent scale length is ap-
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DIAGRAM-

SCHEMATIC

above, is not used at all. The input impedance of the receiver varies over the

precise.

total frequency range but averages about
500 ohms.
la,
Output Circuit: As shown in the schematic diagram herewith the output leads
MODULATORS
of
the receiver are brought to a 4 -prong
8 Watts
socket, which is mounted at the rear of the
'
Model X -6. Uses two 2AS tubes, comes ompletely wired
Has single button mike transformer and
and tested.
chassis. The speaker furnished with thi
choke coupling to transmitter. Complete less
á3e98
Special
or tubes.
receiver is supplied with a cable and plug
12 Watts
which is simply plugged into this socket.
Uses a 76 and two 42 tubes. completely
Model X.7.
and tested.
Has double button mike transformer
A headphone jack is mounted on the front
niwired
Complete less
d choke coupling to transmitter.
panel and is wired in such a manner that
y
or tubes. The best bargain in radio.
S4e98
Saozl
the speaker is quiet when the phones are
in use. The impedance of the headphones
The General Engineering Corp should be approximately 20,000 ohms, this
Charlotte, Michigan
Dept. S-9
being the usual impedance of phones having a total DC resistance of between 2000
Manufacturers of
and 3000 ohms. The receiver cannot be
operated unless the speaker plug is inVITREOUS TRANSMITTING GRID LEAKS
serted in its socket, even though the
speaker itself is not being used.
VOLUME CONTROLS POWER RHEOSTATS
Speaker Mounting: The speaker is supplied either in chassis form, unmounted,
Write for Complete Free Catalog
or mounted in a small cabinet finished to
ELECTRAD, Inc.
match the receiver. To obtain best tone
quality the speaker should be mounted on
175 Vorick Street, New York
a large baffle isolated mechanically from the
receiver. The baffle should be of non -resonant material, so that it will not vibrate.
Wind Charger from old auto generator. A baffle three or four feet square will genWe show you how. Make money building
erally prove satisfactory. More uniform
for other.. Light your buildings and play
radio. Dime brings complete plans and cab
bass response will be obtained by increasagog. 20 other generator change.. .0,0"N
ing the baffle size up to about 9 feet square.
welders, electric fence. electric loutboa
motor. etc. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Mounting the speaker and receiver in the The coil pin- contact springs are clearly
Minn.
LaJay Mfg. Co.,1417 Lake. Mlaneapolls,
same cabinet, or console, is not recomshown in this photo.
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The tuning system is so arranged that
the dial reading increases with frequency,
as shown by the calibration curves.
Range Selector: Immediately below the
dial is the range selector knob which actuates the coil changing mechanism. This
knob must be rotated approximately one
turn to change from one range to another.
The arrangement is unique in that each
individual coil is completely shielded from
all others and that only the coils actually
in use are in any way connected in the
circuit. This automatic "plug -in coil" system is extremely efficient. Dead spots, often
occurring when using unshielded coils in
conjunction with a switch are, of course,
completely absent and the particular coils
in use are in the best position both mechanically and electrically. The relatively
large movement of the coils, when changing from one range to another, makes possible the use of rugged contactors of such
construction that trouble -free performance
is assured.
Band Indicator: The five coil ranges are
marked on the front panel in a horizontal
line directly over the range selector knob.
Each of the range markings has a small
"window" in back of which an indicator
appears when that particular coil assembly
is plugged into the circuit.
Starting at the lefthand side of the front
panel the uppermost knob is a tone control
for varying the frequency characteristic of
the audio amplifier. When the control is
rotated to the extreme counter -clockwise
position, high frequency cut-off occurs at
about 1500 cycles. In the mid -position
(zero) the characteristic is flat from 50 to
10,000 cycles. At the extreme clockwise
position, low frequency cut -off starts at
300 cycles, and the characteristic rises
(about 6 db.) between 1000 and 5000 cycles.
When receiving strong signals free from
interference, best audio quality will be obtained with the tone control set at 0. When
receiving fairly weak signals through considerable interference, it is often helpful
to retard the tone control so that the noise
will be reduced in relation to the signal.
Below the tone control is a combination
switch. In the extreme counterclockwise
position the receiver is turned off; in the
mid -position all heater circuits and the
rectifier are turned on but no B- voltage is
applied; in the clockwise position the B+
is turned on to place the receiver in operating condition. In otter words, the right hand switch position is used for temporarily rendering the receiver inoperative
as required during periods of transmission
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SARGENT MODEL 11 UNIVERSAL -9.5 to 20,000 Meters
ItD" the ultra highs to the audio frequencies! That
Is the tuning range of Model 11 Universal. Not
only has this tremendously wide frequency range been
covered efficiently throughout. but short ware performance has been Improved over anything prevloUel' offered In a lulled r.f. receiver. Model 11 is an rnginetrIIIg achievement of the first order, and It sets a new
standard of tuned r.f. prfonnaure. we believe it to be
the finest receiver cf Its type ever manufactured. The
extreme sensitivity. quietness and flexibility. for which
I. r.f. Ieegvers are noted. have been retained In full and
selectivity has been improved to such a point that it is
nratrhel only by the most expensive. multi -tube re-

AMATEURS-A COMPANION RECEIVER
FOR THAT BIG SUPERHET
(k
waiting
RADIO OTS!! Here's the ereiver you've been waiting
to hear :11.00.
bmr1. Continuous tuning. without a break.
00 ,n ters. Dial calibrated all the way.
9.5 to .1
. ,100
break-in
waves.
Antenna trimmer, Iaml spreader on all
switch, phone jack-everything a real operator's receiver
have and housed in o r new attractive iI.rnend
5 tubes, D.C, and
ray.lyle r:Idnet. A.C. models
tshould
deter.
hnttery models. 4.
r.f..
One x
tor. 2
audio. Tuned r.l. circuit. Built to highest stand -

engineering

at short

tuning. mgel inbn Itiees
Idn't
Letter if designed for short
ransce.
Ntrces
et pi
on
follow:
Model
TUNING RANGE.
s73.00
s i 20,000 meters
SAL
Model
MARINE TUNING RANGE.
354.00
to
A,
etete
AMATEUR TUNING RANGE.
646.00
Model 11 -A meters
Prices Include power supply. speaker. R.C.A. tubes
Available for D.C. and batten' operation, also A.C.
Write for details
-k.
D.C. with separate
waves. extension
Clonal

loses.

,

ACmodes
.
in

nera of n .11 equipped a ':arid stations pride them selvcs upon being ready for all emergencies. No one
knows When emergency conditions might require
Mon of signals al 600 meters. or from the airplane
bearOItn or long If-aye. navy station. t '.1,et1 the emergency arrives there is no tittle to hay -Wire a long wave
receiver-the amateur that is the hero and safes the
day is the one who has the right equipment on hand
to start with. Besides its emergency Use. Model 1I is
an es...Ilrnt stand -by receiver. -so good in fact that
the largrl- sets begin collecting dust :timid the time

Amlrl 11 goes in the shark. It has event' feature that
opt rator. anmit Will
appeals to the experien eel
be a friend to either the C.W.
teless
or the phone man.
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

r
Model 10-One tuning range only, 9.5 to 550 metera.
Basle circuit similar to Model II. A complete amateur receiver with hand spread, built -in speaker and
R.C.A.
net fornA.C. model. Available also fort D.C. and bat

troy.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

wo specialise In receivers for lung trace revenge. and
for D.1

and battery operation as well as for A.C. Oer
D.C. and battery receivers are engineered as separate
units. not re -hashed from A.C. designs. Our long Wave
revivers are not simply short trace sets with some ad.

ditional

roils hooked into the eirelnit.
These rereleers
are planned. la lit tan. designed for high citiciency
the long waves an 1111 as short. For alinod any type
of arrerc they will fiwo 5.tI roam ion un iho Wavelength.
covert .1.

E. M. SARGENT CO.

212 9th St.,

.

Write for details.

Oakland, Calif.

AI

There are two insulated terminals
mounted at the back of the receiver chassis, which are connected in parallel with
the B+ switch. They are intended to serve
as a convenient means for connecting a
relay for automatically turning the receiver on and off.
To the right of this switch is the manual
R.F. gain control. This control is ordinarily used only for receiving c.w. signals
but may, of course, be used as a conventional volume control if the operator does
not wish to use the AVC system. With the
automatic volume control circuits in operation, as explained later, the R.F. gain control is limited in its action and is useful
principally in adjusting the maximum sensitivity of the receiver. For instance, if
local noise and static level is high, the R.F.
gain control need only be advanced to the
point where the disturbance is just plainly
audible. Signals may then be tuned in with
the AVC on but interchannel noise will not
be objectionably high. It will be found that
after a signal is tuned in, further advancing the control has no effect on output, inasmuch as the AVC characteristic is practically flat.
To the right of the range selector knob
is the audio gain control, the primary purpose of which is to control volume (on
either head phones or speaker) when using
AVC. When using the manual R.F. control, the audio gain should not be retarded
too far. If, for instance, it is set below
three or four on the scale, audio output
will be limited to the point where I.F. overload may occur before maximum output is
reached.
The knob at the lower righthand corner
of the front panel is a combination switch
having three positions. In the counterclockwise position the AVC circuits are in operation; in mid -position the AVC is turned
off; in the clockwise position the c.w. oscillator is turned on, the AVC still being off.
Above this switch is the c.w. oscillator
vernier tuning control which varies the
frequency of the oscillator over about 10
kc.

Electron Ray Tuning Indicator

THE LITTLE RIGCHECKER

ANOTHER USEFUL GADGET
By A. J. HAYNES

If

you MUST economise or don't think field strength
measurements are necessary the LITTLE Baynes Itig
Checker Will still do most everything else around the
shack but call C.Q.
Operates direct from ycur A.C. line -No batteries.
I. Monitor: Tetra quality. hum.
key ei Irks. Hr. 2. liner modulalion indicates.. 3. V.T. Voltmeter, A.F. or R.M., linear
scale. 4. D.C. Vein et
5. Receiver Tuning and

FEATURES:

signal Strength Indicator.
6. 0 -1 :umanuneter -may
he used separately with or
nitlrout vat little shutit or

fixed series resistors.
Operates direct from your
power line-no batteries.
The LITTLE Haynes Itig
I beaker,
complete
with
Lobe

$9.65

'l'ho BIG Haynes pig
i hecker.
complete
w Nit
self contained batteries
and tube and 7 plug -in
coils ._..__
317.90
n'rdr r.,r L;r, r,uare

E:l

RADIO CONSTRUCTORS LABORATORIES
Dept. SW9. 136 Liberty

L. Ncw York. N. Y.

MODERNIZE
YOUR TRANSMITTER
WITH THE LATEST

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

RADIO PARTS

WE STOCK EVERYTHING
IN AMATEUR EQUIPMENT
Write for free catalog

(;pMERADIO
601 -3 GRANT ST.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
11,11.11tti

I

II

TWELFTH ST.
WHEELING, W.VA.
Pilo
30

OXFORD

Near the tuning dial is mounted a pilot
light, or bullseye, and an electron ray
tuning indicator. The pilot is lighted at all
®I_®',750,-t3-H
times when the AC switch is turned on, but
NEWPietas"
SPEAKERS
.. with ''Changeable
the tuning indicator is lighted only when
and Universal Trans.
li:-BMO1011
MERIMMORMISMOI
toe
>,e
-o .yo pl the B+ switch is on. The purpose of the
yl
ndm economy in Speaker Sept
Rept acrmtents.pr Ask your
Jobber orO Write today for Bulletin 3615.
tuning indicator is to provide a visual
OXFORD- TARTAK RADIO CORP.
The various bands are covered in the man- means of accurately tuning phone signals.
917 W. VAN BUREN ST..
CHICAGO. U.S.A.
ner graphically shown above.
The shaded portion of the tuning indicator
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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normally covers a sector of about 90 de23. OF
21" OF
(1 VS REVS.)
grees. When tuning in a signal, the shaded
DIAL $PACE
DIAL SPACE
area will become smaller, correct tuning
O
KNOB
o
being indicated by the smallest angle. CerSPREAD
tain individual electron ray tubes may be
OF-HAM"
ONE TUBE
of such construction that the shaded area
BANDS
disappears entirely when receiving a strong
ONLY
signal and the bright green edges of the
ON NC -100
POST
PAID
pattern may actually overlap. In this case,
Haven't you al160m.
80M.
ways wanted a
th. b4
tuning is correct when the overlap is the
Real.
Powerful
BAND
BAND
greatest. As a general rule, the R.F. gain
Radio
Short and t.eWves.th.sill
your own
t a
control should be retarded to a point where
n.
C.
OF
1l
"OF
12' OF
World. "onto caforeign d;u« unotte
of th'World.
the edges of the pattern are still separated,
Diu ',RACE
localstations ACE Radios give
DIAL SPACE
well
DIAL SPACE
'rl
GUARANI EEO eIE.SCIiS!
ud.a
angle
being
about
15 degrees. Turning
the
o
Am
performance!
in
on the C.W. oscillator will make the tuning
NOW, the world
u. ACE Construction Kita are priced so low
For only anal . .end You. podp..d. ne,
th.t anyone eau nm.rd
being
the
indicator
inoperative,
the
pattern
t.aúld
with
he.
«l
tubereceiver
'
ned
.
po
rhl
one
Dort
'rke
io
Not
same as that resulting from an extremely
dry herb -vie.. later. you ran change your set Into the Two
nu yet
valuable
or
Lien
e...vial
strong signal.
o'
by snit,
Our dwalt'.easy for even
chid!
Irour
IRO
I!, h.
meters.
timim Wuvelenel hran
Jam.
On models of the NC -100 having the
w
crystal filter (NC -100X) two additional
FOR MORE POWER AND VOLUME $
.00
40M.
20 M.
10 M.
are
controls
are
provided,
and
these
.
.
BUY THE TWO TUBE KIT
BAND
BAND
BAND
mounted at the righthund side of the tuning
dial. The uppermost knob is the selectivity
ALL ELECTRIC
, .. ;:1 T7n:: "'171, $9.00
control of the crystal filter. With the filter
Unwired.
TWO TUBE RECEIVER ;:,:,5, ;,"r "; : ;: IV *7
in use, minimum selectivity will be found
with the pointer nearly vertical. Rotating The ''Ilan' bands are well spread out,
Tuber -75C n.el,. In.ubk headubonef1.111
and
as shown.
Aar
the knob in either direction from this posiE
itwired
RE +EM ïE
the mang!m`
mote
.,.. I-n to
tion will increase selectivity. When the
ORDER NOW!
NOT A TOY OR AN ATTACHMENT!!
filter is not in use, the knob should be set
ACE RADIO LABORATORIES
at the point giving maximum volume and
City
C
-9
New
York
1619 Broadway
Dept.
sensitivity.
ly reduced in volume, making it necessary
Immediately below the selectivity control to advance both audio and R.F. gain conis the phasing control and crystal filter trols. On the majority of signals, the maxiswitch. Turning this control to zero dis- mum audio output of 10 watts will not be
A real high -power field
connects the filter; at any other setting available when using AVC with the filter,
between 1 and 10, it acts as a phasing con- since the carrier level is held constant at
glass that enables you to
denser for balancing the crystal bridge the second detector and side band power
enjoy such sporting events
circuit, eliminating heterodynes, etc.
is reduced by the filter. The signals may
as Baseball, Boat Races,
Phone or Broadcast Reception: In re- then be tuned in the usual manner, but it
Horse Races, etc. Most
ceiving phone signals, the AVC may or will be found that the selectivity is very
useful on Auto Trips,
may not be used, as desired. If it is not high, with the result that all audio freHunting, Outings.
used, we suggest operating the audio gain quency side bands above a few hundred
control about halfway on and controlling cycles are comparatively weak. Normally,
Beaches. etc. It's a real
the sensitivity with the R.F. gain control. this would result in low intelligibility of
buy at a fraction of its
If the operator prefers a "quiet receiver, the received signal, but since the backworth.
the audio control may be operated at 1 or ground noise, static, etc., have been corre2. If AVC is used, the R.F. gain control spondingly reduced, the net result is usually
long. extends to AV.
'fie
PARCEL
should be well advanced and output is ad- an improvement. The tone control should
nearby two Inches In
POST
justed by the audio gain control only. The always be fully advanced.
Black
crackle
diameter.
setting of the two gain controls is largely
The principal advantage of the crystal
PREPAID
ankh. Carrying strap.
a mutter to be determined by the prefer- filter, however, is its ability to eliminate
ence of the operator and by receiving con- heterodynes. Suppose, for instance, a sigMoney back guarantee. You can't lose!
ditions. If, for instance, local noise or nal has been carefully tuned in with reasonably good intelligibility and during the
GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CORP. atmospheric static is high, it will be deNew York City sirable to retard the R.F. gain control so transmission an interfering station comes
Dept. S.
17 West 60th St.
that the sensitivity of the receiver will be on, causing a bad heterodyne, inverted
held to a definite maximum. The c.w. os- speech, etc. Ordinarily the desired signal
cillator may be used for locating carriers, would be "smeared," but careful adjustin which case it is advisable to retard the ment of the phasing condenser will elimiaudio gain control in order to avoid ex- nate the heterodyne and the interfering
to AVC. station, in most cases, completely. InLIVEST MAGAZINE cessive volume when switching over
When tuning over any band, or when hunt- telligibility will remain practically as good
Edited by HUGO GERNSBACK
ing for signals, the background noise be- as before the interfering station came on.
tween stations when using AVC may be
From a practical standpoint, it is imRADIO -CRAFT Ir devoted to genobjectionable. In this case, again, the audio portant that the crystal filter be used most
eral Radio In all Its phases, to
control should be retarded and may even of the time where such interference is apt
Radio Servicing and to the ail
mired set builder and Radio 'PH hbe turned to the off position, signals being to be encountered, as it is almost impossible
nlelan. Kinks show simple war.
shown by the tuning indicator.
to switch on the crystal filter and re -tune
out of difficult problems. The Ialest radio equipment is illustrated
C.W. Reception: When receiving c.w. sig- the desired signal through the heterodyne.
and described.
8
nals, the c.w. oscillator must be turned on. The phasing adjustment will remove one
Best signal -to-noise ratio will usually be signal only. If another interfering station
Months for
RADIO -CRAFT is fully Illustrated
obtained by retarding the audio gain and comes on, however, only one heterodyne will
with photographs, diagrams and
over
Each
issue
contains
tone controls considerably and adjusting be present, instead of the several resulting
$1.00 sketeha.
150 illustrations. Sample copy -Io..
sensitivity with the R.F. gain control. from three station carriers beating toTurning on the c.w. oscillator switch will, gether.
of course, result in a considerable increase
C.W. Reception with the Crystal Filter:
New York. N. Y.
99C Hudson Street
in circuit noise, due to the increased sen- To use the crystal filter for c.w. reception,
sitivity. As the oscillator vernier tuning the filter is switched in by means of the
control is turned back and forth, the char- phasing control and the phasing condenser
acteristic pitch of this noise will change. set about midscale. The c.w. oscillator must
When the characteristic pitch is fairly high, be turned on. Advancing the R.F. and audio
the "semi- single signal" properties of the gain controls will result in a hollow, ring.i,,.,i
'(.a, ua,.i.,
i
lip
id
receiver are very pronounced, one side of ing sound, the pitch of which will depend
t,v m.:.a bitr:ós. en-. tall e
6a lue
handled In ally spate roan. baxemept or garage. No
the audio beat note being several times upon the setting of the c.w. oscillator conInstructions
e furnish full
experience necessary as
louder than the other.
trol. The actual pitch is not important as
with moulds. A rare opportunity for these time.. so If
21 a
you want to devote your spare or full time
Phone Reception Using the Crystal Fil- long as it is near the middle of the audio
prolteblt work write AT ONCE for full dot alit as
ter: The use of the crystal filter in phone range, where the loudspeaker or phones
closing
in arrangements fur supply of our grids.
we
reception is recommended particularly when have good sensitivity.
METAL CAST PRODUCTS CO.
the operator must contend with heavy inWhen a signal is picked up, it will be
1696 Boston Road, Dept.27, New York, N. Y.
terference, static, heterodynes, etc. Since found that as the receiver is tuned slowly
conditions
prevail
at
most
times
in
the
such
across the carrier the beat note will be very
amateur phone bands, the filter will be sharply peaked at the same pitch as that
found
particularly
useful
to
amateur
phone
of the ringing noise, previously mentioned.
We Make to Your Specifications
operators. To receive a phone signal when All other parts of the beat note will be
Cans
to
fit
Chassis,
Shield
Metal Cabinets,
using the crystal filter, the filter is switched extremely weak and, furthermore, this peak
Chassis, Panels -Aluminum or steel.
in by means of the phasing control and the will be found to occur on only one side of
phasing dial set at approximately mid -scale. the audio beat note. The sharpness of the
Send us your drawing for estimates.
The selectivity control is then adjusted for peak is determined by the selectivity conminimum selectivity, as indicated by maxi- trol. At maximum selectivity, the peak is
KORROL MFG. CO. Inc., Dept. S -9
mum noise as the control is rotated back so sharp that it may be hard to find, whereNew York City
232 Greenwich St.,
and forth. All phone signals will be great- as at minimum selectivity the peak will be
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT for SEPTEMBER, 1936
very broad. If a signal is being received,
after having been properly tuned in, and
an interfering station comes on, the resulting heterodyne and interference may be
eliminated by adjustment of the phasing
condenser. This phasing adjustment is
effective in eliminating interference regardless of the setting of the selectivity
control.
Measurement of Signal Strength: The
combination of the R.F. gain control and
tuning indicator make possible the accurate
measurement of signal strength. With AVC
either on or off, the R.F. gain control is
advanced to the point where the electron
ray tuning indicator just begins to show
some change in pattern. The accompanying calibration curve shows the relation
between signal input and this setting of
the R.F. gain control.
The size of the shaded area will vary

with the modulation of the signal when the
AVC is off. This variation does not indicate over-modulation, or carrier shift, but
is the normal result to be expected when
using an amplified -delayed system of AVE.
For the amateur station operator who
prefers to give reports in R or S units,
rather than microvolts input, we suggest
the use of the righthand scale of the chart.
Adjacent points are 6 db. apart, this
spacing giving a total range, between the
weakest signal and an S -9 signal, of 48 db.
Most operators seem to agree that the Ssteps should be separated by a 4 to 1 power
ratio (6 db.), and since the characteristics
of the receiver determine the level of the
weakest signals which may be received intelligibly, an "extremely strong" signal
(R -9) is, on the NC -100, defined as one
resulting in an input of 51 microvolts.

The "W2AMN 5-Meter Mopa

(Continued from page 267)

it is almost impossible for the electron coupled circuit to drop out of oscillation,
as may happen with a crystal, there is no
need for automatitr bias. However, it may
be incorporated should any one desire it.
The value of the biasing resistor should be

305

Parts List
-100 mmf. tuning condenser, Hammarlund.

somewhere around 100 ohms and be bypassed with a .001 mf. condenser.

1

-20

Adjustment of Transmitter Not Critical

1

-35 mmf. tuning condenser. Hammarlund.
-plate and filament transformer (see text).

The cathode tap on the oscillator grid
coil is somewhat critical and if the dimensions given in the drawing are carefully

followed, this tap should be exactly 1s
turns from the "B" minus side of the coil.
Outside of this there is no critical adjustment in the entire transmitter, and no one
should have any trouble in obtaining excellent results. Measured power output of the
final amplifier stage was just slightly over
20 watts, with approximately 35 watts input to the plate circuit.
In the power supply position, which is
built on the same chassis as the R.F. unit,
we have used an ordinary receiving type
transformer. This transformer was rated
at 365 volts each side of center-tap at 145
ma. With 8 mf. condenser input and low resistance choke, this power supply delivered slightly over 400 volts to the transmitter. If a 450-volt transformer were
used, it would be necessary to employ choke
input in order to reduce the voltage. We
do not recommend that over 425 volts be
applied to the plates of the tubes. Almost
any antenna may be used in conjunction

with this transmitter. If the transmission
I tip to the antenna is untuned, then one or
two turns should be used as a coupling coil.
The arrangement shown is for tuned
feeders.
During the tests a vertical 8 foot rod,
with a single -wire "feeder" tapped approximately 13 inches off center was used. This
was clipped directly to the plate coil about
three turns from the plate side. With this
arrangement no coupling coil is necessary.
The audio requirement for this transmitter
is exceptionally modest. 15 to 18 watts
should do very nicely and this is obtainable
from a pair of 6F6's or a pair of 2A5's in

class A -B.
This transmitter has been in operation
for about 2% months, and every one hearing it. without exception, has expressed
the most flattering compliments regarding
the high quality and stability of the signal.
Several of these amateurs were using receivers with a selectivity which permitted
only the most stable signals to come
through. It is now possible to construct a
low -cost stabilized 5 -meter transmitter that
can be compared in quality with any other
transmitter of amateur design operating on
any band. This may seem like a "broad
statement," but it is absolutely true, and
we know that if the 5 -meter "gang" take
heed and construct something of this type,
the results will be a much happier 5 -meter
family, and we will then command the respect of amateurs on the other bands as
well as broadcast listeners who are also
listening in on the 5 -meter band.
Don't forget that the newer broadcast receivers take in the 5 -meter band. We can
imagine how horrible some of the modu-

mmf. tuning condenser, Hammarlund.
condenser. 35 mmf. per section,

1- split-stator

Hammarlund.

1
1
1

Thordarson.
ma., 19 henry filter choke, Thordarson.

-250

-0 -100 ma. meter, Triplett.
1- 20.000 ohm wire wound resistor, 15 watts,
Aerovox.
ohm voltage divider, 75 watts, Aero1- 20.000
vox.
1- 75.000 ohm resistor. 2 -watt carbon type. type,
6-.001 mf. mica condensers, receiving
Aerovox.

-.001 mf. mica condenser,

1,000 -volt. Aerovox.
mf. mica condenser, receiving type.
Aerovox.
2 -8 prong isolantite sockets. I.C.A.
1 -10 x 17 x 3 inches electralloy chassis. I.C.A.
2 -8 mf. 500 -volt wet electrolytic condensers,
Cornell-Dubilier.
2 -6L6 tubes, RCA Radiotron.
1

TO-DAY!
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lated oscillators sound on these very selective receivers. And we can also imagine
what very poor impressions we "Yams"
make on the owners.
1

TO-11411tROW'S RECEIVER

1-.00025

A Few Words Regarding 5 Meters

(Con t inurrt from pow. 2671
before "commercials" get busy. It is a well
known fact that the "commercial interests" are
experimenting with apparatus for use in the
ultra -high frequency region. and unless we amateure can develop good apparatus which will
prove that we can cope with the requirements.
the amateur is liable to find himself in the same
position in the ultra -high frequency spectrum.
as he did when the commercials took over the
lower frequency bands and the amateur was restricted to narrower positions of the wavelength
spectrum. We might also include a word that
playing music and general "clowning" over the
air is not looked upon with favor, and it is also
not typical of the usual amateur dignity. For
instance. we have frequently heard some one
lr)iag to play a harmonica, saxophone or "what
have you." and generally clattering up that position of the band for periods of an hour or two.
Such practices should he avoided-and we should
also try to modernize our equipment as fast as
possible.
Incidentally, the traumitrer descrited in this
article is no more expensive to build than a good
oscillator arrangement of similar power. and
nearly every 5 -meter "Ham" has the necessary
15 to It watts of audio power for modulation.
and some 75 watts of power for the high -voltage
circuits, so that the general expense in changing
over would probably be nothing more than the
tuhe and socket costs; which would be in the
neighborhood of five or six dollars. Therefore,
we see no reason why the 5 -meter band from
now on. should not be distinguished by high
«leanly signals the same as required in other
-

amateur bands.- W2AMN.

WAKE UP! FELLOWS!

iIADIPiARI. U N II

"SUPER-PRO"
YOU always wanted a receiver like
You knew that
the "Super- Pro."
some day somebody would build jour
ideal receiver with revolutionary features which mean PERFORMANCE in
capital letters. Features, not merely to
DO
talk about, but features that
THINGS!
Don't wait longer. Tomorrow's receiver
is here TODAY!
The nation's leading research laboratories, airways, commercial broadcasters,
government departments, ships and
"Hams" have put their stamp of approval on the "Super -Pro" by buying it,
and coming back for more- hundreds
of them.
That endorsement speaks more eloquently than any advertisement ever could.
Not room enough here for details, but
you ought to have them. You can't afford to let an advanced receiver like
the "Super -Pro" pass you by without
getting the real low -down.

Mail the Coupon NOW!
Hammarlund Manufacturing Co., Inc.
SW-9
424 -438 W. 33rd St., New York
D Check here for complete data on the new Hammerlurid "Super -Pros'
Check here for 1936 Hammarlund Catalog.

Address

.... ._.._...._._...._._.._.._....-
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Low-Cost
ELECTROLYTICS

Handy cardboard -case electrolytics. Extreme compactness. Mount.
ing flanges. Color -coded pigtails.
In 250 and 525 v, peak ratings.
All popular capacities. Single, dual
and triple section units. Ideal for
maximum filtering in minimum
space and at lowest cost.

$20.00 Prize Monthly for Best Set
THE editors are looking for "new" receiving circuits -from
to 5 tubes
Write for catalog.
preferably. A 820.00 monthly prize will he
awarded to the hest short -wave receiver
submitted. The closing date for each eon test is 75 days preceding date of issue
(Aug. 15 for the Nov. issue, etc.) In the
CORPORATION
event of a tie. an equal prize will he given
to each contestant so tieing. Address all
72
Washington
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
entries to: Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
99 Hudson St., New York City.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
1
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The Beginner's BreadEvery Radio "Fan" Needs These
board Economy -2
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Westinghouse
Power Generator
Manufactured for U. S. Signal Corps

200 Watt

110 V. AC

A. C. ELECTRICAL POWER
your
from a Windmill, from aaìl hie Waterpower. from
Automobile. from your Motorcycle. front your Bkyste, Foot pedals cr Handerank: operates A.C. Radio Sets in D.C.
'lisi rick. also A.C. Radio sets front 32 V. D.C. farm
light systems; use two generators in series to get 200 V.
A.C. Curd as an A.C. Dynamo. lights ten 20 watt 110
Volt lamps: Short wave Transmitter supplying 110 Volts
A.C. for operating "(lam Sets; Motor Generator; Public
Address Systems; Camp lighting; etc., etc.

There Are Over 25 Applications
SPECIFICATIONS:

HOUSING -Aluminum (Diameter 61/4In. Length-5V.
SHAFT -2 3/10 in. mriving end). Diameter-9/
. Inhé
threaded
RrhtstIt
Length-1, in. ties
9(Iof in. width 48 ¡nÌ LOUT.
PUT -eon watt I
volts Ac (speed 4500 R.P.M.t.

if
pairs

STATORS-Two
conummltor.w
Rotor turns in ball
tooth
tor.' udlin
to la R.P. needed to run Generator.
BLUE -PRINT 22 x 28 In. and Four -Page
8!) x 12 In. Applications and INSTRUCTION SHEETS
FREE with Generator.
Generator, as described. including four replacement carbon brushes.
Blue -print and
s7
Instruction.
Send $2.00 deposit balance C.O.D.
Shipping weight II lbs.
(Replacement carbon brushes bought separate $1.50 per
net of four. Set of Instructions bought separate $1.00.)
MONEY-BACK GUAR.1NTEE

r
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WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
560

West Washington Blvd.,

Chitato,Illinela

Dept. SWC -936,

Modernizeyour5 -meter stationwith
the W2AMN -6L6, 5 -meter MOPA
,nppll' we complete foundation Ind for mi,
transmintr, Including we chassis ami all other II'A
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version of
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(Continued front, page 273)
point to keep in mind when wiring the receiver; for long leads, especially those of
the grids and plates, will cause stray coupling and uncontrollable feedback, resulting in unstable and unsatisfactory operation. The tube and coil sockets, although
made of isolantite, should be raised off the
base -board about % of an inch by means
of metal or fibre bushings. The antenna
condenser, which is of the semi -variable,
mica -dielectric type, should be mounted as
close as possible to the antenna terminal
clip and the detector grid prong of the
tube socket. This condenser is adjusted
for maximum set sensitivity each time a
different coil is plugged into the receiver.
The result is complete absence of so-called
"dead -spots on all the short -wave bands.
Care should be taken, when connecting
the audio transformer, to follow the terminal markings correctly. "P" connects to
one end of the R.F. choke in the plate circuit of the first triode section of the 19;
"B +" goes to the B+ battery terminal;
"G" connects to the grid of the second
triode section of the 19; and "F
goes
to B- or ground.

pleasure. Although it is possible to work
this receiver with a single 45 -volt "B" battery, it is recommended that two be used,
connected in series; 90 volts are then applied to the detector plate through the
primary winding of the audio transformer,
R.F. choke and tickler winding on the plug in coil and 90 volts to the plate of the
audio triode section, through the earphones.
Coil- Winding Data
The coils are wound with No. 22 DSC or
SCC copper wire. Both grid and tickler
windings are wound in the same direction.
The tickler winding is at the bottom of the
coil spaced 3 of an inch from the grid coil.
The accompanying illustration shows the
proper connections of the plug-in coils.
20 -METER COIL Grid winding, 7 turns,
spaced to cover one inch. Tickler, 5 turns,
close wound.
40 -METER COIL Grid winding, 14 turns,
spaced to cover one inch. Tickler, seven
turns close wound.
80- DIETER COIL Grid winding, 27 turns,
close wound. Tickler, 11 turns close
wound.
160 -DIETER COIL Grid winding, 60 turns,
close wound, Tickler, 17 turns close
wound.
NOTE: The turns specifications for the
tickler winding will vary a little with different constructors. Where the set does
not tend to oscillate on any of the bands
tidd a turn or two to the lower end of the
tickler winding. On the other hand, where

the set oscillates so strongly that it cannot
easily be controlled by the regeneration
condenser, remove a turn or two from the
lower end of the tickler winding. The grid
winding will not vary froin the above
specifications.

List of Parts

Cl- Lafayette

C2- Lafayette
C3- Lafayette
C4- Lafayette
denser.

50 mmf. variable condenser.
15

mmf. variable condenser.

140 mmf. variable condenser.
100 mmf. g r
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C5-- Lafayette 35 mmf.
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367 W. Superior St.,

Chicago,

III.

$2.50

1935

3

1

ratio audio transformer.
jack.

1

1- filament

"on -off" switch.

5- medium size Fahnestock clips.
1- aluminum front panel, 7x9 inches.
1wooden baseboard, 9x9x% in. thick.
-19

type tube. RCA Radiotron.

Miscellaneous hardware, wire, solder. etc., etc.
Chief engineer, amateur division, Wholesale Radio
Service Co.. Inc.
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Flexible, Leureleij Lea tbere'tle Binder 9 x 12 Inches

99 -101

2.5 rah. R.F. choke.

V1- Lafayette type 19 tube.
Lafayette single open- circuit phone
-high -ratio airplane dial.
2 -4 -prong isolantite sockets.
4 -large "low-loss" ribbed coil forms.

1

CARTER MOTOR CO.

Each
Manual
Lists at

variable condenser.

5 megohm gridlenk.
ti -ohm filament rheostat.

J

H 1 -POWER
Sound Equipment
For
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(car

There has been tremendous progress made in short -waves
during the past few years. and only is the OFFICIAI.
SHORT-WAVE RADIO MANUALS will you find a true
picture of the Important developments. 11'hethrr the advancement has been in set let i gu and construction, servicing all -wave receivers or tube changes, or new scientific
discoveries in the short-ware field. all are published
chronologically in these SHORT -WAVE MANUALS. Tite
Manuals are edited by Hugo Gernsback and H. W. Strnr.

"Hand -Capacity" Effects Eliminated
The use of a grounded aluminum front
panel eliminates all traces of annoying
"hand capacity," rendering the operation
of tuning in distant stations a distinct

RFC

Goldentone Radio Co., Dept. 306
8780 Grand River. Detroit. Mich.
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Transmitter -Receiver Uses
New Metal Tubes

5 -Meter

(Co lit inued Jiuut page 271)

fits inside the box and inside the bottom
cover. It is fastened by three 6 -32 screws
to the panel. These screws do not hold
the bottom cover in place. The bottom
cover is held in place as are the sides and
back of the subpanel, by short 6 -32 screws
through the metal can. The subpanel being innermost is tapped for the screws and
the can and bottom cover are drilled to
clear. The input and output tip jacks, are
insulated from the panel and serve to hold
the subpanel to the panel.
All Leads Must Be "Short!"
In wiring the set, care was exercised to
see that all radio -frequency leads are kept
very short. In the model here described
no lead is over one and one -half inches in
length. It is to be noticed that the tank
tuning condensers are hot with respect to
both direct current and radio- frequency, on
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Details of antenna, shield box, etc.

writer that this method gives maximum
signal strength with a minimum of adjustments. The transmitting coupling using

the same type of condenser can be set to
deliver maximum signal to the antenna
without approaching the point of instability. Modulation peaks will flash over the
small isolantite base -variable condenser
used so a .0001 MF. microfarad condenser
was used in series with the antenna to
provide the necessary insulation.

Antenna Collapsible
The antenna used on this set for portable "mobile" work is a 4 foot collapsible
rod, made of brass tubing, which is designed to slip fit inside of the next larger
size. These pieces are each 14 inches long
with the exception of the largest piece
which is mounted top and bottom on insulators. Each piece has a piece of copper
wire soldered to its top, so that it will not
completely telescope into its larger neighbor when in the collapsed position. Each
piece is drilled top and bottom to take a
small cotter key, which is slipped in place
when the rod is extended. The 4 foot rod
takes three extensions with the bottom,
and the eight food rod (used for distant
portable work) uses all sections.
Adjusting the frequency and the coupling of the transmitter is an easy job.
First with the aid of a wave meter or another amateur five meter receiver, set the
transmitter to the center of the band. Then
tighten the antenna coupling until a neon
lamp held on the plate side of the tuning
circuit just lights up. Now listen to the
modulation. The signal should be loud,
clear and steady in frequency. The receiver is coupled just tight enough so that
the super -regenerative hiss is reduced a
little. If about 250 volts is used on the
plate of the oscillator the antenna will have
enough radio- frequency at its top end, to
cause a neon bulb to glow. This is a sign

that the antenna is taking current from
the oscillator.
Either of two methods of obtaining
microphone current may be used. If the
set is to be used on storage "A" battery
and dry "B "s the microphone may obtain
its current from the heater current. If
either vibrator or generator supply is used
the microphone must obtain its current
through a filter as shown in Fig. 3 or from
a separate battery as this set does.
In the plate lead of the first audio amplifier it will be noticed, there is a audio

filter. The set will feed back and howl
if some type of filter is not used. In this
case a 1. mfd condenser and a .1 megohm
resistor serve.
In the antenna circuit there is a small
.0001 mf. fixed mica condenser, in series
with the small 3 -20 mmfd. screwdriver variable isolantite -base midget condensers.
These small condensers will flash -over on
modulation peaks when a grounded quarterwave antenna is used due to the D.C. and
audio voltages building up a peak across
them. To stop this the series condenser is
used. Coupling between the transmitter
and antenna will be rather tight making
it necessary to reduce the capacity in the
LC circuit of the 6D6 oscillator. If the
dial readings are desired to be approximately equal at equal frequencies, it will be
necessary to deduct one or two turns from
the transmitter coil.
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BRUSH

Spherical

Microphone
For remote pickup, "P. A., "commercial interstation and amateur
use. Low in price ...but built to
Brush's traditionally high mechanical and electrical standards.
Wide frequency response. Non directional. No diaphragms. No
distortion from close speaking.
Trouble -free operation. No button current and no input transformer to cause hum. Beautifully
finished in dull chromium. Size

only

2Sá

inches in diameter.

Weight 5 oz. Output level minus
66 D.B. Locking type plug and
socket connector for either suspension or stand mounting at
no extra cost. Full details, Data
Sheet No.13. Free. Send for one.

BRUSH

A2e/

Microphone
For after dinner and convention
speakers, lecturers, etc. Gives

great mobility. The smallest.
lightest microphone on the market. Size 11 x l'/i x %. Weight
with coat attachment less than
1 oz. Special internal construction and rubber jacketed outer
case insure quiet operation. No

interference from breathing

noises, etc. Typical Brush sound
cell response and trouble -free

operation. Details on request.
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both rotor and stator. They are therefore
mounted on small star doff insulators and
Gives counts and prices on accurate guaranteed
rigid -insulating couplin .zs are used. These
mailing lists of all classes of business entercouplings are made from one inch pieces
prises in the U. S. Wholesalers- RetailersManufacturers by classification and state. Also
of ye inch inside diameter bakelite tubing.
hundreds of selections of individuals such as
In order to insure a tight fit between the
professional men, auto owners. income lists, etc.
shaft and the coupling, small pieces of
writ. today for your copy
paper are first slipped into the coupling
and then the shaft is pushed into place.
Bar knobs are put on the extensions of
the shafts after the outside can is in place.
The insulating couplings may be drilled and
Polk Bldg.- Detroit, Mich.
tapped,
Branches in Principal Cities
Tone Control Comes In Handy
World's Largest City Directory Publishers
In the detector circuit, it will be noticed
Mailing List Compilers. Business StatisPreliminary Tests
that a condenser of front .006 mf. to .01 mf.
tics. Producers of Direct Mail Advertising.
microfarads is used to bypass the positive If the set does not operate on first trial,
high- voltage to ground. This condenser is it may be that the filament circuit of some
used as a tone control to reduce the high - tube is not complete. To test simply hold
pitched hiss that comes from the super - the tube in the hand after it has operated
regenerative detector. The higher ca- some five minutes with the filament on.
pacity may cut down the amplification of If the tube is warm, it is a sign that the
f',RNfS -dnn't rl.k delay In atthe high pitched notes, but since the re- filament is operating. The Oscillator and
,A your idea +.
\t' itc
r
w F'REI:
t.,r.k, ' Patent guide [for fthe ninventoro
ceiver is used for voice, this is no loss and Modulator will run very hot and cannot
rad
Re,nrd or Envrnuon hmm.
No
,_lame for err[ minory Information.
helps in reading weak signals.
be held in the hand immediately after use.
CLARENCE A. O'BR1EN A.
The antenna is connected to the grid side One test for operation in the transmit posiLAYMAN BERMAN
Registered Patent Attorneys
of the detector by capacitive coupling. tion is to shunt the choke with a pair of
Tests over some time have convinced the phones or the loudspeaker, and speak into .23.13 Adams Building, Washington.
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U. S. NAVY

AIRPLANE -TYPE

Microphone and Receiver

Tine

Microphone and telephone headset outfit was built
especially for the U. S. Navy Aviation Corps for Planeto-Plane and Plane -tGround communication.
The /loltaer -Cabot Electric Company constructed the
outfit to Gocermnent specifications and under rigid Navy
Department supervision,
The outfit consists of
low- Impedance carbon microphone (uansndtter), securely fastened to a metal breastset of heavy -duty, low impedance earphones.
plate, and
A specially constructed switch on the back of the breastplate controls the microphone circuit. The earphones are
'U.S.N. Utah type. attached to adjustable headband.
Twenty -eight feet of very heavy weather and waterproof
conductor cable. terminating In a special brass plug. is
furnished with this complete outfit. Current of not more
than 10 voila should be used A storage battery Is the
most satisfactory current supply. Talk in a natural lose
of voice. when using the outfit, with the lips close to
the mouthpiece. Shouting and loud talking should be
avoided.
We understand that the U.S. Government paid more
than $10.00 for each of the outfits. We have bought
the whole lot at a low price and aro offering thews, as
long as the supply lasts. at $4.96 earls. complete as shown
Its Illustration. The shipping weight Is 9 lbs.

the mike. A loud talk -back will be the
result if the set is modulating. However
this does not test the oscillator, a neon
bulb on the plate side of the tank will light
up brilliantly when the mike is spoken into.
Surprising results have been obtained
with this little rig. Operating portable
from Grizzley Peak, Berkeley, it put an
R -7 signal into Saratoga one evening, and
the operator gave the station in Saratoga,
some fifty -five miles away, an R -6 to 7,
while others in the immediate vicinity had
difficulty in hearing the station at all.
Another time an R -8 report was given this
"rig" from Mt. Hamilton while operating
portable on Eagle Rock (Santa Cruz
County) some sixty miles airline away.
Both times super -regenerative receivers
were used at the other station. On Mt.
Hamilton a fifth watt transmitter was used,
and at Saratoga a 41 tube as an oscillator
was used. Local reports give this set fine
quality with considerable carrier strength.
This is due in part to the fact that the
quarter -wave antenna was but 16 inches
away and had a direct lead- The quarter wave antenna works equally well whether
grounded or ungrounded.

All Shipments will be forwarded by Express
Collect if not sufficient postage included
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COIL BOOK

Meter Super- Regener-

ator

ir1

-.001 mf. mica condensers, Aerovox.
-.0005 mf, mica condensers, Aerovox.
-.0001 mf. mica condenser, Aerovox.
2 -.002 mf. mica condensers, Aerovox.
condensers, Aerovox.
7
2
1

-.1

mf. paper by -pass
mf. low- voltage (50 vt.) electrolytics,
Aerovox.
2
8 mf. high - voltage (450 w.v.) electrolytics,
Aerovox.
3 -15 mmf. variable condensers, Trim -Air.
1.500 -ohm half -watt resistor. Aerovox.
2 -meg. half-watt resistor, Aerovox.
100,000 -ohm half -watt resistor, Aerovox.
2.000 -ohm half-watt resistor. Aerovox.
1 -500 -ohm 1 watt resistor, Aerovox.
50,000 -ohm half -watt resistor, Aerovox.
1 -ya
meg. '/z-watt resistor, Aerovox.
3,000 -ohm Va watt resistor. Aerovox.
50,000 -ohm potentiometer, Electrad.
500,000 -ohm potentiometer, Electrad.
1 -2,000 -ohm. 5 -watt voltage divider with 2
5

-6

sliders, Aerovox.
mh. R.F. choke, Hammarlund.
h., 60 ma. filter choke, Thordarson.
-power transformer (see diagram). Thor darson.
2 -Acorn tube sockets, Hammarlund.
3 -wafer octal sockets, I.C.A.
-prong wafer socket, I.C.A.
1
1
x 8 x 12 in. crackle finish cabinet and
chassis, I.C.A.
1 -954 Acorn tube, RCA Radiotron.
1 -955 Acorn tube, RCA Radiotron.
2 -6C5 metal tubes, RCA Radiotron.
1 -6F6 metal tube. RCA Radiotron.
1 -80 tube, RCA Radiotron.
1
1
1

-2.1

-30

-4
-7

Nation -Wide Amateur Radio
Show at Chicago
A National -Wide Amateur Radio Show
is to be held at the Hotel Sherman,

Chicago, September 5th, 6th and 7th, in
conjunction with the 1936 Central Division
Convention of the American Radio Relay
League.
Features of the event: Technical lectures
by such men as John Reinartz, Boyd Phelps
and many others. Mr. Thorne Donnelley
and the Lakeside Radio Club, W9PZ, staging a "PZ Party," with entertainment provided by NBC, CBS, and MBS, with probable broadcasts direct from the Convention
Hall. Banquet, with introductions of the
many notables present (such as President
Woodruff of the A.R.R.L. and Vice -Pres.
Bailey), and then another evening of fine
entertainment. Code -speed contest. The
usual AARS, NCR, Phone and CW group
meetings; contests; YL events, trips, demonstrations; and, of course, the prizes!
The sponsor, the Chicago Area Radio
Club Council, which is an affiliation of
amateur radio clubs in and around Chicago,

Itifi
Short Wave Coil Data
for Every Conceivable
Short Wave Receiver

f

Price 25c

r
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SHORT WAVE SET BUILDERS

MUST HAVE THIS BOOK
IT

Is now possible foe the experimenter and
short wave enthusiast to obtain the most exhaustive data an short wave coil winding information that has ever appeared in print.
As every experimenter who has ever tried to
huild a short wave set knows only too well by
experience. the difference between a good and
a poor receiver is usually found In the short
Ave colts.
Very often you have to hunt
through copies of magazines, barks, etc.. to and
the information you require.
Between the two covers of this book you now
find every possible bit of Information on coil
winding that has appeared in print during the
past two years. Only the most modern "dope'
blished here.
has been
No duplication.
Illustrations galore. giving
not only full instructions how to wind coils. but
dimensions, sizes of wire. curves. how to plot
them. by means of which any coil for any particular short wave set can be floured In advance,
as to number of turns. size of wire. spacing. ete.
There has never been such tata published tit
such easy accessible form as this.
r

FRIENDS PESTER HIM
Dear Sirs:

I received your Short Wave Coll Book and am
very well pleased.
I showed It to my radio
friends and now they aro always pestering me
for colt data. hi hi!
BERNARD A. DFAIKELMANN,
11340 So. State St.. Chicago. III.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

Hudson Street. New York, N. T.
9.36
Radio Publications, 97 Hudson Street.
New York. N. Y.
Please send immediately. your Short Wave Coll Book. for
which I ehrlose _ac herewith (coin. U. S. stamps or money
order acceptable). Book is to be sent prepaid to me.

extends to amateurs throughout the nation
a cordial invitation to attend. Tickets for
the three -day show are $2 in advance, Address
($225 at the door). Mail reservations and
OFFTCKS
inquiries to John Huntoon, W9KJY, Room
Washington, D. C.
328, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
City and State._._
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers

instructions

"How to Establish Your Rights"-Free
LANCASTER. ALLWINE & ROMMEL
PATENT LAW
475 Bowen Bldg.

Gold Shield Products Co., 17 West 60th St., N. Y. City

(Continued from page 265)

Parts List for

11WELLWORTH TRADING CO. 1560 W. Washington Blvd., Dept. SW -936, Chicago, III.
1Internationally popular for its 111with your order.

irons twice its size. Only 11 inches long.
I_ inch in diameter- By using the highest
grade elements. it heats up in half the time
of ordinary irons. Guaranteed to give satisfaction or money back.
t
Sent Prepaid for
_.._.._.._$1.00

The U.H.F. Wizard Six

2

Strict Money -Back Guarantee

VEST POCKET SOLDERING IRON
Smallest good iron
now on the market.
Will do the work of

www.americanradiohistory.com

-
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The "M. T." Xtal Transmitter
CoutiSUUd from poyc

LII:SI

it

is to be charged.

The

when operating on the crystal frequency.
Using a 3575 kc. crystal, the author has
obtained an output of close to 10 watts on
the crystal frequency and around 5 to 6
and 3 to 4 watts when doubling and quadrupling on 7150 and 14300 kc. respectively.
When using the 300 volt dynamotor. the
output is reduced somewhat, as might be
expected, but it is still high enough to
enable this transmitter to hold its own
on the crowded 40 and 20 meter bands.

manner as when

Set is Small and Compact
As shown in the photographs, the set is
extremely small, being built up on a 7x9x2
inch electralloy chassis. The crystal and
its associated tuned circuit are placed at
the left of the chassis; the amplifier portion is at the right. The two metal tubes
are at the center where the leads to each
circuit will be short and direct. Both the
oscillator and amplifier coils are of the
plug -in type, wound on standard 11,i inch
receiving forms, for rapid band -changing.

directly from the battery without the generator in the charging position. A fully charged battery of the 150 ampere -hour
size will operate this transmitter 10 hours

transmitter is now connected to the D.C.
circuit as shown in Fig. 1, and is ready
for operation. If operated in this way no
trouble will arise in either the tubes or
the generating unit, as the "floating" battery will act as a voltage- regulator to
keep the voltage very close to the desired
Very little or no current
6 or 12 volts.
will be taken from the battery unless the
charging rate falls below the transmitter
drain.

If

desired, the set may be operated

HRO JUNIOR

SUPERHETERODYNE

before recharging is necessary.
The dynamotors may be obtained with
or without the filter system. The one
shown in the photo is of the unfiltered
type, an external filter consisting of a 15
henry 150 milliampere choke and a two section 8 mfd. 600 working volts electrolytic condenser being used to smooth out
When buying
the commutator ripple.
electrolytic condensers for transmitting
very
best qualpurposes always choose the
ity and look for the D.C. working voltage;
the voltage rating should be at least %
higher than the actual voltage to be applied across the condenser. (The 450 volt
condensers will serve with a 300 volt generator and two in series will take care of
the 500 volt condition. Editor.)

Easy to Build as 2 -Tube Receiver
This transmitter is no more difficult to
assemble and wire than the average two tube regenerative receiver. All leads. and
especially those in the crystal oscillator
circuit, must be as short and direct as
possible. The usual No. 14 tinned copper
bus wire is used for all leads in the R.F.
circuit; the heater and power leads are
of stranded rubber covered hook -up wire.
The various joints are soldered with a clean,
hot and well- tinned iron and rosin core
solder. The construction work should be
done slowly and carefully; a little extra
time spent on this part of the job is well
worth while.

Adjustment of Transmitter Very
Simple

The TIRO Junior is a superheterodyne receiver. outstanding for its excellence and low
price. It is designed expressly for those who
are Interested in world -wide short wave reception. and who demand the performance of a
coanmercial -type receiver. but do not require
the highly specialized features that necessarily
increase the cost of a receiver designed expr.ssly for MV(0 -way commercial service.
A nine i,im. circuit (including two stages
of preselection and two stages of I.F. with
it .lielectrie tri ing condensers l , a pre s.islon built tuning condenser. separate shielded
.s'ils. and strict adherence to National's high
:mdard of quality permits the attainment of
unsurpassed selectivity and sensitivity.
Laboratory calibration of each coil range. plus the
unique easy -rending trilling dial (no perplexing
intermingled Inning wales) provides au accurate means for logging and locating stations.
Fast or slow tuning is accomplished by the
clever arrangement of the tuning drive medial].
14111.
Only one knob is used -no Unhandy
double or two position knolls.
For those desiring the specialised features of e
crystal filter. S ureter and amateur band spread, we
rr us nmend the standard HOI
R
re,I 'Nte for an illustrated description of both
:

t

eers.

NATIONAL CO., INC.
MALDEN, MASS.

Have You Seen the
New Magazine

The adjustment of the transmitter is
extremely simple and easy and will take
only a few minutes to tune up for maximum output. First, place the oscillator
and the amplifier coils in their respective
sockets, as explained at the bottom of the
coil table, and open the cathode circuit of
the 6F6 stage by releasing the key. The
plate voltage is now turned on and the

views of "M.T." Xtal
Transmitter.

Top and bottom

used in this transmitter
are of the spring -mounting type which
not only improve the appearance of the
set but save valuable space. Both the coil
and tube sockets and the coil forms should
be of isolantite or similar construction in
order to keep the insulation losses down
to the minimum.
The plate power for this transmitter is
supplied by either a 6,'300 or a 12/500 volt
Genemotor. The choice will depend upon
the primary power available. Many farms
already have the 6 volt plants in use. If
a D.C. power plant (gasoline or wind driven generator) is to be purchased especially for operating the transmitter, it
is advisable to choose the 12 volt type so
that the higher voltage dynamotor may be
used.
The operating procedure is the
same in either case, i. e., the charger is
first placed in operation and the charging
rate is adjusted to a point slightly higher
than the current drawn by the transmitter (11 amperes in our 12 volt circuit)
and the 6 or 12 volt battery is then connected across the line in exactly the same

Telling you how to go about:

When You are Tackling the
Job of Finding a Job;
When You are Planning a
Career;
When You Want to Better
Your Position.

sliding clip on the voltage- divider resistor is adjusted until approximately 225
volts is applied to the plate of the 6C5
tube. Plug the milliammeter into the oscillator jack and rotate the oscillator tuning

All of the sockets

8

THE VOCATIONAL DIGES

condenser until the usual dip in plate

current occurs. Adjust the condenser for
minimum plate current which will be
around 10 or 12 milliamperes at the oscillator plate voltage specified.
Now connect a small flash -light or pilot light bulb across the output stand -off insulators and adjust the 5,000 ohm semi variable resistor until all of its resistance
is in the circuit. Close the 6F6 cathode
circuit, rotate the amplifier tuning condenser and carefully watch the plate current of the oscillator tube. Very little or

Outstanding Articles
In the July Issue:
Employment Counsel
Jobs Behind l'he News
The Choosing Of A Career
College Graduate's Prospect
Duties of Management Executives

no change should take place if the oscillator has been correctly tuned. The bulb
will light up at a certain setting of the
amplifier condenser and the condenser
should be left at this point. Place the
meter in the amplifier jack and carefully

Applying For

A Position
Windows To Opportunity
Job-Getting Assistance
The Perfect Job

adjust the amplifier condenser for the
lowest plate current, which indicates res-

On all newsstands 25c

onance.

your dealer cannot supply .you, send a
quarter and ree will foru.rr, a copy at once.
11

When Neutralizing is Necessary
for operating
the 6F6 as a doubler; for operation as a
straight amplifier on the crystal frequency, this stage must be neutralized.

JOBS & CAREERS

The above directions are

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

520

N. Michigan Avenue, SW9, Chicago, Illinois

II

writing advertisers

I
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The procedure is quite simple and even a
beginner should encounter no difficulty in
making the necessary adjustment. Tune
the oscillator as outlined above and place
in the amplifier socket a coil which will
cover the same frequency as that of the
crystal. Adjust the small neutralizing
condenser for its minimum capacity. Now
plug the milliammeter into the oscillator
jack, open the cathode circuit of the 6F6
and rotate the amplifier tuning condenser
slowly through its 180 degrees. When
this condenser passes through the point
of resonance, the oscillator plate current
will undergo a violent change and the oscillator may stop working altogether. The
neutralizing condenser is now adjusted
with an insulated screw driver until no
change in oscillator plate current takes
place at any setting of the amplifier plate
tuning condenser. The meter is again
placed in the amplifier jack and this stage
is retuned for the minimum plate current
reading as before. The 5,000 ohm resistor
will probably have to be readjusted in
order to obtain maximum output and the
operator will soon learn just where to
place the sliding clip after he has had a
little experience with the circuit.

How to Use Tuned Feeder and Doublet
No provision has been made for antenna tuning and if a tuned transmission
line is used, the coupling arrangement
shown in Fig. 2 can be used. When using
a doublet with the usual 70 ohm twisted
feeders, the transmission line is connected
directly to the output terminals. The link
coil at the cold end of the amplifier coil
consists of 4 turns and when transferring
power to the antenna or the next amplifier stage, the coupling must be made
through another 4 turn coil as shown in
FiF. 2. The twisted line between the two
coils may be up to several feet in length

if desired, without any loss of R.F.
energy.
It is desirable to keep the power leads
from the storage battery -charger circuit
to the transmitter and dynamotor short
and to use large wire. The sizes recommended are as follows: At a distance of
75 feet, use No. 6; at 50 feet use No. 8;
at 25 feet use No. 10 and at 15 feet use
No. 12 wire. A resistance must be used
in series with the 6.3 volt heaters of the
6C5 and 6F6 tubes when operating on the
12 volt line. For the tubes indicated, a 6
ohm resistor of at least 25 watts rating
will be required. Both this resistor and
the voltage- divider must be mounted out
in the open air where good ventilation
will be secured.
The author is interested in hearing
from those who build this transmitter
and to learn of the results obtained with
it. Any additional information will be
supplied gladly if a stamped self- addressed
envelope is enclosed for reply.

RFC R.F. chokes, 21 mh. each.
CH Filter choke, 16 henrys, 150 ma. Thordarson.
XTAL Quartz crystal (Bliley Type PC3 or LD2

recommended).

One 12 to 500 volts dynamotor. (Carter No.
515. See text)
Two closed- circuit jacks for milliammeter.
One phone plug.
One plug -in crystal holder. (Bud or Bliley)
Two sockets for metal tubes. Isolantite.
One 0-50 d.c. milliammeter, (Triplett recommended.)
Two 5 -prong sockets for coils. Isolantite.
One 6 or 6 -prong socket for crystal holder.
One electralloy chassis. 7x9x2 inches. I. C. A.
One heavy -duty (15 amperes) switch.
One off -on switch for heater circuit.
Necessary hardware, solder, wire, RCA 6C5 and
6F6 tubes, etc.
(Fixed Resistors -IRC.)
1

1

List of Parts for Metal Tube
Transmitter

Voltage divider resistor with sliding clips,
20,000 ohms, 50 watts. Electrad.
L2, L3 (See coil table and text).

RS

-6C5 metal tube -RCA Radiotron.
-6F6 metal tube -RCA Radiotron.
Coil Table

Cl Hammarlund tuning condenser, 140 mmf.
(.00014 mf.).
C2 Mica fixed condenser, 3000 mmf. (.003
ofd.) 1000 volts. Aerovox.
CS Trimmer condenser, isolantite base, 10 to
30 mmf. Hammarlund.
C4 Mica fixed condenser, 6000 mmf. (.006 mf.)
300 volts.
C6 Mica fixed condenser, 6000 mmf. (.006 rot.)
1000 volts.
C6 Hammarlund tuning condenser. 140 mmf.
(.00014 mf.).
C7 Mica fixed condenser, 900 mmf. (.003 mf.)
1000 volts.
C8 -C9 Electrolytic condenser, 8 mf. each. 600
working voltage. Aerovox.
Rl Metallized fixed resistor, 75,000 ohms. 2
watts.
R2 Semi -variable resistor. 5,000 ohms, 50
watts or higher. Electrad.

Band Tums on L1 Turn, on L2
80

m.

Neutralizing
Tap
Antenna Coll
8

d.c.e. close

22, No. 18
d.c.c. close

12. No. IR

12 No. IR

4

22. No. 18,

wound

wound

turns up
front are
cold end

4

turns No.
e

of

40 m

dar.

1/16" d.c.c. 1 /18"
space

space

20 m

Na 18
time. 1/18"
12.

space

8. No. 18

d.c.c. Va"
space

turns up
from the
cold end
No tap

d.c.c.

close sound
on cold end

LI

Same as
above

Sane

needed

as

above

Explanation: L Is the omit aloe coil; L2 is the amplifier p ate roil. %Men operating on 40 or 20 meters with
an 80 meter crystal. plug in an oscillator coil covering the
that of the crystal and use the 40
sane frequency
or 20 meter coil in the amplifier socket. No neutralising
tap is required unless the amplifier is operated on the
same frequency u that of the crystal stage. The details
of adjustment will be found in the text.

because it is our
Sixth Anniversary

FREE GIFT

This year. SHORT WAVE CRAFT celebrates its Sixth Anniversary.
Annual increases in circulation, plus authentic, exclusively shortwave editorial material, makes SHORT WAVE CRAFT unquestionably the leading magazine in its field. To commemorate this
notable occasion, the Editors have written this outstanding book.

With Your $1.00

Subscription to
You

Get

Brand
Beak.

Short Wave Craft

This
New

Partial Contents of Short Wave Guide

FREE

Short -Wave Questions and
Answers

special subscription rate is 7
months for $1.00. (Regular newsstand rate Is $1.75.)
Send the coupon today, with your
remittance of One Dollar 181.00).
When your subscription Is received.
a copy of our SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY GIFT will be sent to you
The

POSTPAID.

It Is impossible to publish each month in
SIIORT WAVE CRAFT all the questions
(and their answers) sent to us. We hare
printed with full Illustrations. in SHORT
WAVE GUIDE hundreds of important

-

questions which have been recently received.

You do not have to be a new subscriber
to reecho this gift. If you are a subscriber at present, a copy of "Minim'
1VAVE GLIDE" will be sent you upon
receipt of $1.00. and we will advance
your subscription by seven months.
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Gift Book -SHORT WAVE GUIDE.
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Short -Wave Kinks. Illustrated
Every short-wave fan is interested in
new kinks and shortcuts. Dozens of kinks
reach us every week -and in SHORT

WAVE GUIDE you will find a variety
of them, carefully illustrated. They will
Drove very valuable to POLL

State
Old Subscriber
remittance in
r
or
craps. (Foreign:
Postage
Postal Honey Order.) Register letterrif
contains cash or tampi

J New Subscriber

Into
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Please mention

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

Best Aerials for Short -Wave

Reception

The many elaborate antennas suitable for
short -ware receivers often present problems for set owners.
SHORT WA Vh/
GI'I IIE will help you decide which aerial
is best for your receiver. Stacy types of

antenna are illustrated.

Practical Hints on Short-Wave
Tuning
Hundreds of short-wave stations are heard
by fans -and hundreds more could be
heard distinctly if only you knew more
alput tuning them in. Expert advice on
proper tuning is included in SHORT
WAVE* GUIDE.

"Police Call" Receiver and How
to Build

It

The most stirring eipuls on the air are
police calls and every fan wants to hear

Simple. Efficient Short-Wave Re- these exciting slams. l'mnpiete details
for building and operating it "Police
ceivers Which Anyone Can
call" receiver will be found.
Build
A Simple "Ham" Transmitter
for
buildComplete constructional plans
ing many

,'ity

to YOU !

1,

2

and

3

-tube receivers will

also be found. Seltensalie diagrams, lists
of parts-everything you need to know to
build these sets and make them function
properly is Included.

when writing advertisers

There are thousands of fans who want to
build a simple transmitter. Here is the
It is
ideal transmitter for beginners.
practical. yet Inexpensive to construct.
List of necessary pans. wiring diagrams.
and oonstructlgn details are included
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Metal -Tube Pre- Selector

RADIO for the
HARD -OF- HEARING
via Sonotone

(Continued front page 272)
are especially desirable as an addition to a
set using the old -style glass tubes, since
the net effect is to modernize the old re-

ceiver.

First R.F. Stage Untuned
An inspection of the schematic diagram
reveals the fact that the 6K7 metal tube
is employed in the first R.F. stage. It
will be noted that this is untuned. Antenna control is provided in the grid circuit by a small trimmer condenser which
permits the pre -selector to operate efficiently on any length aerial. Coupling between the untuned stage and the tuned
R.F. stage is provided by means of a set
of Hammarlund four prong short wave
plug -in coils. Only one coil is used at a
time. The longer winding serves as a
secondary and is tuned in the usual manner, while the shorter winding is used as
a primary. For finer tuning, a small .00005
mf. condenser is shur.ted around the main
tuning condenser, permitting additional
spread of stations, which ordinarily would
be too close together on the dial for satis-

factory tuning.

Second R.F. Stage Tuned
The second, or tuned R.F. stage also employs a 6K7 tube. Coupling between the
plate of this stage and the grid of the first
tube in the receiver, is simplified through
the use of a 2.1 mh. R.F. choke, and a small
adjustable condenser in the plate circuit as
shown. The power supply is of the conventional A.C. -D.C. type, employing a 6C5
metal tube as a rectifier, with a filter consisting of a 10,000 ohm resistor, by- passed
at either end by eight mf. electrolytic condensers in a single cardboard container.
The filament voltage- reducing resistor is
contained within. the line cord. The input
grid resistor, Rl, is a 75,000 ohm potentiometer. Variation of this resistance in-

or decreases incoming signal
strength, thus giving smooth volume control. Where the pre- selector is used with
a set having a manual volume control, the
set control should be turned to nearly
maximum volume. The switch, SW1, is
mounted on the same shaft with the potentiometer, Rl.
creases

Constructional Details

should be plugged into the power supply
source and connected to antenna and
ground and to receiver as explained above,
and the receiver should be put into operation and then the switch on the pre -selector
should be turned "on." The plug-in coil
used in the pre- selector should be of the
same approximate wavelength coverage as
that used in the receiver. In other words,
if the receiver is arranged for tuning from
33 to 75 meters, the 33 to 75 meter Hammarlund coil should be plugged into the
pre- selector.
This does not mean that
identical make coils must be used in both
the receiver and the pre -selector, but merely that their wavelengths must correspond,
The Hammarlund coil is recommended for
use with this pre- selector.
In using the pre -selector, the set is first
tuned to the desired wavelength, or to
some point fairly close to it. The main
tuning condenser of the pre-selector is then
tuned very carefully, until the desired station is brought in and finer tuning is possible thereafter by adjusting the band spread condenser.
List of Parts for Self- Powered Metal -Tube
Pre -Selector
C1-Hammarlund Equalizer Antenna Trimmer,

To enable the
large army of the
hard - of - hearing
to hear radio programs with utterly amazing new
clarity and beauty,
a new Sonotone Radio Adapter,

which is connected directly across
the radio loudspeaker voice coil.
Complete with either Bone or Air
Conduction Unit, and Lorgnette
handle, $28.50. Does not interfere with radio performance.
Loudspeaker may be either on or
off. Dealers: see your RCA Parts
Distributor. To the hard-of-hearing: see any RCA Victor dealer.

t

BETTER ALL -WAVE RECEPTION.
RCA Spider -Web Antenna, erected in
a jiffy, combines tuned doublets for each
band. Provides tremendous increase in
signals. Now being used by amateurs as
well as s -w listeners. Write for folder.

to 30 mmf., type MEX
C2-Cornell -Dubilier .1 mf. 400 volt "Cub"
Tubular Condenser, type BA -4P1
C3-Cornell -Dubilier .1 mf. 400 volt "Cub"
Tubular Condenser, type BA -4P1
C4-Cornell -Dubilier .1 mf. 400 volt "Cub"
Tubular Condenser, type BA -4P1
C7-Cornell -Dubilier .1 mf. 400 volt "Cub"
Tubular Condenser. type BA -4P1
C5-Hammarlund Midget Condenser, 140 mmf.,
type MC -140 -M
C6-Hammarlund "Star" Midget Condenser,
60 mint., type SM -50
C8-Hammarlund Isolantite Trimmer Condenser, 10 to 70 mmf., type MICS-70
C9-Cornell -Dubilier .1 mf. 400 volt "Cub"
Tubular Condenser, type BA -4P1
C10.
Cornell -Dubilier Dual Section Dry
Electrolytic Condenser. 8 mfds. ea. section,
150 -200 volts, type MA -11028
R1- Electrad Potentiometer with Switch
(Swl), 75,000 ohms, type 202 -S
R2 -500 ohm Electrad Truvolt Flexible Re8

Products
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Camden, New Jersey

Cil-

sistor

R3- 25,000
R4- 25,000
R5- 10,000

RCAhasdesigned

ï11i

A Service

of Radio Corporation of Ameri,.,

1936

EDITION

ohm Metallized Resistor. tFi watt
ohm. ua watt Metallized Resistor
ohm, 10 watt Electrad Vitreous

Enameled Resistor

R6 -350 ohm, 50

of the pre-selector measures
high. The chassis dimensions
6" deep by 21" high. Panel
should be firmly bolted or
riveted together. Four socket holes are
required, one for the p.ug-in coil, and three

The panel
8%" by 71/2"
are 7 %" by
and chassis

for

the metal tubes.
A desirable refinement in constructing
this pre -selector is the addition of a high ratio vernier dial on the main tuning condenser.

Tuning Hints

watt Resistor in Line Cord
-Prong Short -Wave Coils. 17
to 270 meters. Hammarlund Type SWK -1
CHI -2.1 mh. Hammarlund Midget IL.F'.
Choke, type CH -X
BPI, BP2 -Twin Antenna -Ground Terminal
Strip
RP3, RP4 -Eby Binding Posts. Swl Switch

LI -One

on

New Condenser Simplifies "Duplicate" Replacement Problems
FROM experience, most servicemen have
found that a great deal of time and
effort is wasted in getting many hard -tofind exact duplicate condenser replacements.
Now, however, standard Sprague 450

360 PAGES

4

OVER

V2 -6K7 Tubes. RCA Radiotron
V3 -6C5 Tube. RCA Radiotron
Metal Panel and Metal Chassis
Screen -Grid Clips for Metal Tubes

VI,

FOR AMATEURS

AND EXPERIMENTERS

2-Knobs
3

1Calibrated Dial
-4
-Prong Socket
3 -Octal Sockets
1

-Roll

designed in convenient square size and 2%
inch uniform length so that they may easily
be strapped together with the new ST
Mounting Strap to form any replacement
combination. Where mounting is a problem, the new Universal Mounting Flange
can also be employed, thus enabling the
serviceman to make a quick, easy replacement to match the original holes in any
set chassis.
Three or four of these new small -size,
square units may be combined and still be
smaller than the original old unit which
they are used to replace. In some cases,
the cost of individual units used in this

manner is even less than that of exact
duplicate replacements. In others, the cost
is only a few cents more -and the use of
standard individual units insures better
results, both mechanically and electrically.
This article has been prepared from data
supplied by courtesy of Sprague Products
Company.
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DATAPRINTS

^

Just the
CONSTRUCTION

+1!P/

Information
You Need
To Build

l
S

ft. svinle
Dudin in
Action/
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'E,$ -,.`D,.au

TESLA OR OUDIN COILS
I

K .W. 20.000 volt transformer

u "exciter': $a /

Includes condenser data. . .

J

Inch spark. data for building, including conK. W. 15,111141 volt
denser data; requires
OAS
transforme; see list below._. -.._
Violetta type. high frequency roll dais; 110
volt A.C. or D.C. type: 1" mark; used for
0.00
'viole ray' treatments and "Mxperiment.
How to operate Ondin coil from a emuum tube
0.50
oscillator
3 inch spark Teel& coil; operates on Feed 'ig8

'.

___
"..

nition mil
/.N
inch spark Ondin coil: 110 roll A.C. "KickColl" (Vibrator type.)
0.50
20 Tricks with Test and Oudlo O,°'
1.N
3

TRANSFORMER DATA
k.w. 20.000 -volt transformer data. 110 -volt.
00 -cycle printery.
Suitable for operating 1 ft.
Ondin roll
1.N
ils kw. 15.000 -volt transformer data. 110 -volt.
60 -cycle primary.
Suitable for operating IInch ()mho coil
0.N
1

Electric Welding Tranaf. (2 K.W. 110 Vt. Prim.
18 Vt. See. Other Sec. Vt. data given.)
0.50
Induction Colla --1 to 12 inch mark data___., /.N
ARTIFICIAL FEVER Al
1.70
(Low, Medium & High Power Data G1vea)

ii ;

t\%\

y

\\

-

'
\`_ =
-

t`

+"

'

w

.

SLIDE
RULE
MIDGET

,

roots and powers of numbers. sine, cosine,,
tangent. and cotangents of all angles; silo logs of
number.. Adds and subtracts fraction.. Approved
by colleges.

Seale

and

data

"Special" Rule. 65.00 Net.

-

Records

a'ylw
toll
tramlated
dCode

wire

Vole,

or

"fast"
t"
Construction
SLR

acial)

MAGNET COIL DATA
Powerful battery sleds-magot: lift. 40 lb
50.11
110 Volt D.C. magnet to lift 25 Ib.
0.61
110 Volt D.C., 300 Ib.. Lift electromagnet
0.50
110 Volt D.C. solenoid; lifts 2 lb. through 1 in /AH
110 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts 8 Ib. through 1 10 0.60
12 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts 2 1b. through 1 in 0.50
A. C. Solenoid. powerful. 110 -volt. 80- cycle
0.50
MOTOR -1/16 H.P., 110 volt A.C., 80 cycle
(suitable for driving 12" fan, etc.)-Data..- 0.60

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTI
50e each

Prepaid

Radio Control for Model 60 or 1200 cycle Synch.
Boats
Motor
Electric heft igeratar Data Induction Balance
Treasure or Ore Locator
Telautagraph
Water Turbines
Einthoven String CalcanR'aler Wheels
officier
Motor Circuits (20)
Electric Fan Motor
Telephone 1100k -toypps (20i
1Vatcir Demagnetizer
100 Mechanical 5f5ements
Furnace
Draft
Polarized Relay, Ultra- Electric
Regulator
sensitive
Building a Simple ToleShocking
lls on 1 Circuit
Ring 4 hells
"0 Shnple Hell Hook-ups Ignition Coll Data
Ensile Address System
ystem
Battery Motor (emaB)
Electric Chime Ringer
Wheatstone Bridge
Ott any Clock
Rotary Converter

r

"Eloetrleal Trleks" fer LODGES
PARTIES

20

and
50.50

Hew to Fry Riggs on Cake of lee 1Geetrlea1Iy..50.50

"Rewinding" Small Motor Armature
1.51
"ENGINEERING SERVICE BY MAIL"
(20% of en orders let $3.00 er mors. Na C.O.D.)

The DATAPRINT COMPANY
Leak Elm 322

.

N. J.

bc

s -w _

BOOKS

.Excerpt of paper presented before Bstitnte of Radio
Multltube
Engineers by I'. D. Zottu. Title of paper.
Ultra -high Frequency Oscillator.'

'.t

New Set Has 2 -Color
Tuning Dial
(Continued front page 275)
push in the knob to switch in the speaker.
This new line of sets is furnished with
metal tubes of course, and other features

include a highly improved music- speech
control, providing a wide range over the
low -mellow- brilliant music region. The
dynamic speaker is of new design, known
as a stabilized dynamic speaker. A special
custom-made "Personalizer" scale is provided for each locality, as, of course, a
different group of stations would be "local"
for a person residing in the eastern, central, and western parts of the country, for

*rl..

'

f

ply manufacturers' names and addresses
of any items mentioned in Short Wave
Craft. Please enclose stamped return en-

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST POPULAR
ALL -WAVE 1- and 2 -TUBE RECEIVERS
*-r, F:ItE has been a continuous demand right along

1 for a low -priced book for the radio experimentor,
radio fan. radio Service Man. etc., who wishes to build
1- and :tube ell -ware seta powerful enough to operate a loudspeaker.
*This book contains a number of excellent sets. some
of which have appeared in past issues of RADIOCRAFT. These sets are not toys but hare been carefully engineered. They are pot experiments. To mention only a few of the sets the following will give you
lion

Short Waves and
Long Raves

What a Transmitting Station
W2IOR Built!

Idea.

(Continued front page 268)
(A mighty fine job, King, and it is very
nice to know that marry of the ideas incorporated in your transmitter and station
layout were gleaned through the columns
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. This is one of the
finest looking "home- built" transmitters
we have seen so far, and it should certainly
serve as a fine inspiration to every red blooded "Ham." It takes plenty of time,
thought and labor in order to turn out such
neat

job.-Erlifo;

The Megadyne 1-Tube Pentode Loudspeaker Set. by
Hugo Gernsback.
Electrifying The Slegadvne.
How To Make a 1-Tube Loud- speaker Set. by W.
*P. Chesney.
How 'f0 Make a Simple 1 -Tube All Wave Electric Set. by F. W. Harris
How To Build
A Four -In -Two All -Wave Electric Set. by J. T.
Bemsley. and others.
Not only are all of these sets described in this book.
but it contains all of the illustrations. hookups, etc.
And believe it or not, each book contains over 15.000
words of new legible type. Each hook Is thoroughly
modern and up-to -date. All the latest improvements
hare been incorporated Into the sets.
Remember. these hooks sell at the extraordinary low
price of ten cents; you can not possibly go wrong in
buying them. Despite it. low cost. our usual guaran-

-

I

*tee

Chas. Hrdlicka's Station

(Continued from page 268)
The rack is constructed of steel fence I
posts or angle-iron welded together.
read Short Wave Craft regularly and find
it a "dandy" magazine. One of my first
transmitters was built from Short Wave
Craft data. I have always found articles
on short -wave transmission or reception,
as well as different types of "rigs," of particular interest. So, fellows, if you wish
a large following, stay with the shortwave amateur.
Charles Hrdlicka, W9SGI,
Kimball, So. Dak.
(A very business -like looking "Hans" station, Charles, and don't forget that we are
always in the market for sonte good shortwave "constructional" articles on both
transmitting and receiving apparatus. If
you have devised any new or novel control
system for the station, we are also interested in articles on stuck subjects. Your
idea of making the rack out of angle -iron
is a very good one, and undoubtedly will
serve as a practical hint for many of the
"Hams" who are thinking of building a
new rack. -Editor.)

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

HOW TO MAKE FOUR DOERLE
SHORT WAVE SETS
ITERALLY thousands of radio fans hare built the

famous ROEHLE Short wave Radio Receivers. 8o
insistent hes been the demand for these receivers. se
well as construction details, that this book has been
*specially published.
Contains EVERYTHING that ht. ever been printed on
these famous receivers. These are the famous sets that
appeared In the following issues of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT: "A 2-Tube Receiver that Reaches the 12.500
Mile Stark," by Waiter C. Dcerle (Dec.. 1931 -Jan.1932). "A 3 -Tube 'Signal Gripper.'
by Waiter C.
Doerie (November 1932). "'Merle '2- Tuber' Adapted
to A. C. Operation" (July 1933). "The 'Merle 3 -Tube
*'Signal- Gripper' Electrified," (August 19331 and "The
Merle Goes Band- Spread'
(Slay. 19:141.
Due to a special arrangement with SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. we present a complete 32-page book with stiff
mere, printed on an extra heavy grade
paper with
numerous Illustrations. Nothing has been left out. Not
only are all the MERLE sets in this hook. but an
excellent power pack If you wish to electrify any of the
DOERLE sets, is also described.

reduction -drive permits either rapid tuning
or slow-speed tuning, without manual
shifting of the tuning knob.
Our Information Bureau will gladly sup-

a

goes

with this hook

as

well!

IF VOI' DO NOT THINK 'THAT THESE. ROOKS
ARE WORTH THE. MONEY ASKED FOR TIIENf
RETURN THEM WITHIN TWENTY -FOUR (FOURS
*AND YOUR MONEY WILL BE INSTANTLY RE-

"

FUNDED.

There has never been such
wealth of data published In
low - priced radio books of this

type in the history of the radle
publishing business.
Take advantage of the special
offer w e are making and use the
coupon below.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
101 Hudson Street
Now York, N. Y.
RADIO PUBLICATIONS

SW -9.38

Hudson Street

101

New York, N. Y.
Please send immediately books checked:
How to Build Four Dcerle Short-Wave Sets

D How to Make the Most Popular All -Wave 1-

......._...

10e

and
Receivers
10e
I am enclosing
e; the price of each book is 10c.
(Coin or U.S. Stamps acceptable.) Hooka are sent post2 -Tube

paid.

Name _

Address

_.....- ...._..

City

writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

TUBE RECEIVERS

Each book contains
32 pages and numerous illustrations.
Over 15,000 words
in each book.

Favorite stations can be tuned in by this
new dial instantly, without checking the
kc. positions on the dial. The tuning scale
is of the sliding -rule type and lists all stations in a straight line; when changing to
another band, such as a short -wave band,
a new scale is turned into position by the
band -change switch. An automatic vernier

Boy!

.t

1

example.

Metal 4' Dia.
: //+l Price
$2.00 Net.

givn

TELEORAPHONE
"Cede"

the
presented, but if it is desired at the present time to obtain an output at the shortest possible wavelength, greater than that
obtainable with a push -pull circuit, this
method is one way of accomplishing it."

TWO GREAT

velope.

With eme and
Innruetlens
This rule
Ive. any problem In multiplication. division.
addition. subtraction, and proportion; It also

a" Dia. 25"

Oscillator
(Continued f rum page 275)
tubes. As Mr. Zottu says -"It is too early
to predict the usefulness of
scheme

Electrical
Apparatus

Dataprint containing data far constructing
this 3 ft. spark Ondin -Tesla Gall. Rouis
as list below.

The Zottu Multi -tube

-____.

B
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New 5 -Meter Receiver
Uses 3 Tubes

iNew!G1SEÂ TEST
GERNSBACKS EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY

011.1.

NE4

ABOUT

AERIALS
*y

(10

DESIGN

INSTALLATION
DOUBLETS

y

DOUBLE DOUBLETS

INVERTED

"Li

TRANSMISSION
LINES

a

(Continued from page 281)

during transmission periods.
The coils for the R.F. and detector tuning positions are of the space- wound,
plug -in type, fitted with small plugs.
While only coils for the 5 -meter band (approximately 50 -62 megacycles) are supplied with the set, the plug-in feature
permits easy experimenting with still
smaller or larger coils for higher or lower
frequency bands.
Battery or A.C. Operation
For battery operation. the Lafayette
"79" has its filaments working directly off
a 6 -volt storage battery; up to 250 volts
of "B" battery can be used for plate supply. For A.C. operation the filaments are
heated by a 6.3 -volt secondary on a power
transformer. Any small A.C. power -pack
of suitable output may be used.
Because of this convertible feature,
amateurs contemplating summer automobile trips will find this the ideal set to
mount on the steering column or under
the dashboard. After the trip is over,
the set goes back to the operating table
at home, and without a single change,
becomes an A.C. outfit that drags in
plenty of signals.
This article has been prepared from
data supplied by courtesy of Wholesale
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New !

We BOOKS
GERNSBACKS EDUCATIOIIAL LIBRARY N° 3

fflTER1YTlVG
CURRENT

4

FOR BEGINNERS

Home Expwirms
BENERATORS
MOTORS

OHM'S LAW
HOUSE WIRING SYSTEMS

APPLIANCES
TRANSFORMERS
'INDUCTANCES
A.C. INSTRUMENTS

11,

Radio Service Co., Inc.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS, 101 HUDSON ST. NL7YYOAI.NY

Portable
An "F.B. Duplex
Jo'ont paye 2F0)

`RADIO

aka
PUBLICATIONS, l01 HUDSON ST, NEW YORK.N.Y.

r

IN

recent months the radio public has been
made aerial-roost-Ion by v'rtue of the many
articles an I advertisements on Aerial Equipment which have appeared In many radio magazines and liti retltre. These articles have been
so diversified. and In many cases m conflicting.
that the radio experimenter. fan and Rentre
scratch their heads
- are [[cot's
ss a conse
nlitg all alout,
askthe demand for a low- priced hook ex-

(Cott tiuued
point the tube is m "st sensitive to receive

signals. Actual control of the regeneration is accomplished by varying the voltage on grids 3 and 5. On reaching the
non -oscillating point the circuit merely
stops oscillating. No fringe -howl, backlash or "bump" is encountered. This is
Ielmeclear.
plaining
one reason for the remarkable efficiency
UnderlyIngn th design and installation lof
crying need. Furof the receiver.
cient aerials has become
thermore. the steadily increasing nuisance of
The type 1F4 is a new output pentode
man -made MAUI'. resulting in noisy radio redesigned for use in battery- operated
ceptlon-pani-ularly in connection with shortware receivers -has made the importance of
equipment. This tube has a high degree
good antenna
paramount issue. For the thouof power sensitivity and will deliver consands of radio fans. both short-wave and broadsiderable power output at the ridiculously
cast. who wish to know lust what type of anbook
has
why.
this
and
use
they
'Mold
(enrol
low plate current of only 8ma. and filabeen especially published.
ment current .12 ampere. The undistorted
ALL ABOUT AERIALS
gain factor in this stage alone is 100.
In simple. understandable language this lank
The plate current of the detector is alvarious
ts'pca
the
underlying
theory
the
explains
most negligible, so it can be readily seen
of aerials: the Inverted "L." the Doublet, the
that the total plate current of the reDouble Doublet, et:. It explains how noise -free
reeentlnn can he obtained. how low -impedance
ceiver is not of "headache" proportions.
transmission tines work; why transposed lead The sensitivity, gain and power output is
Ins are need. It goes Into detail on the con sufficient to drive to a maximum the
stmetion of aerials suitable for long-wave
built -in loudspeaker, even on signals orbroadcast cecelrers. for short -ware receivers. and
for all -wave receivers. The book Is profusely
dinarily considered weak.
to
the
appeal
will
which
Illustrated in manner
The transmitter is composed of 3 tubes:
most inexperienced in radio: clear. aelf- explanaAn oscillator (19). a speech amplifier
tons: it is wrtten in so simple I style that it
(1B4) and a modulator (1E7G). The oswill clear up She aerial situation in your mind.
once and for all. Such a wealth of Information
cillator is designed to oscillate so stably,
wonder
Is presented In this book that you will
yet at high carrier output, that very lithow It can be done at this low price.
tle frequency modulation takes place,
Believe It or not, the book tontalns over 15.even at modulation peaks. The audio por000 words of tear. legible type. It Is thoroughtion consists of the (1B4) pentode speech
ly modern and up -to -data.
extraat
the
book
sells
Remember teal this
amplifier and the new (1E7G) double
possibly
ordinary low Price of 10c; you cannot low
pentode Class A modulator. The undiscost,
Despite Its
go wrong In Losing R.
with this book.
torted power output of this tube is sufour usual guarantee goes
ficient to 100% modulate the oscillator.
IF YOU DO NOT THINK THAT
ITHWITH
All batteries are self contained, 3 -45
ASKEDOFOR IT. RETURNI
volt "B" batteries, 2 -1% volt dry cells and
IN 24 HOURS AND YOUR MONEY
TTTTTTTT
WILL
a 4% volt "C" battery are used.
There has never been such
The entire unit including batteries and
wealth of data published In
low- priced radio book at this
loud -speaker is housed in an attractively
busprice In the
finished metal cabinet, 15% inches high,
this
Magee
iness. Take advantage
special offer we are making and
8% inches wide and 9% inches deep.
below.
use the coupon
This article has been prepared from
RADIO PUBLICATIONS
data supplied by courtesy of Ultra High
101 Hudson Stret
Frequency Products Co.
New York, N. Y.

mlence.
a

a

a

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

loi

Hudson Street

(No.4)

SW -9 -36

New York. N. Y.
"ALL ABOUT
Pie
Please send Immedlat -iy your book or
U. S. stamps,
close 1c (coin
AERIALS." for
me.
acceptable). Book his to be sent pr epaid to

Name

Address ......._...._.-

City

High Quality MOPA for 5
and 10 Meters

L11

till. LLY

thousands of beginners each year

.,k the question "HOW CAN I GET
STARTED IN RADIO ?" Is otder to under
stun the theory of radio. II Is necessary. first
of

a

triol
We

I. to have a fundamental knowledge of elec.
y and. particularly of alternating currents.
trees this print because radio Is a study or

alte noting cultents of a very high frequency
natu e.
In this book. which is prepared especially for
a explain In a simple. lucid
raw beginners.
an er: How Alternating Current Is Generated;
What Its Properties Are: What The Laws Gov erni a It Are. and Has It Is Applied To Everyday Household Use. Furthermore. s e give in

le language
detailed instructions on how to
Invents with alternating
pert rm practical
cur, nt In the home.
ALTERNATING CURRENT FOR BEGINNERS
Ti Is book contains everything necessary to
give the heginner his first foothold In the study
of e ectricity and Radio. Electric circuits are
expl hied with simple analogies to hydraulic
systems.
Ohm's Law. one of the fundamental
laws of radio. Is thoroughly explained; the generation of alternating current: sine waves; the
units -volts. antners, and watts are explained.
Condenser, transformers. A.C. Instruments. motors and generators-all these are thoroughly
discussed. Ilouee- wiring system!, electrical appliances and electric lamps -nothing has been
left out.
Here are some of the practical experiments
which you can perform at home. Simple teats
for differentiating between alternating and dlrect current; how to light a lamp by induction;
hose to nuke
simple electric horn; how to demagnetize a watch; how to test motor armatures- how to charge storage batteries from A.C.
oubet; how to test condensers with A.C.: how to
make A.C. electro magnets: how to try eggs on
cake of lee: how to make simple A.C. moton

Sim

and many others.
The book contains 32 pages. profusely

illus-

trated with clear. self -explanatory diagrams. It
contains toter 15.000 words of clear. legible type.
It is an eduestion in Itself and laya the groundwork for a complete study of radio and electricity.
At the extraordinary price of 10e. you cannot
possibly go w ne. Despite its low cost. however. our usual guarantee goes with this book.
IF YOU DO NOT THINK THAT
THIS BOOK IS WORTH THE MONEY
ASKED FOR IT. RETURN IT WITHIN
24 HOURS AND YOUR MONEY
WILL BE INSTANTLY REFUNDED.
There never has been such a
wealth of data published in a
low - priced radio hook of this
type in the history of the radio
publication business. Take advantage of this special otter we
are making and use the coupon
below.

.....

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
101 Hudson Street
New York, N. Y.

- Ea.--RADIO PUBLICATIONS
101

Hudson

EOM

(No. 3)

New York, N. Y.
Please send immediately your book

(Continued from page 280)
CURRENT FOR THE REGINNER."
(coin or U. S. stamps acceptable).
ployed, which permits the use of tuned 10e
prepaid to me.
front
has
The
panel
or untuned feeders.
a beautiful crackel finish and high -grade Name
precision dials and meter are used.
This article has been prepared from Address
data
supplied by courtesy of Custom Set City-.____._ __.._..__.__...- _.._.._...._...
State ..... ..._..-..-_
Builders.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers

=NM
SW -9 -36

"ALTERNATING

for which I enclose
Book Is to be seat

State.
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Cut Prices on Many Popular Radio Books
IMI8OIRTANT -The 23 books

listed are ALL different ones from those listed in last month's ad.
THE

We herewith present a selected collection of recent important radio
books. We have, after an exhaustive study, selected these volumes
because they represent the foremost radio books of their kind in
print today. There is such a great variety that we are sure It will
satisfy any laste as well as any requirement that the student of
radio might have.
We publish no catalog and ask you to be kind enough to order
direct from this page. Prompt shipments will be made to you
direct from the publishers. We merely act as a clearing house for
a number of radio publishers and OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW OR
LOWER THAN WILL BE FOUND ANYWHERE. Remit by
money order or certified check. Register All letters containing gash.

OFFICIAL

SHORT WAVES, by C. R. Lenta
SHORT -WAVE
d R. B. Gable. Stiff Coven.
RADIO MANUAL. Volume I, by
Bice 619". 389 pages, 258 111us- Hugo Gernsback and H. W. eecor,
tions. l'elre was formerly 32.98. with 352 pages. Illustrations. Flea NEW
RICE NOW.
Laoselear Leatherette Binder,
$1.00 Ible,
Sixe
12'. Price
$2.00
The biggest and most complete Seep

I

1

imaginable phase. Including S. W.
Superheterodynes. Television. Aircraft Radio. Ultra Short Waves.
Directional Antennae. etc.
The
authors

E. T.

Lerner.

6%ae % ".
127

print today.

TELEVISION,
Cloth coven,

223

pue..

illustrations. Price

by

glu

.
a('369

This book explains television in
full. including simulate Principles, photo- alectrlc cells, and all
Important types of television alto
es well as basic principle, of optic,, image,, mirror,, barium etc.

$1.87

over 800

t

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE

122nd

63.89

$?98

Short Wave Scouts
(Continued from page 292)

m.- Nauen. Germany.
m.- Zeesen, Germany.
DJB -19.74 m.- Zeesen, Germany.
DJA -31.38 m.- Zeesen, Germany.
DJC -49.83 m.- Zeesen, Germany.
DJD -25.49 m.- Zeesen, Germany.
DJE -16.89 m.-- Zeesen, Germany.
DJQ -19.63 m.- Zeesen, Germany.
PARIS -19.68 m.- Paris. France.
PARIS-25.23 m.- Paris. France.
PARIS-25.6 m.- Paris. France.
TYA -24.56 m.- Paris. France.
TYA2- -33.19 m.- Paris. France.
TYB -24.49 m.-Paris. France.
FTM -15.50 m. -St. Assise. France.
FTK -18.90 m. -St. Assise. France.
m.- Geneva,

$288
00

The answer L that the first edition we,
"sell out." and the

second edition. brought right up
to date. is even a better volume.

s

illus.;
and

450 review
anewen.

aun-

$4.38

Swits..

ELECTRONICS, by R. C. Hudson.
Cloth covers, six. 6x9", 134
pages. 45 Illustrations.

$1. 95

Prie.
"This

gP1 .7x7

book is written for the
reader who may wi.h to know
something about what
hat Is going on
and who has not heretofore given
the matter much attention." says
the author.
Read it and learn
how dry rectifiers, vacuum tubes.

balledle,.

television tubes, and
apparatus. work: get the
"low down" on electrons and atoms.

other

SHORT WAVE RADIO HAND
BOOK, by Clifford E. Denton.
Paper covers. sise 6%x8%r', s1s2s8s
pages. 150 illustrations.

-in

South America
H.IIABE- -49.05 m.- Cartagena, Colom.
H.IIABD -41.2 m.- Cartagena, Colom.
11.11ABG- 49.65 m.- Barranquilla. Colom.
H.I3AHH 49.85 m.- Bogota. Colom.
HJ4ABA -25.6 m.- Medellin, Colom.
H.I5ABE -21.26 m. -Cali. Colombia.
YV2RC-51.72 m.- Caracas. Venezuela.
YV3RC --4S.7 m.- Caracas, Venezuela.
YV5RM0- -51.28 m.- Maracaibo. Venezuela.
YV6RV -46.01 m.- Valencia. Venezuela.
PSE -20.7 m. -Rio De Janeiro. Brazil.
PRF5 -31.56 m. -Rio De .Janeiro. Brazil.
HC-1B -36.5 m. -- Quito, Ecuador.
14C2R` -45 m.- Quayaquil. Ecuador.
PRADO -45.3 m.- Riobamba, Ecuador.

Here are 12 new, up-to -date book
on even conceit able radio subject,
just published. Modem In every
aeuae.
ALL BOOKS l'NI POIL?
front 64 to 72 pages: 50 to 120

illustrations. All hooks written by

well -known radio authors. Order
by Number.
No. 1 RADIO SET ANALYZERS
No. 2 MODERN RADIO VACUUM TUBES
No.

3

No.

4

No.

5

No.

6

-in

tion."

No.

7
8

FOUNDATIONS OF RADIO. by

Rudolph L. Denman.
size

Cloth covers.

5 4x8'. 246 pages. 145 illustrations. Numerous
$2.47
tables. Price
W
This textbook Rivee you the fundamentals of electricity as applied
to radio. It equips you for further
study In the field of radin.

PRINCIPLES

OF RADIO,
Keith Henney, M. A. Cloth

lia.

by

$3.46

". 476 pages,
806 illustration.. Price
marvelously written textbook
with the latest radio principles,
Including screen grid and pentode.

ez5%

amplifiers. etc.

97 HUDSON ST.,

North Central America
m.- Bowmanville,
m.- Manitoba. Canada.Canada.
CGA -22.49 m.- Drummondville, Canada.
CGA-16.50 m.- Drummondville, Canada.
CZA -23.7 m.- Drummondville, Canada.
CGA3 -22.58 m.- Drummondville. Canada.
CGA2-21.83 m.- Drummondville. Canada.
HP5J -31.28 m.- Panama, Panama.
HP5B -49.75 m.- Panama. Panama.
XECR -40.65 m.- Mexico City. Mex.
XEBT -50 m.- Mexico City. Mex.
HRF -21.7 m.- Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
COC -49.9 m.- Havana. Cuba.
HIH -44.31 m. -San Pedro De Macoria, D. R.
VE9GW -49.22

No.

THE SUPERHETERO-

DYNE BOO
MODERN RADIO HOOKUPS. by R. D. Wohburne
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO SERVICE MAN
BRINGING ELECTRIC
(RADIO) SETS UP TO
DATE.
C. E. Denton
RADIO (KINKS & WRINRADIO foQUESTrIONSe 4
by R. D.
AUTOMOBILE RADIO 4
SERVICING

ANSWERS.
R'ashbume

9

No. 10

PLP-2'7.27 m.-Bandoeng. Java.
PLE-15.93 m.- Bandoeng. Java.
m.- Bandoeng, Java.
Australia
VIZ -3 -26.09 m. -- Fiskville.
VK2ME-31.28 m.- Sydney.
VK3ME -31.55 m. -Melbourne.
VK3LR -31.3 m.- Lyndhurst.
Africa

Italy.
Italy.
IRW -15.37 m.-Rome. Italy.
IRJ -22.S9 m. -Rome. Italy.
ORK -29.04 m. -Rome Italy.

PIEWLOW PRICED
RADIO BOOKS

.
Price
Coil data, circuit data. testing No.
data. R.F. and AA,. amplifier data
fart. let us say, "data of No.
every Imaginable sort
connection with short -wave radio recep-

YDA -49.02

2RO -25.4 m. -Rome.
2140 -21.13 m. -Rome.

HOW TO ORDER
We cannot ship C.O.D. Our
prices are net. as shown. Some
of the books sent prepaid (in
U. S. only). Those that are
not thus listed will be shipped
by express collect it sufficient
postage is not included by you.

said.

HIIJ-51.15 m. -San Pedro De Maeoris, D. R.
HI4D -46.25 m. -Santo Domingo. D. R.
Asia
ZBW -34.29 m. -Hong Kong, China.
PMA -15.5 m.- Bandoeng, Java.
PLV --31.9 m.- Bandoeng. Java.

m.- Geneva. Switz.
m.- Geneva. Switz.
RNE-25 m.- Moscow, U. S. S. R.
EAQ -30.43 m.- Madrid. Spain.
HAT4 32.85 m.- Budapest. Hungary.
HAS3-19.52 m.- Budapest. Hungary.
EHY- -29.79 m.- Madrid. Spain.
PHI -16.88 m.- Eindhoven. Holland.
PCJ -19.71 m.- Eindhoven. Holland.

-

332 pages. 180 illustrat Ions.
Price
sPfe
Does this book tell you why and
her to use light- sensitive calk/

CJRO-.48.8

DCZ -20.54
D.IN 31.45

20.64

n

NEW! Unlike most books dealing
radio fundamentals, Hathaw ay's
new book Is arranged for
quick use by the practical technician. In addition, it brings the
reader right up -to-date on essential radio theory.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS,

HBP- -38.47
HBL -31.27

o

Price

uvith

enlarged edition), by Alfred A.
Ohhardl. Cloth coven. size 75.1

PHOTOCELLS AND THEIR APPLICATION. tRermtd EdltlonJ.
by V. K. Zworykin and E. D.
Wilson. Cloth covers. size 554x8 ".

Enough

RADIO THEORY AND OPERATING. by M. T. Loomis, 5th re.
wised Edition. Cloth- bound; size
5s4x8s14" thick; 1.000 page;

$1.95

ELEMENTS OF RADIO COM- 94.', 992 pages. 510 illustrations.
MUNICATION (Seeeid Edition), numerous tables.
by John H. Morecroft. Cloth eov Pt ice
era, size 6 z 9%-, 286 pans.
The Sneet and most popular book
llluetretiono.
241
electricity and radio. Each
Price
eP
subject Is clearly
with
An Introductory volume, written the aid of donediscussed.
of excellent
In easily understandable style, to drawings.
gs.
Chapters on talkies.
the more comprehensive,
Prin- television, electronics and service
ciples of Radio Commualgatlga" work. rte. Biggest buy
in radio.

HBJ-

build them.

how to

published.

famous
short -wave
authorities. This is the bot book

PRACTICAL

Cloth covers. else 5 %xT% ". 394
pages. 116 Illustrations.
Pelee
W
If you wish to become
radio
amateur (radio ham) this boot
tells you how. Everything In receiving and transmitter sets and

The one and only short-wave manual

are

ea Short -Wva la

AMATEUR'S

Written In textbook style.
tremendous amount of useful InforContains constructional mation has been crammed into
Information on the most important this thin -pater, compact refennee
Short-Ware Receivers. sections on work. Radio transmission and re.
R.W. Transmitters, Ultra Short Option have been covered. "from
Waves. S.W. Beginner's eeetion. louts to nuts." A truly greet book.
coil winding. A.C. -S,W, Power
Parke, kinks. etc.. for S.W. Experimenters. sections on S.W. Converters.
Antennae.
Superhetero- MODERN RADIO ESSENTIALS.
tynes, Amateur 'Phone Transmit- by Kenneth A. Hathaway. Cloth
were, size 854x5 % ", over 200
ters. Super Regeneration In B.W.
Receivers, 8.W, Therapy. SWV. pages. and over 100
Illustrations.
Price
`p
Physics, etc.

short waves. Covers every

book on

RADIO

HANDBOOK. (New Revieed Edition). by A. Frederick Collins.

HOME RECORDING
ALL ABOUT
Saliba
POINT -TO -POINT RE-

It

AND

by Geo. J.
11

No. 12

SISTANCE
MEASUREMENTS by C. E. Denton
PUBLIC ADDRESS IN-

STALLATION
SERVICE
PRICE PREPAID

A N D

EACH BOOK

NEW YORK, N. Y.
speaker. If excessive harmonics are being
developed in the amplifier, the Model 990
speaker will show up this distortion by producing a fuzzy, rattley tone, when a speaker with an ordinary conical cone, which has
a more limited frequency range, will not.
This naturally means when used with an
amplifier which is distortion free, (that is,
with total harmonics of less than 3 per
cent) the speaker will give surprising reproduction, impossible with speakers using
ordinary types of diaphragms, the makers
claim.
The model shown is the large 12 -inch
loud speaker, with universal transformer
to match all output tubes. It is supplied
with a universal field coil to match practically any resistance. They are as follows: 2500, 2200, 1800, 1500, 1000, 700, 300,
and 1800 tapped at 300 ohms.
This article has been prepared from data
supplied by courtesy of Wright -DeCoster,
Inc.

OPM -29.58 m.- Leopoldville, Belgian Congo.
SUV -29.83 m.- Cairo, Egypt.
SUZ -21.7 m.- Cairo. Egypt.
Miscellaneous
FNSK -Normandie-22.73 m. -1500 miles en
of New York.

New 12" Speaker Has
Wide Frequency Range

This speaker has the new Para- Caerre
diaphragm which gives it a very wide frequency range. Due to this wide frequency
response, it can be used successfully for
New "Wide -Frequency" Response
testing an amplifier, to ascertain whether it
is furnishing undistorted power to the
Loud -Speaker
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Does

60 -Cycle A. C. Create
60 -Cycle Note?

15

a

CUT TH RU

SUMMER STATIC

(Continued frone yak 263)
and quarter cycle of the applied A.C. the (Note: if a battery is included in the cirdiaphragm will move back from "B" to cuit, the magnet will be polarized, and then
"A ". Let us call this motion "1C" (com- a 60 cycle note will be heard.)
The aural action in the ear is interesting,
pression). On the third quarter cycle of
example,
the applied A.C. the diaphragm will move and when a 60 -cycle sound, for
on
from "A" toward "C ", and let us call this from a receiver or loudspeaker impinges
"2 -C" (still compression). Now let us con- the ear, the auditory system of the ear and
person
to
the
sider the fourth quarter cycle of the A.C- brain interpret the sound
here the diaphragm will move back from hearing it as a 60 -cycle sound, although
the approximate position of "C" toward the diaphragm in the ear is vibrating 120
for
"A", the normal neutral position of the times per second! Just a bit confusinggives
the moment, and a situation which
diaphragm.
arguments. But if we reThe diaphragm has now completed one rise to many
how a musical string has to give
cycle, and so has the applied A.C. so that member
double vibration, as shown in Fig. 3, in
the sound heard from the vibrating dia- aorder
to sound a note, the process will bephragm must be of course, 60 cycles. Some come quite
clear. In other words, when we
students become confused with this se- pluck or strike
a string on a musical inquence of movements of the diaphragm and strument, the string
starts from rest or
as they consider that the diaphragm has zero, swings out, let us
say to "A ", then
moved in two directions, up and down, durthrough "B ", its neutral axis on to
ing one cycle of the applied A.C. they fre- back
(or
"B "). This se", and back to "D"
quently believe that the note heard is a "C
two vibrations per cycle, one in
120 -cycle one. Actually, the note may be quence of
direction, is shown in one of the diaspecified as a 60-cycle one, or a note equiva- each
grams of Fig. 3, and represented by the
lent to 120 sound vibrations per second.
curve O- A- B -C -D.
120 -cycle note heard from 60-cycle
A very peculiar phenomenon is that even
A.C. on non -polarized receiver. A very in- though the 60-cycle note was cut off by
teresting and different cycle of events oc- a filter, so that the ear did not hear it,
cur, when 60 cycle A.C. is applied to a but the source contained harmonics the
telephone receiver with a non -polarized human ear and sound interpreting system,
diaphragm. Very few, if any, receivers of comprising the brain and auditory nerve,
this type are in use today, but at one time etc., would be liberal and interpret the
there were a great many of these electro- sound as a 60 -cycle note to the listener.
magnetic receivers, having no permanent This is because of the fact that the ear
steel magnet, in use. The radio experi- heard the second, third and other higher
menter may, of course, use the counterpart frequency harmonics. For example, supof the non -polarized magnet receiver, in pose a person did not hear the 60 -cycle
the form, for instance, of a tin can with fundamental note, due to filtering or for
an ordinary electromagnet set up adjacent other reasons, but that he only heard the
to the end of the can or some similar noise - 120 -cycle second harmonic, also the third
creating device of the non -polarized type. and other harmonics. Then due to the
Let us follow the sequence of events fact that these harmonics are part and
when one cycle of a 60 -cycle per second parcel of the fundamental note, which is
A.C. is applied to the coil windings of such built up from the harmonics (or is the
accumulated effect of the harmonics), the
a non- polarized receiver.
On the first quarter cycle of the applied listener would still hear a 60 -cycle note
A.C. the current through the coils rises to (the difference frequency between the
a maximum "M ", and the diaphragm is adjacent harmonics), as the brain and
attracted toward the iron pole -pieces of auditory nerve system would interpret the
the electro- magnet and reaches a maximum sound to him.
The curve representing the sensitivity
downward movement; let us call this "1 -R"
(rarefaction). On the second quarter cycle of the ear is a very peculiar one, and in
of the A.C. the current through the coils this particular instance it happens that the
decreases to zero, and the diaphragm re- ear is more sensitive to a 120 -cycle itnote
is
turns to its normal position "N ". On the than it is to a 60 -cycle one. Also,second
the
third quarter cycle of the A.C., the mag- possible in many cases thatwould
be so
netism in the iron core rises to a maximum harmonic or 120 -cycle note
by
again (M -1), and the diaphragm is again strong when the sound is reproduced 60receiver
to
a
ordinary
an
us
connecting
attracted toward the pole -pieces; let
call this movement "2 -R" (rarefaction). cycle circuit, that the ear might procrastinOn the fourth quarter of the A.C. the dia- ate sufficiently to interpret to the individual
phragm moves upward as the current de- a 120 -cycle note, and higher frequency
creases in the magnet coils and let us call harmonies, but due to the fact that the
this movement "2 -C" (compression). The difference frequency between adjacent
diaphragm has thus completed two cycles harmonics is always 60 cycles, it would be
of motion to the one cycle of applied A.C. interpreted as 60 cycles, a peculiar
and thus for 60 cycles per second we obtain acoustic and physiological phenomena well
worth keeping in mind if you should do
120 cycles of sound. Or the note can be
said to represent 240 vibrations per second. some experimenting along this line.
C
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D.104 Is the choice of veteran amateurs the u,-1:
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mode eesular callon t «alrentCS. No anche
Operate
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e youbrrandn:aoord
on
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ALBERT
FREE

aand
onmouth, Cincinnati,

BACK NUMBERS

/

Tokio, Japan, has been very
weak.
Moscow is now reported to be putting
out a good signal on its new frequency of
9.52 mc. The call is RAN and the time is
7 -8 p.m., E.S.T.
The 20 meter amateur band, although
quite crowded, is very good around 6 p.m.,
E.S.T. In a very short time I "logged"

stations in England, Spain, Ecuador, Argentina, and ninny other countries.
HAROLD E. BISSELL, JR.,
(Twenty- eighth Trophy Winner)
Toms Road, Stamford, Conn.
Report from South Amboy, N.J.

Company, P.O. Box 1690, Montreal, Que.,
Canada. CFCX relays CFCF daily from
8 a.m. to 1 a.m. and Sundays 9 a.m. to
11:15 p.m.
HIT-6,630 kc.-Ciudad Trujillo, D. R.is heard regularly, with good strength.
VE9HX-IIalifax, Nova Scotia, Canada,
has changed its frequency slightly; it is

heard quite regularly.

VP3MR -7,080 kc.- Georgetown, British
Guiana, is heard regularly, but it is often
bothered with code; it has fair strength.
11H2S -5,900 kc. -Port au Prince, Haiti,
is heard often.
XBO- 11,200 kc.- Mexico City.
PRF5 -9,500 kc. -Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
heard several times with fair strength.
(Continued on page 317)

Among the 93 stations heard the past
month were (all time in E.S.T.):
CFCX-6,005 kc. Canadian Marconi
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bers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT assorted,
your choice, for 70 cents.
The usual price for six copia would be
$1.60 and most publishers charge a higher
price for back numbers over one year old.
We can supply only the following
back numbers: Dec. 1980; Feb., April..
June, Oct. 1931; Sept. 1932; Oct., Nov.,
Dec. 1933: Jan., Feb., Mar.. April, May.
June, July, Aug Sept., Oct., 1934;
1936 -All issues; 1936 -All issues to

date.
If you do not specify copies we will use
our own judgment in sending assorted
numbers to fill your order. Note we cannot exchange the copies for ones that
have been sent to you.
Practically
copy of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT contains Important Information that you should have. Here Is
a chance to get those copies.
As we have only s small supply of back
numbers on hand, this offer will be withdrawn as soon as they have been sold.
We accept U.S. stamps. U.S. coin. or
money order. Rush your order today.
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Scout News
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(Continued front page 281)
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Without doubt you will have to go a long way to buy better
books on short waves than you find on this page. Each book is
written by a well -known authority on short waves
each book
has been carefully illustrated with photographs and diagrams to

make the study of this field of radio much simpler. The volumes
on this page are the finest books on short -waves which are published anywhere today. Order one or more copies today
. find
out for yourself how fine they are. Prices are postpaid.
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Scout News

(Continued /rout page 315)
HRD -6,235 kc. -La Voz De Atlantida.,
La Ceiba, Honduras -broadcasts daily from
8 to 11 p.m. and Sundays from 4 to 6 p.m.
LSN- 21,020 kc.- Buenos Aires, Argentina, heard on May 29 working with New
York; good strength.
HI9B -6,050 kc.-Santiago, D.R., has
been heard 5 or 6 times, fair to good.
PCJ -9,595 kc.- Eindhoven, Holland
heard on Wednesdays, several times.
LRU- 15,290 kc.- Buenos Aires, Argentina, heard on June 5; fair strength.
CMA5 -About 26 meters or 11,250 kc.Havana, Cuba, heard testing with New
York.
HI8Q-6,240 kc.-Emisora Carta Real.,
Avenida Espana No. 12, Ciudad Trujillo,
D.R.; Broadcasts daily from 10:40 a.m. to
1:40 p.m. and from 4:40 to 7:40 p.m.
on
LSX- 10,350 kc.-Argentina -heard p.m.
June 19 testing with New York at 8:25HI8Q,
yetis received -CFCX, DJI, DJM,
HRD, and HBL.

-

FLETCHER

365 John

W. HARTMAN,

Street,

South Amboy, New Jersey.

Report from Freeport, Pa.

YV11RB, Ciudad, Bolivar, South America,
on 6.54 meg. is a new station. They broadcast 6 -10:30 p.m.
The Dominican Republic pops up with
another new station -HI8Q, in Trujillo, on
6.24 meg.

Germany and England are using the
lower frequencies for the evening broadcasts. Germany is using DJB, 15.20 meg.;
London is using GSF, 15.14 meg.
(From the Mail.) -We learn from the
mail that 2R0, 9.64 meg., comes in well
every place. They did not change to 11.81
meg. for the afternoon programs after
their test on that wavelength.
JVN, 10.66 meg., is being heard by many
with not too great signal strength, but
being heard all the same.
PCJ, Holland, on 9.59 meg. seems to have
picked a good "spot" for their Wednesday
"Happy programs." They are coming in
very strong.
ANGELO CENTANINO,
Freeport, Pa.

A New Tuning Indicator
Tube

(Continued from page 274)
The Philips tube manufacturing company
has just introduced a tube, known as thetype 4678, which is a variation of the well
known 6E5 American tube. It has certain
variations from the earlier American tube,
though.
Instead of the usual varying triangle of
shadow in the circle of green fluorescent
glow, the Philips tube has four shadows,
which become narrow or wide according to
the strength of the signal.

How to Build a "Bug" Key
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CLASSIFIED

Advertisements are inserted at 5c per word to strictly amateurs, or 10c a word to manufacturers or
dealers. Each word in a name and address is counted. Cash should accompany all orders. Copy
for the October issue should reach us not later than Augur 5.
SKYRIDER

GENERATORS

Models.

BARGAINS.

ALL

Also RSIE.
Also BinocRadio Corp., 26

Sell or Trade.

Cameras wanted In Trade.

TURN

SCRAP

INTO

Wells -Smith
MONEY. ulars.
N. Wella Street, Chicago. III.
COHI'LETE 40 WATT XTAL
Transmitter $30. John Henninger.
2113 N. Howard St., Philadelphia. l'a.

Autopower shows you how easily and
and ally auto generators can be
convened into A.C. or D.C. generators
and D.C. motors. 2 to 1000 volts; for
end, radio. power. light, or welding.
No prolate experience necessary-complete information all In new book. nith
simple Instructions and illustrations.
Only $1.00
Endorsed by thousands.
Iwpstpaid.
AutMwwer, Inc., 411-D 80.
Hoyne Ave.. Chicago.

"HAM" OFFERS AND WANTS

-

CARBON. (ONDE\SER.
erystal and velocity mlcropboues-anmpu der,. trumpets. battles and all kiwi:
of sound equipment. Van use Audio
Beat
Frequency
Oselllator- Osrllloscope- factory tools and equ4nnent0111re equiputent- liadlos-refrigerators

SNAP

-or

tlat,

what have

-,

eve

TUBE SKYRIDER.
m

$1.00

prepaid.

The

Dataprint Co.. Box 322. Ramsey. N J
BARGAINS: NO. 2227 T1 BLS. NAtlomlly known nuke, guaranteed 10
for $1.00. Other numbers at low prices.
Write numbers you are Interested to
Shield l'naluct5
and how many.

l'erlman all
relator. Avant
station finder
Silvervor similar.
receiver
Co.
i
ÚIree'r
sa ('Lai 11

Three tube Gross Eagle.

QQYI:e! SRTlst SNAPPY! BRIGHT!
DIReletn! New Equipment, Different
Ideas. These bring results. 200 two

Free
Made to order.
tors $1.00.
N'SACB.
Samples. Prompt Service.
Tupelo. Miss.

ATTRACTIVE SHORT WAVE LIS-

teller's

11X

(lards.

Amateur's QSL's.

Samples (Stamps(. W8ESS, 1821 Cone.
Toledo. Ohio.
CISL.

tractive,

SWL CARDS. NEAT.
reasonably

priced,

AT-

samples

\filler, Printer. Ambler. l'a.
SWL',, 200 CARDS $1.00. NNlgyf.

free.

MISCELLANEOUS
912 I. Pomp! :%venue. Columbus. Ohio.
LAW
CALCULATOR
OHM'S
Lightning Slide Rule; solves all prob
lems of Voltage, Current and ResistSHORT WAVE COMPONENTS
ance. Power, Wire Sizes. etc. Ranee: 1
micro-amp. to 1000 amps.: 1 micro-volt
lLt'G -IN COILS. 15 -210 METERS.
to 10.000 volts: 1 micro-ohm to 10 megohms: 1 micro -watt to 10 megawattts; spare wound as standard four pralg
wire SIres O to 36 B. & S. gauge. In- puv1s .35 set postpaid. Noel, 728 Birch.

)'o, Lifetime Corora- troduetory price

1010 Madison Ave., Toledo. Ohio.

SELL FIVE

SELL-DOERIdi AC-5 CHEAP.
NCJyIJ. Tnrrytosvn, N.Y.
INSTRUCTION
AMATEUR It A D I lF LICENSES.
Resident and mur
complete training.
respauknce courses. Every graduate a
II' use( operator. N. Y. 1Vireless School.
1123 Itromhvay. New York.

QSL-CARDS--SWL

17

West

vGOth

St.. New York

s.l antal.

I'a.

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

BUY YOI'It RECEIVER ON HINDS'
"Easy l'a'ment' flan. Write Hinds
A Edgerton. 19 8. Wells St.. Chicago.

Illinois.

KEEP YOUR MAGAZINES CLEAN
With one year's subscription at $2.50 or with 12 back numbers for $1.50, we will
furnish absolutely [''REF, a 10x12%" stiff leatherette HOLDER. (For list of back
numbers available, see page 315).
This will permit you to keep your room or shack tidy and be able to find any
magazine you are looking for without loss of time. This holder is large enough to
keep all your magazines together.
Our supply is lithited, therefore we would suggest prompt action.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
99 Hudson St.,
SHORT WAVE CRAFT,

THE ONE AND ONLY

Encyclopedia on Short Waves
By

C.

R.

Leutz and

R. B.

Gable

HOICr

WAVES'. is written by Lents and Gable. two foremost radio
authorities. You will remember Charles R. Lentz as one of the pioneers
In radio oleo designer and manufacturer of the famous LEUTZ Tramoceanle
Reeelven. Mr. Robert ()able owned and operated one of the finest low power
broukasting station. In the country. He is well known as an experimenter
and research oorker In scientific fields.
Considering the value of this book for data alone. Its coat should really be
more than originally asked. But when you see the Illustrations In the book
It
you will marvel at how this book could be sold for ONE DOLLAR.
originally sold for $2.98.
very expensive super- calendered paper. It contains
The book is printed on
diagrams.
The
supply
304 pages with over 345 photographic illustrations and
of these books Is not expected to last lung. Once they are gone no additional
copies will be available. ORDER NOW -be sure to tell your friends about
Send the coupon today for your copy of
this remarkable book value.
"SHORT WAVES" by Lentz and Gable.

YOU SAVE 51.9E JUST AS LONG AS THE
SUPPLY OF THIS BOOK LASTS! THIS
(Continued from page 270)
354 Pages-Over
BOOK ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR $2.95
The four contact points can be obtained
345 Illustrations
"SHORT WAVES" Is the most Important and comprefrom spark or ignition coils. Two sets of
handBound
hensive volume of short -waves ever published. This book
vibrators from two such coils will supply
somely in red
has EVERYTHING on short- waves-it literally contains
stiff
linen,
complete education on shertwaves.
the four contact points.
6x9"
Size
key
covers.
"bug"
for
this
parts
metal
All of the
or
brass
of
most
part
for
the
made
be
may
to have handy.
steel-whichever you happenefficient
Partial Contents of "Short Wares"
MAIL COUPON TODAY!
in makIf you are not particularly
or
ing small mechanical parts accurately,
HISTORICAL REVIEW
RADIO PUBLICATIONS, Dept. SWC9 -36
SHORT WAVE PROPAGATION
if you have no facility for drilling the holes
COMMERCIAL RADIO TELEPHONY
103 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y.
properly, you can have this done at slight
AND TELEGRAPHY
TELEPHONY
ntlemrn. grvlo ».1you ill end my remittances' One Doller (Si)
SHIP TO
cost by your local machine shop. In operatOn.
nab.
ter .
U.
manioc 'rar hieb send
RANTENNAE
demand
ing this key, the dashes are formed by
Copy of SHORT WAVES" by Le u( pant Gable. I
TELEVISION
hin hrew days if I ma not
may he returned t.
pressing the thumb knob 14, to the right.
ne money refund
AIRCRAFT RADIO EQUIPMENT
completely se iahet
SHORT WAVE BROADCAST RECEIVERS
After gaining some experience with the
WAVES (Medical and Surgical
ULTRA
"bug," pressing the lever to the left will enSHtOlo T
EQUIPMENT
desired
any
out
send
to
SHORT-WAVE
AMATEUR
able the operator
NAME _....._...._..._...__ -.
is sold
number of dots in rapid fashion. The
that this
not satisG1'ARANTEE.e1rIf you refund.
weighted arm suspended by spring 20, viUse
ADDRESS_._.........._...._...._...._..._...___-.._._.
brates several times back and forth so as to fied coupoit.al the left forordering your copy
send out the dot signals, and with a little WAVES" by Leutz and Gable.
STATE.
CITY
experience you will be able, with a single
Uneludexs]ssiáriÌptclwenrlwanseharlNS1
flip of the lever, to rattle off 5 or 6 dots RADIOSt.
.I,
Now
103 Hudson
like "nobody's business."
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Please
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SCOOP

-THE BUY OF A LIFETIME

This

Genuine R. C. A.-Victor Dynamic Speakers
These ore the same high quality speakers that are used in
the late Model RCA-Victor Radios.
BRAND NEW 61/2 INCH SPEAKER

Electric radios

03.95

O

10 INCH SPEAKERS

1000. 1200, 1500, 2000 ohm field coils. Brand new. less
output letomb. lmr,.
IO' SPEAKER less transformer

$1.95
25c
39c

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. extra
PP 4; -2.53 extra
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
pentode,

extra

AD -1601 Shipping

GENUINE KOLSTER

Yaxley Band -Changing Swtch

I2

SPECIAL OFFER

12 -inch

Sy

Ship
No.

cr t..

2dee

12

in. Dynamic

CCA Wet Electrolytic
Filter Cond

2

500 Volts
MED 15e

6

MFD

8

SIED 23e

20e

LO

2

-27
26

6

12.\

4
4

6-31
-71A
4

866

-

56

12

MFD
MFD

14

3I1'1) 40e

16

MFD

Complete
eer all
p.a.ing

1n

30e
35e

45e

'

RADIO

--20

-61)6
523

--

3
3
3

a

25c

G. E. POWER TRANSFORMER

tutted by General Electric. A well
designed
11., r. Hts 6.3 volt filament
winding. Designed
for 110 -125 volts. 50 -60 c., A.C.
ifications: 6.3 V.. 2(4 amp.; 5 SpecV,. 2
amps. fur 81, of 80
750 V.,
C.T -. 75 mils. for plate tube;
current. Ship.
t., 5 lbs.; also available
In 2t4 V.
No. AD -101, 6 to 7 tube
.

'f

-

l'.5!

3

89c

l'

a

Oakes

7

transformer.
No. AD -102.

II

'

I

cold
25e

))))))))))))

7

64.page catalog and treatise. Seul stamp

i

t

c

,(I. :11;',

P. "2 P...

tuf.

7

to

8

No. AD -103, 8 to 10
transformer. 125 nuls tube

These

an Brand New stork.

eaparur .ouu:;,I, 1,,.r
Solid braes plates. Ship. wt.,
lbs.

No.

AD -115

YOl'It PIMA:

\g1

aloe

cur,ry

ra

niáwiit,,;11

AD 185

;.wrs. Iu
orlment$1.50
s

a

h,

rinang weight

Unshielded Power Transtormers

.T

,-

Midget Variable Condensers

Excellent for use as a arena tritiuucr,
short -wave sets and as vender tuniin
ng condensers. Capacity approximately 20 mutt Sold complete with
knob and pointer.
Single hole uncut: mg
brass plates. Sit 1p. wt.. 34 Ib.
No. A0-1I7 YOUR PRICE

t

sizes guaranteed

jár,t't .iva
Four -Gang Tuning Condenser

$1.49
t..7
$1.96

R. M. A. Color Coded Carbon Resistors

49c

Yot -ll PRICE

992

75

transformer, 100 milstube

shaft. %V11h rmnpensat üp
condenser.
No. AD113

i'

AC -DC Line Cord Resistors
Ihr n
sirr. 11,
15o
300.

t

.,77

plates. (.000365 mf;; 23 plates,
(.0005 tuft; 46 plates, (.001 mf).
revelers as well tas tforastan larde b roadeast Band
lung -wave recelren. Ship. wt., 2 Dis.
AD -110 Variable Condenser, -euh

--er-

Qua,,

1 56
484

Measure
Loss

Wound on laidantIte forms
In used In etery N. W. h
Special Pie Wound Chok -.
AU -301
_
15e

t, r u u F'ItF:Ei treatise and catalog sshich
contains ninth valuable data and radio Infurutaliuu.
note is no obligation involved. Absolutely free.
Book 0e111 It.' triune 018d,

UNITED

'?

-33
4 -46

l'

etc.

FREE

4
4
6
4

it'd

Gnec

Ab -I11Á, 5
4'Ir
BANDSPREAD VARIABLE CONDENSERS

No.

35 -51

-36
-47
-82

RECTIFIERS

1

stock

Shert w.,ee

4

ered

..

Three -Gang Midget Tuning Condenser

411e P{

d;aar.m. ap

Craft. RadNa
Craft.
111.1.,
opular
Popular
ale-

4
4

4

n.

10

4

-Ill

17

5

-22A3

6--01A
6--30

12

MM. SNORT WAVE
R. F. CHOKE

These low

Ne. AD

Available with 11 plates. (approx.
.00025 mG; 13 plates. (.0003 MG;

Guan. Type
3-- Type
12A7
--2_4A

3

-ne

analyzers. List price $4.32_. \seer before
low price shown be tons Ship, wL, 1 Ib.

(loan.

25 0

Ina.

AD.502 Holster

4

SPEAKER

t

In. deep.

7

DILCO R.C.A. Licensed
100% Triple Tested TUBES
ONLY
YOUR CHOICE
51 !2
ANY GROUP

husky 12 -inch
heavy -duty dynamic
speaker, excellently
suited for large P.A.
systems. Has free edge cone with voice
coil flexibly mounted
on chamois leather.
Field coil resistance
6,000 ohms. Quantity
in. it Datums' Your Price
at.. 2,z Ih.

limned. Measures r2

Designed especially for
all -wvy sets. Heavy Mitt
plated co2ngacntg.
,lCeoku ,
iesr a
a
1
g
T
t Igoansn.
Fain caelllle nt
froe
short ave o voRil as

As Illustrated

DYNAMIC
A

slwr:r

same

For
78
N1.5f records.
Ship. wt.. 10 Ibo.
No. AD -106
YOUR PRIGS 'P
Limned Roantity

1.95

M 34 or General

the

n'ailable for either 25
or 60 cycles (pleas apeeIfy which when ordering,)

1500 ohms. Output transformer to match 38, 12A7, 71.5
46, 2A5. 47, 59, 53 tubes, etc. Shippi'tg weight
6 lbs. AD 600, Speaker complete
Genuine RCA 6' Automobile radio, 6 dom s 'akers
6' for

R.C.A. Phonograph Motor

Is

motor used In the highest
Quality phonographs
hnd cumbltut Ions made
r R.C.A. VictorList
Pelee 818.52 complete with
turntable. Designed for
110 -120 volts. A.('., and

6.8 Tube 6.3 volts
Three transformera, the products M
of America's largest radio feetories. are brand new. 6 -t uiw. 6.3

one

filament, 280 filament. 5 volt. 750
volt, CT high. Color emlt' Ili agra.
with each ole; ideal for replacement
r for new sues:
AD. 201 6 -tube unsitir bb -!
itansfumrers
$0.65
S tube unshielded transforma,
as
ln -lobo unshielded Dausfunuri,
1.15
}

.

AD.202
AD -203

vJ

UNITED RADIO COMPANY
Successors to Radio
58 MARKET STREET
New Velocity
"Mike"

Trading Company
S -7
NEWARK, N. J.

Dept.

internal or background noise in operation,
and is entirely unaffected by change of
temperature or humidity. The directional
characteristics of this microphone reduce
feed -back to an absolute minimum, allow
radically higher gain, and decrease extraneous noises in installations where the
unit must be operated near the speakers
and the background level is high, its makers state.
One model is furnished in a high impedance unit for working directly into grid
of tube, and also in a low impedance unit
to operate into a 200 or 500 ohm line.
The grid -unit model has an output level
of minus 58 DB and a frequency response
of 48 to 12,000 cycles, while the line job
has an output of minus 64 DB with the
same frequency response.
This article has been prepared from
data supplied by courtesy of The Lifetime

Crystalizing Lacquer
SHORT -wave

set -builders have been
THIS is a new type
anxiously awaiting sonic form of crysof velocity micro.
talizing
liquid
finish
for their metal cabiphon
radically difnets, and at last one has made its appearferent in design yet inance on the market. This new Crystalizing
corporating the latest
Lacquer is "good news" to all short-wave
engineering
improve"Fans" and "Hams," for it is not only
ments in this type of
available in black but also in various colors
microphone.
including red, green, blue, yellow, and
The basic principles
brown.
of this new microphone
eliminate many of the
This lacquer is a high -quality air -drying
inherent faults of a
finishing lacquer, which produces a beautipressure- operated unit,
ful professional finish on any metal parts
in that it contains no
on which it is applied. On drying it pro stiff diaphragm with its
duces a beautiful crystal effect on the surbasic resonance peaks,
face; it is easy to apply and requires no
but depends on the acspecial skill or equipment. This crystalizing
tual velocity of the
lacquer can also be applied on wood or
sound wave actuating a Corp.
other metals.
lightly floating ribbon,
It is available at most radio stores at a
with no resonance point
nominal price for a 2 -ounce bottle; or in
Girl Operators, Attention!
of its own, for excitapint cans, where a lot of surface has to be
tion.
Listen "SL's" and "XYL's"!! Why not
covered. The manufacturers will be glad to
Due to an entirely
send the Editor a good photo of your
mail to those interested specimen cards
new structural feature
" Itig" -and don't forget yourself. A
showing the various colors and the effects
developed and used exseparate photo of yourself will do,
produced by the lacquer.
elusi
Ly Lifetime, there is no accentuawith a "clear" photo of that station!
tion of the base response, even when work$5.00 for best "YL" photo.- Editor.
This article has been prepared from data
ing very close to the microphone. The new
See page 649 March issue for details.
supplied by courtesy of the General Cement
unit will withstand severe abuse, is without
Mfg. Co.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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(Continued from page 279)
304
redly to the receiver through a twisted
305
pair lead -in. If all-wave reception is re302
quired it is advisable to use an accurately
......299
designed all -wave doublet with a trans301
former at the antenna and a twisted pair
315
lead -in. Such antenna kits are frequently
provided with a matching transformer to
0l
3
connect between the lead -in and the re307
ceiver, but as explained previously, due to
7
297
the use of the Faraday shield input system in this set, the use of such a trans303
former is neither necessary nor desirable.
300
The receiver is equipped with all the nec306 essary controls to insure maximum performance under a wide variety of receiv217
ing conditions. The knobs and switches
317
are set or adjusted for the given type of
299
_297 service in which the operator is interested.
Controlling the receiver in this manner
412
enables the operator to use but a minimum
300
number of adjustments to obtain the utmost in efficiency.
o03
In the next issue laboratory curves and
302
data will be presented, along with an "on
808
the air" report.
This article has been prepared from data
300
supplied by courtesy of Hammarlund Mfg.
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Freq. Meter

(Continued from page 279)
indicating meter and power supply (with
rectifier and voltage regulator).
The amplifier provides for satisfactory
operation on signal inputs of three volts or
less, and also provides a high impedance
input circuit (one megohm). By the arrangement of the amplifier circuit., provision
is made for satisfactory operation over a
wide range of signal input voltages, up to
200 volts, with no change in indication of
frequency.
Five ranges are provided, each starting at.
zero and extending to 200, 500, 1,000, and
5,000 cycles. The desired range is selected
by means of a multiplier switch mounted on
the panel. Individual adjustments are provided for making the indication agree with
the scale of the meter on each range. These
adjustments are made at the factory, but, if
necessary, readjustment may be made in
the field. All adjustments are accessible
from the panel, which is intended for mounting in a 19 -inch rack.
Our Information Bureau will gladly supply manufacturers' names and addresses of
any items mentioned in Short Wave Craft.
Please enclose a stamped return envelope.
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BUY IT OR RENT IT

Fiend for Folder M.9 which tells you how to get

the use of this instrument ithout buyhlg it.
No. obligation. We furnish complete colmo
rd personal Instruction With a money -bark
vuarontee. Inv cost. easy terms. Write today
II r laonnatimn.
Teleplex
"HAM" SPECIAL A Standard
highly efficient rai.
prepated Waxed pa pr.
her using heavy special
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20 Kw. Mobile Television
Transmitter
(Continued from page 261)
which have been built into 12 heavy trucks.
Each transmitter has its own power-plant
installed into 3 trucks, consisting of Diesel driven generators, switchboards, and facilities for use where a main supply line can
be tapped. Four additional trucks are used
for the transport of the 30 engineers and
technicians required, and as office space for
the chief engineer. Finally, there are 2
other trucks which carry a completely
equipped television studio with scanning
devices and all the other auxiliaries required to transmit television images.
The entire caravan consisting of 20
heavy trucks, when stretched along the road
covers a length of about a mile. The total
motive power used to drive this caravan
exceeds 1,700 HP. All trucks are equipped
with Diesel engines.
Lots
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT
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Readers keep their copies for years as .t
steady reference and thousands of letters attest to this.
It is now possible to save your copies and
for this purpose we designed a splendid
binder for you which holds twelve copies. li
is made of hoary substantial material and is
The
covered with black grain leatherette.
name of the magazine is stamped in gold on
the cover.
An ingenious mechanical arrangement is
provided which makes it possible to bold for
copies flat wben reading from the binder.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT Binder as
described, prepaid in the United
States
Canada and foreign countries 25c extra.
We accept money order, check, stamps or cash.

$125

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99 -101
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Yes! The globe revolves!
NEVER in the six years that SHORT WAVE CRAFT has been published, have we found anything
that is as useful and ornamental as the WORLD-GLOBE LAMP we now offer free to our readers.

This beautiful WORLD -GLOBE LAMP measures 171/2rr high. The attractively colored shade,
with nautical and map designs, is 8" in height and 16" in diameter. It is made of fine quality parchment, highly glazed, to assure long life. A slightly damp cloth quickly removes dust from the shade.
The 61/4" globe, printed in many colors, has a full meridian, and rotates. Hundreds of names-countries, cities, rivers, oceans and others are clearly printed on the globe.
Another feature on this WORLD -GLOBE LAMP is the movable hour scale found at the north pole.
This permits determining the correct time in any part of the world.
The metal parts are finished in antique bronze. A piece of heavy green felt is glued under the base,
therefore it may be placed anywhere, without fear of marring table, desk, etc.
The weight of the WORLD-GLOBE LAMP is nearly three pounds. When packed for shipping, six
pounds.
Here is the way to get this beautiful prize. Fill in the coupon in the left hand corner -cut it out and
mail it to us together with your remittance of $2.50. You will receive a full year's subscription (12
months) to SHORT WAVE CRAFT -the greatest short -wave magazine in the world today. In addition, we will send you absolutely FREE one of these handsome WORLD -GLOBE LAMPS. Old subscribers may renew their subscription now for another year following expiration of their present one and
still receive this WORLD -GLOBE LAMP.
Only a limited number of WORLD -GLOBE LAMPS are available. Take advantage of this offer without
delay in order to insure receiving your free gilt. RUSH THE COUPON TODAY.

Long Needed Article
Gentlemen:
Rcgerdin0
your wonderful
GLOBE -LAMP. please accept WY
sincere compliments for a long
needed article and trust
swamped with orders.

Very Well Pleased

William E. Sloan. Jr.,
Rochester. NewYork.
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Warren G. Ryder,

Barnstable Radio Shop.
Barnstable, Mass.
,.ma.: Many thanks
the

H. Warnock.

Street,

it.

thin it
Ithink

All Admired

you have said
ay.
All my family end nfriends
have admired it. It arrived in per
Many thanks and
test condition.
the best of good luck to you and

your SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
(Signed) William Owens.
30 North Fifth Street,
Bangor, Penna.

TODAY!
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will find

SWC -!136
my remittance

(plus..
cents shipping charges) for
which enter my subscription for SHORT WAVE
CRAFT for wie year (12 issued. This a nouut entitles me to a W'OR1.D- C1.O13F. LAMP free. See
chart next to Coupon for shipping Charges on
12.50

WORLD -GLOBE LAMP.
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)

for

cticut.

MAIL COUPON
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Gentlemen:
I am perfectly satisfied with your
It is just what
GLOBE -LAMP.

99 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.

Gentlemen:

be

Herman.
7704 Sagamore Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio.

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT THE WORLD -GLOBE LAMP!
Gentlemen:
/
very well pleased
with my GloM
p.
and novel
pre.
apyaranhcenandmis
appropriate when located
n
ve
When
lighted at night. It sheds a
the
parchhmentt0 lade shows
attractively. t'nques
Hmost
onabiy, the combination of
the lamp and SHORT WAVE
CRAFT for $2.50 in
real
bargain.

you'll

(Signed) W. H.

Enclosed find my remittance of 122.50, plea.°
send nie the WORLD -GLOBE LAMP by express, collect,

Name

How to Order Your WORLD -GLOBE LAMP

fill In the coupon at the left and mail together with check or motley order. Register letter It cash or coin
To corer shipping chargea on WORLD -GLOBE LAMP. add to your remittance the amount Indicated. If you
are located: East of the Mississippi add 35 cents; Between the Mississippi and the Weal Coast add 70c; Foreign
Countries add 11.30. Any excess remittance will be refunded.
Simply

Address

Is sent.

99 HUDSON STREET

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
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NEW YORK, N. Y.
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City
_._
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'Send remittance in form of cheek or money orderregister letter if It cornicing cash, stamps. or eur-
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WE ANNOUNCE0uR1937 LINE
Consisting of 15 models, to fit the needs of EVERY SHORT WAVE FAN!
Made in TWO AND THREE BANDS from 15 TO 2,000 METERS, priced from
$17.95 to $95.00

EACH MODEL IS AN OUTSTANDING VALUE

»EWALD

THE INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN RECEIVER

MODEL 518
Tube Universal Hi -Gain T.R.F. Receiver.
Bands -75 -550 Meters.
Full Range Dynamic Speaker.
Duo -colored Aeroplane Dial.
Incorporating metal tube.
Broadcast & American short wave.

MODEL 619
6 Tube Universal Superheterodyne Re.
ceiver.
I2 Bands -75 -550 Meters.
Full Range Dynamic Speaker.
Large Duo -colored Aeroplane Dial.
Incorporating metal tube.
Broadcast & Amrric:un -h,.rt wave.

:.

$18.90

iái11>za..tiag3yts

6

2

4r4

$27.50

$26.55

t:w..,,ñ

MODEL 620
Tube A.C. Superheterodyne

Bands- 18 -52,

Tone Control.

MODEL 520
I5 Tube A.C. Superheterodyne Receiver.
2 Bands-70 -190, 190 -555 Meters.
Duo-colored Aeroplane Dial.
Full Range Dynamic Speaker.
Broadcast & American short wave

180-555

Receiver.

Meter..

Magic Eye.
Large Duo -colored Aeroplane Dial.
Full Range Dynamic Speaker.
Broadcast & Foreign short wave.... $35.75

MODEL 618
I6 Tube Universal Superheterodyne Receiver.

Bands- 18-52,
All Wave.
3

16-190, 180 -555

Meters.

Tone Control.
Large Duo -colored Aeroplane Dial.
Incorporating metal tube.
Full Range Dynamic Speaker.
Broadcast. American & Foreign short wave $37.25

MODEL 621
6 Tube Universal Superheterodyne Re-

ceiver.
I2 Bands- 18 -52, 180 -555 Meters.
Tone Control.
Large Duo-colored Aeroplane Dial.
Full Range Dynamic Speaker.
Incorporating metal tube.
Broadcast & Foreign short wave_.. $35.75

Above Prices Complete, including tubes, speaker and cabinet

for our COMPLETE CATALOG. YOU ARE SURE TO FIND A MODEL TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.
FREE IfSend
your dealer does not have a DeWald in stock and will not order one for you, please write to us and we will
have a dealer near you supply your wants.
We are building up a ready made business for you. THOUSANDS of DeWald sets
Get your share of our inquiries and TURN THEM INTO ORDERS.

JOBBERS

WRITE, WIRE or TELEPHONE for our proposition -YOU WILL FIND IT PROFITABLE
Quality radios since 1921

510 -518 Sixth Avenue

PIERCE -AIRO INC.
Dept. 9,
Licensed by R. C. A. and its a/ñlietes.
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I WILL TRAIN YOU AT HOME
IN SPANE TIME

FOR A

GOOD RADIO JO B
National Nadia Institute
Nat
The man who has directed the home
Radio i Industry then any ' otherr man
In America.

mjAlllC

FREE BOOK

UPON

Radio offers you
Do you 'aunt to make more money'!
many opportunities for well-paying spare time and full
time jobs. And you don't have to give up your present job
or leave home and spend a lot of money to become a Radio
Expert.

Many Radio Experts Make
S30, $50, 575 a Week

WORKS FOR
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PICKED UP $1500
WHILE LEARNING
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senile studying

$15110

and I
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Radio broadcasting stations employ engineers, operators.
station managers and pay up to $5,000 a year. Spare time
Radio set servicing pays as much as $200 to $500 a year
full time jobs with Radio jobbers. manufacturers and dealers. $80, $50, $75 a week. Many Radio Experts own and
operate their own full time or part time Radio sales and
service businesses. Radio manufacturers and jobbers employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers. servicemen,
paying up to $6,000 a year. Radio operators on ships get
good pay and see the world besides. Automobile, police.
aviation. commercial Radio, and loud speaker systems are
newer fields offering good opportunities now and for the
future. Television promises to open many good jobs soon.
Men I have trained are holding good jobs in these branches
of Radio. Read their statements. Mail the coupon.

-

OF ILLINOIS
I had not taken your
IIl
Course
Just
digging I ditchen
to work for the
Sstarted
tate of Illinois. open
sting their 1.0011 watt
anyone
transmitter.
ants to write me about
be glad to
ewer °a R. S LEWIS. 120
St.. Springfield, Ill.

er neutralizing and
Get this lesson Free. No

a Real Future in Radio
for Well Trained Men

There's

Radio already gives jobs to more than 300.000 people. In
1936 over $300,000,000 worth of sets, tubes and parts
were sold -an increase of 20% over 1934! Over 1,100,000
auto Radios were sold in 1935. 26% more than in 1934!
22.000,000 homes are today equipped with Radios, and
every year millions of these sets go out of date and are
replaced with newer models. Millions more need servicing.
new tubes. repairs, etc. Broadcasting stations pay their
employees (exclusive of artists) more than $23,000.000
a year! And Radio is a new industry, still growing fast!
A few hundred $30. $50, $75 -a-week jobs have grown to
many thousands in less than 20 years.

Many Make SS, S10, S15 a Week Extra
in Spare Time While Learning
Practically every neighborhood needs a good spare time
serviceman. The day you enroll I start sending you Extra
Money Job Sheets. They show you how to do Radio repair
jobs that you can cash in on quickly. Throughout your
training I send you plans that made good spare time money
-$200 to $500 a year-for hundreds of fellows. My
training is famous as "the Course that pays for itself."

I Give You Practical Experience
My Course is not all book training. I send you special
Radio equipment and show you how to conduct experi-

balancing.

MAIL COUPON NOW

ments and build circuits which illustrate important
principles used in modern Radio receivers, broadcast
stations and loud speaker installations. I show you
how to build testing apparatus for use in spare time
work from this equipment. You work out the things
you read in the lesson books. Read about this 50-50
method of training-how it makes learning at home
interesting. quick, fascinating, practical. Mail coupon.

Money Back Agreement Protects You
I am so sure that I can train you successfully that
1 agree in writing to refund every penny you pay me
if you are not satisfied with my Lessons and Instruction Service when you finish. I'll send you a copy of

this agreement with my Free Book.

Find Out What Radio Offers You

Act Today. Mail the clap1n now for "Rich Rewards
in Radio." It's free to any fellow over 16 years old.
full time opporIt describes Radio's spare time andshows
you actual
tunities; tells about my Training;
letters from men I have trained. telling what they
are doing and earning. Find out what Radio offers
YOU! MAIL THE COUPON in an envelope. or paste
it on a penny post card -NOW !
J. E. SMITH. President. Dept. 6.153
National Radio Institute. Washington. D. f.

MAIL
COUPON

NOW

This FREE BOOKhas Helped Hundreds

of Men to Make More Money

¡i

qf

J. E. SMITH. President, Dept. 6JB3,
National Radio Institute. Washington. D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligation, send me the Sample Lesson and your
free book about spare time and full time Radio opportunities and how I
can train for them at home in spare time. (Please write plainly.)

NAMF

AGE

ADDRESS

CITY

It you do not want to cut this corer -simply write us on a post card

STATE

14X-1

